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ABSTRACT
A case. study of the introduction 'of thg Comprehensive

EmploYm e'nt and Training Act (CETA) in koston,was.Conducted (1) to
chronicle and analyze the changes in employment and, trainingplanriinq
.andlnograms as the federal policy "changes from a centralized and.,.
categorica policy to ,a decentralized- and dgcategorized One, '(2) to
examine the impact of those changes on employment and training -

programs', -an institutions, the internal structure and staffing of
.these tnsttutions, prograk participants, and the community,-and
to study how the CETA prime sponsor ionitors and evaluates its
progrems.- Open-ended interviews were'conducted of strategic members
of the ty,.state, and priyate institutions which were engaged in
either. planting or operiating employment an training programs.
Procmam data-pertaining to client characteristics, _enrollments, .

termination, and work experiences, were c&.lected. The eleven "
principal findings included these; (1) ASide fnooPubliciService
Employment, the tntnoductibn of CETA has not changed Boston's

Amanpower system much, (2) a restructuring of the administrative
systei did periit inc.orportion of several pew youpth programs, and
did permit special attention to the needs of ex- offenders, drug
addicts, older' workers, and Women,Idnd (3) dup to the:'weaknest of the
local economy and administrative.dpfects in the program there was a
substantiAl cutback of on-the-job training. (-This report concludes
with twenty-two recommendations.) (EM) a
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OVERVIEW,

Principal,Ftndings. and Conclusions

1. CETA found Boston with a diversified, decentralized'etployment and

training system fashioned over the previous decade frou0a gamut of

categorical programs operated by twp-community based organizatlohs and

by the Boston School Department (BSD): The community agencies had well-.
.

defined programs, serving theeconOmically disadvantaged, including

substantial proportions of minorities and yo gi.peopLe.

2. Senior 'st.aff of the Boston ManpoWer istration (BMA),-them-

selves preferring such a system, persuaded the City administration'of
.

its desirability. The staff in turn relied on the existing instituti6ns.

3.01 During the year, of administrative decentalizaticon preceding CETA,
.

the Manpower Area Planning Councilt(MAPC ) was, fashioned to reflect these

preferences. Renamed the Mayor's Employment and Training Council (METAC),

its substantial community representation, accessibility and openness,

continued under CEtA. The Council served, as intended, as a shield a-

gainst political/interference. The vitality Of the METAC has,jtlieen a dis-

tinguishing feature in Boston. tZ

4. In practice, if not on paper,*the BMA andthe METAC have been re-:

sponsible solely.for Title I programs. An independent office ( "CETA -II ")

-under the Mayor, has been responsible for PSE. r

5.. The METAC and the BMA acquired a voice in PSE, but it remain minor.

Operational links between Title I programs and PSE were slow in develop

ing and are still relatively weak.

6. The fMA hac considerable difficulty achieving administrative cape-
.

bility.,' A number pf factors have'been responsible: staffing problems
.

and turnover, an,e:;rly failure to take hdvantage of regional Employment

and Training Administration,(ETA) technica1 help, Pid the early, Of
. .

agency cooperation in developing MIS. .Howeyer,..theBMA has taken the

lead in developing moder.evaluation and follow-up techniques. l

7. As4de frOm 'PSE,-CETA ha
*
'not changed Boston's manpower system much...

thowever, unexpected lag fund and the responsiveness of the/METAC process

dig permit incorporation of several new youth prograMs, and did permit
-Iv
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special attention teethe needs of ex-offenders., drpg addicts, older

workers and women.
,-

8. The one impirtant internally initiated change was 4substantial
f

cutback of OJT because of the weakness of the local economy and equally

-44mpoitatit because-of administAtiVe defects in the program.

) 9. A much more substantial change in Title I programs, the closing of

the BSD-operated skill center, was precipitated from outside the system

The released *resources Lowed the BMA to experiment for the first time

with. purchase of service contacts at area technioaischools.

10. PSE provided the city with useful services many well-administered.

PSE enrollees in the first two years were more likely than Title I en-

rollees td be better-educated, adult white males of prime working age.

. Persistent METAC pressure finally led to women and ethnic minorities

receiving priority for slot that became vacant.

11. It is probable that the PSE administrative lapses wAld have been
s

(,/".. prevented if from the start the' program had been under the supervision

of the METAC. It also is likely that the enrollees mix would have in-
,

cluded relatively more long-term unemploygd, economically disadvanta/ed,

women andethnic minorities, and that links would have been established

4etween Title I and PSE programs

Recommendations

1. The Title I allocation formu la should be amended to better refAct

a prime sponsor's national share of poor persons 16.to 64 years, old, or

personi.16 to,64 in families earning 70 to 80' percent of the DOL's lower

level annual budget in the area, with a minimum amount per poor or low,

income person, equal to the prior yea'r's per person amount in real terms.

2. A distinction should be made between funds spent to rai se employ-

ability and those spent for income support, such as stipends.' The latter

might come from HEW, the former from the pm,.

3. The benefits of decentralizatiiSnand decategorization could be achievid

b/ alternative'kindsoi prime sponsorships that are.reiativelxNimmune`from

local political interference, able to employ career staffs with a long run,
-

,professional commitment, and of sufficient, size to achieve administrative

economies of scale. 'Cline alternative model might be'special ainitsof the

regional ETA.as prime sponsor, covering cohesiye'labor market areas smaller
,

.7
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. .

than the SMSA.

ti

4. Ti res pons'ib7lit of advisory coungilsshould,explicitly include activities

funded byffitles II, VI III. Advisory councils should be strengthened by

havirig'its own staff funded 'rectly by. theDOL.
. .

. .

i

5.- Prime sponsors should receive countercyclical funds for Title I 'activitigs

mosaboVetheir basic Titld I allocation in deder to -permit ,pie lengthening or ex- ,

;
pension of such programs when 'labor market conditions deteriorate.

6. -Title II programs should be limited to unemployed or underemployedseconomi

cally-disadvantaged persons ant /or unemployeA or underemployed pe?Sons whose

family income is 70 to SO'perCent of the area's lower level family budget. Links

should be required,between Title I and Title II prOgrams.

117. Half of a prime sponsor's Title VI slots should be reserved for economically.

disadvantaged persons or persons in families whose income is' 70 to 80 percent

revelof the area's lower e family budget. The other half should be drawn from

the long-term unemployed.

8. Programs for in-school youth should be bn a year-round, contingous bins,

combining education with related or relevant work experienCe similar to co-

operative work-study programs.

9. OJT programs should by confined to primary labor- market employers! defined

in terms of the are4's.average hourly earnttngs, and its quit and layoff rates.

One agency should be resporisible for both job development and enrollee recruit-

ment.

10. Special technical training should be provided to all job developers 'in

Title I and Title II programs to enable them to establish close, coptinuing

links with employets.

11, Special incentives should be given f'or enrolling and successfully terminating.

the most disadvantaged.

X1 `.s

0
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This report i-s.t.a.cb.se study' of the introduction df
-

the ComprehenAive

Employment and Training-Act (CETA) in Boston, and 1:he-research wasundektaken

AS a subconteat to a larger project involving CETA in various 6ommunities in

Eastern Massachdsetts. .The'prime contractor alas Massachusetts Institute of'

Technology, with funds from tip Office of Research''and Development,'Employmedt

' . and Training Administrlion, U.S. Departmedt of Labor.

Objectives of the Study-. ".

The dAcategorization and 4ecentraOgization tenets of CETA have significant,
i

implications for the.davelOPtent and administration of employment Nana training
. . ..

-i

policies.anii.programs, The Actgives to the executive olficeJls of units of

'local goverriment major responsibility fox the identification And selectio-bf
.

target groups to be served, and for the creation, implementation, monitoring
. .

and evaluation of employment and training delivery systems (i.e.,agencies and
,

their programs).* Local governMents-are to, determine the nature Of programs

and select the logencies to prdtide the services. And if desired,.a local 'govern-

ment can be bo4.prime Sponsor and sole deliverer.

It was expected that decentralization'and decategorization would improve

manpower programs by freeing them of rigid requirements developed on the Federal

having decisionS

local 'economic,

to lead to sevicesi

level for uniform application throughout the country, and by

made by individuals-in immediate and,Continuing 'Contact with

social and political Conditions. This intimaty was expectA

that more accurately answer local needs. But the questions to be answered were:

what will be the.impact of .C.ETi with respect. to target groups, and employment

and training institutions? And what impact will these changes have on program

performances?

The principal objective the projectis to demsonstrjte the feasibility

and .value of using an outsi e.organization (a) to'chronicle and analyze the.
$

changes in employment and training planning and programs occurring in one major

city, Boston, as the Federal policy changes from`a centralized and categorical

policy to a decentralized and'decategorized one under CETA, and (b) to examine

tha'impact of- those changes on erftployment and training programs and institutions

the internal s(ructure and staffing of these institutions, program participants,

. 4;$
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and the comrtunity. A second majoi otdeCtive of this r>rojeot iYib'studyi.how

the.CETA prime:spo or monifors andeAluates its kogiams.

Methodology and St

The study trace

and programs throug

(the first full year, of CETA), and through most of tiscal 1976,..during which the

planning for the sec d year of CETA was underway. ±t was assumed that bye the

end 64,1976 the conse uence$ of/CETA for local employment and training ikftitu -

tions -end their prtogr and. clients would be, si fficiently apparent to draw
.

-

the lipelopment of lAcal eMployment'and training Policiee*
*

.

the transitional, year fiscal 1974, through fiscal 1975 '

geheral conclusions.

methodology us :d invOrved iriberviews with strategic meMbersAf the ity,

State and privet insti uti3ons which were engaged either in -the planning

oPerating of employment and tiaipingprogams. Program data of client character-
.

istics: enrollments, t nation and work expprienCes were collected and analyzed,

in order to asgess=the r sults of local employment and training decisions. "'The'

interviewing technique

agency or issues Uncrer.di

Employment and Training

the numerous subcommittees

the City's Emilloymentand

report study' findings and

program planning andimanage

to key officials in the rel

,comments.

The re$earch was conduct

d were open-ended, and adapted .*to the indivi4al,

cus40.on. Staff Tmbers regularly atte ded the Mayor's
is

visor' Committee' meetings, as Well as e meetings of

The methodology also involved-periodic meetings wi

raining Administrator and key.membersiof his staff to

th"

discuss their implications for strengthening.the

ent. An early draft of this report was distributed,

varit Federal, State and local offices for their.

d by thetwo principal

search assistant. 'Work wash ,gun in the tall of .f19

winter of 1976-77. The'tvio p incipal investigators

search of Boston's employmeit and training programs

were authors of the report on Boston in the volume

power Programs: A Four-City mparison,' ed. G;tith'

. Robson (Olympus Publishing Co.

sty for TheBoston 6rban,0hs

City of Boston, 'which' reviewed

the transitional fiscal year 19

1973).. In 1974.the

rvatory, alternative

Miloyment and train

4.

4

to.
2

investigators and one're-
-

74 and continued into the
1

haVe been involved in re-

since the late 1960's. They

Metropolitan Impact of Man-

L. Mangum .and R. Thayne

researchers completed a

,Manpower' Strategies for 'the

iAg planning in Boston during
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Boston's Economic Environment
: 1

, e.

`During tale 1960's Boston's. poiPulation droppej substantially, fair 697,000#
AO

.

to 641,000,"a lost of,8.1fpercent, and at the, same time the age mix, the racial
, . .

'mix and the geographic distribution of it's poptilatilem also, changed. Despite the

. net loss of.Aesidents% the number' of pers9nt_aged 15 to 29 showeda gain of 22

ercent; and by 7,970 this age groupconstituted 29:0. perceht of Boston's popula-
e

tion, compared to 21.8 percent ten yearS earlier. From 1960 to1970'the number
, 4

of nonwhites in the Boston area-(mostly'oOncentrated in the City) rose-sfrom

69,600 to 119,200, up by 41.6 percent. If we add eh;<19.7o census listing of) .

20,100 Spanish- speaking, whoin.the 1960 census does.not identify sliparatelr,
.

the rise in minority members woyld be even greater: They changes in the
0

c3Ity's age and racial mix had impOrtant labor force consequences,
.

Between 1950 and 1970 heady job losses occurred in goston'S manufacturing,

transportation and tradesectors. 94stantial'gainSwere madein flnanceeser-

vice and g. but these were only, endugh to raise City's total employ-
.

a

ment by 2.0 percent over the twenty -year period. These',chang re-ordered therel-1,

ative iMportance,of BOaton's industrial sectors. 'In 1950 the two top sectors

were trade.(with 26.3 percent of all jobs) and manufdcturing (with 19%6 percent),

wIldie,services represented only-13.8.Rercent. By 19.70. the dominant sectors

were trade (22.2 percent °fall: jobs)-and services (212 percent), while manffac-
.

turing accounted-for only 12.0 percent of Boston's employment.

The 'city's ocippational structure mirrored, this' transformation. In 1960;
,1

of an.estimated)479,700 jobs in Boston, 58,5 percent were white-collar jobs ,

30.5 percent manual, and,11.0 percent services.. In--1,970,.61..2 percent of the

estimated .509,100 jobs were white collar, 27.5'percent manual,a7and.11.3 percent

,services.
I .

An examination-of 1975 employment data by economic sector for the United.

States, Massachdsetts and the Boston SMSA indicates the weakness' of the Boston

job situation for the disadvantaged. *(zee Table 1.) Note, that the includes

64 communities surrounding the City of Boston.
. 1

The manufacturing sector, whichnorMally employs a

f

substantial number ?f_

poor and disadvantaged, is not a.growth industry, and n BostOn SMSA itemplCys
.

a significantly smaller percentage 'of total employment than it d s in.ell of
fir ;Othe United States., Inithe growing service sector there is a po arized occupa

tional structure with Professional administrative and techniCal jobs at the top

requiring extensive educatOn and training, and low- paying, menial jobs at'the

.11r

40, 311'1''
1
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Table '1.- Shares of Non-Agricultural payroll Employment, Ly
Major fndastp: ik 7 the . s . , Massachusetts, and
the Boston S , lMSA'97-5 I

, t 4' . . ,

Al

Sector United- Ititea Massachusetts .

Non-Agri cul tu ral To t al Ta0 :41%, -' 100":0% Ls

Manufacturing- -Total 23.8 ..

.

25.5
Durable 4

. .13.9 14.1
-Non-durable . 10 . o . !I1 f.44. t..,

Contract Cdns tructroh, 4.5 -- 3.4

Transpor.tation & Utilities j 5.8
.

4.9

w
Whoiesale & Retail Trade , 2 . 0', . . 22.7

Finance, Insurance, Real
Estate 5

Services, Miscellaneous, 1111"

Government, To tal ' 19.2

4.

Mining., 18.2

..

5.9

21.8 .1

c

'15.5

19;0

1971

1972

1973

1474
,

1975

j

1.

Table 2. Compaki son of Annual Unemployment Rates

United State s Maas rchuse tts: Boston SAA

4.9 4.6

5.9 . 6.6
.

5.6
..(.

6.4 ,

4.9
A

6.7
,e,

5.6 " 7.2A

6.5 1;..

Eatima ted 'by City Labor staff for
application, FX 11'1O.

400

4.0

5.7
.

%.6.5 ,

o

6.9
-7

7.2
,

10:6
. .

BostQJ CETA% gran t

alb

,

4

)

go'

Boston SMSA,

100.0%
.

,

.

19. q

12.1

,7.8

.3.8 ;
,

5.4
. 4,

23.0

7.6 .

01.

6

25.5

14.

4

-City of Boston

4.9

'7.0

-9.; 4

8,5 -.00.,

.
8.8

.13.0

1
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_bottom requiring limited education and trading. The poor and the disadvantaged

..........7 are unArersaliy blocked from-thelobs at the top.

-One normal.grOkwth'sector -- government -,- is hardly that.at present. State
1.

and locar,goVernments'which normally-employ substantial ilumbers offthepoor and
. -.

the disadvantaged;. are in a financial bind and are not expanding. Even, the once - ^

growing financial sector seems to'have lost its steam,, and c6ntract construction'
. .

has had a devastatiQ4 drop. , i

4ayer the 1970-75 period the laborforte in the Boston SMSA rose by 49 per: ,
.

ce'rit, but employment declined by 2.3 percent. g In generalthe unemployment rates

were,higher.in Massachtmetts, the Bosten,SMSA-and'the City of than in,

the t.11ited States.' BUt'the-estimated unemployment, rates of Boston

were the highest. (See Table'2.1 In an economic environment such as
. ,

that which
.. ,

i
. .

. .'

Boston faced.
.

clearly made a transition from a cen'tralized-and Federally speci-
,

programs,fied series of,em*oyment and training programa toy' a dedentralized and decate-
,

. .

gorized program a very difficult one. And coNounding:the problems was the ,
, lb.

. feat that the City received less fundsOthan'previously while the cost of living
.

was rising rather, rapidly.

CETA becnerthe responsibility -of Boston as a liz:ime sponsor in October 1974.
4,

Between that Aate apd.October 1976 the'Boston ,S011 ro$C6610.1 percent.

(See Table 3.)' 'In each of these two years the Boston Title .I allocation fell

by about.10'peikcint iiicrms of current dollars',' but 41 real terms the"Arop,

. . .

a . 0

0. over the o-year period was about 30 %emt. Such a'drastic financial squeeze'
0

the,
.. . .,

undoubtedly made employment and tra; &ning programs TA appear less
...

successful than,m d otherwlse haye beenillhe case.

Pre -CETA Emplo

,

t and Training PrArams
, .

canThe preLCETA programs an be seen Largely in terms of the clash between an
.._

. ,

ag aggressive cOmirity baSed'organization, Action for Boston CoMlunit-e-
% .or ,,

Ind. (40D), energized:by'the civil rights movement of the. 1960's And the
i 4 ir.

largesee*16f federal anti- poverty ,amp} training funds,, and the traditiorill'public
-

.

agencies, the Massathdsetts Division of Employment Security' (MDES) and the
%
Boston scriooltepartment (BSD). There.were other' important aCtore and agencies,

,

fli 1
. -

9

Allothe evolving drama of the Sixties and early seventies wai'dominated by

challenge and the-halting response of its two major antagonists, spurred at,
.

(critical times, by a not always decisive federal government.

*
-- The first training programs were-those organized under -the Manpower

:Development and.Trainlieg Act (MDTA) , not originally designed, to help the

.__________.__.,. 13; . , . .
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Table 3..' Boston Consumers' Price Index, 1967=100.

x . _

.

1 '

v.
, Annual. Percent Change,

( January 2E14 July October Average in Annual Average .

19/16. 113.6 115.1 116.4 119.4 '116.7,'

9 '
f

1971 120.7
.

121.6
-

1 32.7 124.3 122.7 5.1

72.' 124.8 126.2 127.0 . l28.9 127.1 '' 3.6

73 129.7 132.4
r

134./ las.7 134.7 6.0

....

174 142.0 '145.2 149.2. 153.0 148,7 3.9

75 156.4 159.0 163.0 184.8 '162.1 .9.0 I

:76 171.9 .- 172.5 .175.3 176.1 174.5 . 7.6

' 77 179.4 182.r

. .

FoveAt,-stricken disadvantaged, and referred 00 as MDTAinstitutional training.
. ,

This training reigned as the dominant program antil,about 1966, when funds,weie

siphoned off for the Conyntated Employment Program (CEP) and for,incentives to-

', emp lorye "td hire the disadvantagd4 (NAB/JOBS).

Although MDTA funding first became availab]:e in t late s .A. of 1962, the

first MDTA institutional course did not begin in BostOp ntil-,ear y the following
'7 -.

year. The delay was attribu'ted to the cautious behavior of the decition-makers
.

.

in the MDES, the Massachusetts Department of Education (MDE),Jp.nd the BSD. A
,

conservative MDES staff found it difficult to accept training as a goal, perhaps

bedause this reversed DES' accustomed role of referring applicants already
.

equipped to meet employers' hiring specifications.. The SSD, in turn, was alleged

tope dominated by tradition-bound personnel'who,held narroy views of the role

and scope of educatiom and who denigrated occupational training. Vocational
7

educators iri the MDE were'unwilling or unable to bypass loctl school authorities

or pressure them to respond more approPriately'to the MDTA.

By 1965 ABCD had begun tofill a labor market void by combatting unemploy--

Ipnt among disadvantaged youth in inner city areas left by the Unaggressiveness

of MDE8 and state en0 local educators. ,In 1966 ABCD installed'in poverty areas
r . e \

' . .

6



Neighborhood Employment Centers'(NEC's) that were to provide a "comprehensive

system of referrel",and other "employmentiservices" for ghetto residents.

CEP was introduced nationally in the spring of 19§7, with thie purposes

Of concentrating limited MDTA'and Economic Opportuility Act (tOA) funds on a few

target areas in order to have an identifiable impact, of involving private employ-
,

ers in hiring the disadvantaged, and of centralizing local administration'to co-

Ord late existing ptograms in target areas. ABCD became Boston's CEP sponsor,.

and a unique feature of thiS CEP Was its Orientation Centers (0Cs).. These cen-

ters provided 15 week "orientation" courses all but two of which'were actually

entry level skill training. .

Roston Was one of the 50 cities to whose private employers President Lyndon B.

Johnson appealed in January 1968 to employ 500,000 hard-core unemployed over the

next 3 1/2 4ears. The National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) was organized to

implement the goal. ThePresident also proposed using Federal funs tostippOrt

ng in the program, Called Job Opportunities in the Business

ontract phase of NAB-JOBS begs .iii Boston early in 198, and

contracts had been awarded, providing' about 2000 slots to

businesses particilik

Secto/ (JOBS) . Them!

by mid-1570, 60 JOSS

be filled over` a three-year period.

On paper Boston's'Work Incentive Program'cW00) -began in August-1968, but it y

,,.

was
,

not until mid-winter that the MDES'.WIN teams began processing substantial

numbers of Wlfare"Department referra},s. An adequate number Aappropriate refer-

rats was a chronic problem, because of heavy social worker case loads- nd de-

pendence on voluntary participants. The 1971 Talmadge amendments to the Social

Security Act led to a turnahout in the philosophy, operating practices and struc-

ture of Boston's WIN, and this reversal began in October 1972 with a freeze on

-institutional enrollments. The number of sUccessful,completions in FY 1973 was

small: 641 of the cumulative total of 2832 participants had been laced in unsubsi-

dized jobs, nearly half directly, without any intervening training; most of the

others hadbeen placed after institutional training, and only 18 after OJT.

The P,blic Emplgyment Program (PEP) began its recruiting in Boston in Sep-

tember 1971, and by the start of 1971 the city had hired 424 persons for its 569

slots. Approximately'7,000'people applied for the 569 slots. Of the total num-

ber of 978'SEA hires, about 38 percent still remained to. be placed on permanent.

(elobe as of November 1973. ,Iheepployment prospects were dimmed by high wamploy-

ment and the City's stringent budget.

15
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The Planning and Administration Process :
f

ill ,

4.

A
' The Cooperative Area Manpower PlannintSystem (CAMPS) was instituted in
. . .

March U67, as a joint effort.of various federal agencies to reduce the problems
.

of duplicatiOn, overlap and fragm4ntation in the employment and training area.

The

$i.....

ginal CAMPS committee for the Boston SMSA was too unwieldy a body to ac-

complish any of th4,Planning airncy's ioalsr and by the fa'.11 of 1968 itIvreed.

to dgcehtralize by 'creating several geographic subcommittees, ond'orTZKI:ch was
_.

for the City of Boson.- TenaorcianizatidAs with interests in employment and

training programs in Boston were chogen for membership on the Bostoi sUbcommit -

tee. Individual subcgm
4

mittees developed staffs to deal with the technical issues
.

of plannin5 and evaluation. 4. . ri;Li .

JThe basic weakness of CAMPS in this early period whvit its lack of authority
--,

.:'

to allocate funds among prbgram spbnsors. There wgre no definZtive rules about
. ' . 4 .

the organizations eligible for representation on CAMPS, and no rules on voting
. .

rights. It operated by consensus, although there were feW-instances.when a vote

would have had any practical meaning. . -..
.

.

The,Boston CAMPS subcommittee underwent a series of changes during 1971,

and the result was a newly constituted body designated as the Boston Manpower

AAa Planning Council (BMfrAC). A series of subcommittees were created, each

responsible for reviewing in-depth-the proposal of sponsors for specifid target

groups inthe disadvantaged popul tion and making recommendatigns for the con-

sideration Of the BMAPC as a whole The BMAPC also Created 'a Labor Market Ad-

Visory Council (LMAC), in cOnfo ce with'the 1971 Talmadge AmendMehts to the ,

Social. Security Act, to provide tabor market information for theNadministrators

of the WIN program.

The Transition

By administrative action the -Department of Labor began the process of de-
",

centralization and decategorization in 1973, and the FY 19:74 became a'transition-
,

al year. The Comprehensive Employment andTraining Act legislated the desntrali-

zation and decategorization, and FY 1975 was the first full year of CETA.

This current research is aft effort to determine whether, at least in

transitional petiode the, ecentralization and decategorization of'emplo 't and

training programs have improved the. administration of the programs andsathe

delivery systems.

I

lb 4
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II

THE TRANSITION PERIOD -- TITLE I

Th, goals of CE TA we)1 the decentralizaion and,decategorization of employ:-

ment and training programs, to be attained-by giving local. Autttrities: within

prescribed limits, the right to decide which'groups should be served and in what .

fashipn. The rationale behind decentralization and decategarization,mas. the be-

lief.that the programs would better reflect local needs,and could be better co-

ordinated and more effectively administeredA It was felt that local elected of-
t n

ficials would-ge more aware of, Ind more responsive to, loCal needs and local
iv

economic conditionS and hence better ablf to devisg programs to accommodate.these

needs. Local control also would permit the participation of community interests,

previously mandatedtbxthe Economic Opportunity Act.
4

In Boson, decentra,lizationsmeant centralization and Coordination by the

prime sponso kepresented by the Boston Manpower Administration (BMA), whose

function is to administer Title I-activities. YInitially gitle I was given nearly

,all the attention of the` BMA; because the prior experience of its staff tad been

witoliractivities encompassed by Title I, and because'it did not have responsibijrity

for the PEP. The PEP administration had Peen assigned automatically to an office

directly linked with that of.the Mayor; this office essentially was a continuation

of the one maintained for the PSE. In, Boston, national progr.ans under Title III

were represented only by a youth demonstration project under the auspices of the

Boys Club of America.
1

L4
Pre-CETA Employment and Training Structure ,

. To,. a substantial degree, program decentralization and integration has .existed,

in Boston since the mid-1969' in theform of the CEP, administered by ABCD, which
P

was'and still is, the dominan manpower institution in BoSton°. The BMA, in effect",

was,ibuilding, even before the passage of CETA, on an already existing administra-

tive foundation. The Manpower Administrator of the dity,had been associated with

community action agencies, reflected their phy.osophy, and had directed CEP for

a time.

1. After CETA, in 1976, the initiative of BMA staff members was responsible
tor obtaining national or regional funding for three demonstration projects of'

some, significance: (1) an evaluation model to be replicated by 'other prime sponsors

in the region; (2) a WIN/CETA partnership. to train out-of-school 16 to 18-year

olds in AFCD families; and (3) a YWCA project to train females for traditional
t

-4ft

,male occupations, chiefly e trades.

9 17



The CAMPS had existed here as elsewhere, but was- not, an effective planning ,

or decision-Making group, because it was not part Of the funding process. A

4 'Department of Labor (D0i)grant had kinded a manpower staff in the Mayor's of-'

ft% fice to adelizt CAMPS. This staff became the, secretariat og the MAPC when it '

be-Came responsible for the administrative decentralization mandated by the DOL

in FY 1973. By then the MAPC had established four subcommittees. The reliappe

on subcommittees was continued and expanded under the advisory council established.

underCETA. .

t

During the evolution of. the current 'adviSory council, the geographic scope

of the po4ton planning area was narrowed. Ori4nally under CAMPS, it had included

tile entire. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA).; but by 1971/72,e

chairman of ckmps explicitly restricted his activities, and 'in effect that of

CAMPS,' to Boston programs. Under the 1973 pre-CETA adninistrative.decentraliza-.

tion, the then mAN was expanded to include four adjacent copnunities, none of

which were included "when the Boston MAPC was reconstructed under CETA. The

'pelting Was voluntary. The%City of Boston had seen no'particular.advantage in

continuing this relationship and possibly dome problems dealing With independent
- - -

cciMmunities.- The former members felt new geographic alignments would enhance

'their ability to obtain funding. This_ reformulation did not mirror the j(nterde-
,

_.-Indence-or economic realities of the local labor market, but rather traditional

iarbchialism and short
.
run political advantages.' For many years, sLurban Com-

munities have taken the attitude that they do not want %add Boston's burdens

to their .shoullders.

I
regarding programs to serve members of the disadvantage population, and had made

-recommendations to the MAPC. The four kubcommitties weft re: (11 .the LMAC, re-

.gqired by the 1971 Talmadge Amen4ment.to the Social Security ,Act, with a juris-

diction confined to .the WIN;. (2) the HisRanic subcommittee, responsible for

English-as7a-Second Language (SL) programs; (3) the,mDTA subcommittee, respon-
..

sible for adult4pstitutional training and work experience programs; and (4)

the Youth subcomnitteg, responsible for work experience programs for in-school'
4

and out-of-lochool

Decentralizatibn, buthot decategorization also hadircurred under the 197f
Y .

Emergency Employment Act (E0i), when Boston'

money, hired the trainees and provided4the Do
.

The MAPC subcomMittees, prior to °ETA, had reviewed proposals from agencies

'ti,

city administration received the

, without any link to the evolving

pa

MAPC or manpower programs conducted under the ,.. MDTA\br the 0A.
0r

%

. ..

4
/
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As noted, the city still has (ai of Spring.1977).two, not'One, manpower
.

. 4

- 'offices.
1

The BZ'A, under the City's, Office of Commerce and Manpower,is re-
.

sponsible for Title I pr,ograms but conducts none itsel'f'. Another offi ce,
.

(krippri as the "CE TA 'office) in'1 the City Administration had ,operated the PEP,
. .

and fell heir to CUA's Tile II and Vf tivities. On paper, pEP fell within

the jurisdiction ofthe BMA and with enaci
_ . r '

ipractice PEP was, operated pdependently by
y/v c ..

BMA direction. -The initial administration
9

414,

.although later,modified t spme extent.

bY the Mayor's Office of Personnel, not

"patronage ", office.

t'of tBTA, PSE as well, but in

the "CETA". office with li,ttle if any

cif PSE followed a.similar course,

,r

Hiring clearance for PEp,t/as exercised,

uncommonly preferred
.

to As.the,Mayor's
. , ;

,

. . i '

During 1074, the- relationship betWeen the ':CETA" office and the office of
, . / .

Commerce and Unpower, was nevdt cleaky'ae4linelh. COMmdrCe.,andidanpower'maY have
1. .. :I, ,s . ,

, . I

been responsible tdclOre ically'fot PE?, and,.ater'for Title II,.but-had no. clear-

line of authority overeitEer: "The was ambiguoips,and!becaq even'
).

. - 4 ... . ,

. j ' more ao'When the 6i4''s*.Office.of Program, MahageMent ah4iV4,14tion 1.015mi) beganN

to give-direction to,but.With no,a62arent 7*?'of fEuthority, over PSE. This am=
' .

.. .

biguit' was erased within sevecialtionthe when it became known` that;01611V,'as-an
.,. .., .., , ..

,

i -.house consultant, was tempo' rar ily%directing the."CiTA4 F ffice, in ordeX to. '

,

,11.1,.[ '.

'meet serious DOL criticism-of 4t1 operatibnsAAtter eoiganilid and.restaffing 'p

the offixe;'OPMEwithdrewy By 1476'the:4CETAn btfice was,on.its own. Despite
. 1 . - " ,' , .

% .

the eanfier, confusion,and'the,divided authovty? there. was collaboratiOn between
.

. .

-tke BMA and:the OPMt "CE.TA"'offi and 'functional linics,have been 'slowly torjed.

between Title piograma and PSI'''.
,

Act

and

41\..

havet,on the

ving prime

,

at-effeot,' if any, -did CETA

itself speaks in ilroact,-.terms,

priorities .

' A

4
w

city's minpower'oectives?' 'Thb
,

...sponsOfs to -decide goalS

, % ,,- ,- , 4. 1 ' .

- --.
.

.

:, . .

-
. . .

4'16
Goals of tETA

, , . ;
1

The objectives stated,in the Citiy.'s Adnual Plans were broad art not very
. (

. , .

. ,p, , , .. , *e

i
* - --" specific: They ,were much: like those' ol 4 e -CETA days; i.e.,' to improve' the em= Ne'.

. ,

.

.

plOyability ofthe-poetr and.disadvantagedl and to develop Y eYobs for Etersons.
0

... .. I I,
These goals stirred little debate: The BMA expressed them in the following terms

_

/

in its PY 1974 grantpapplicatj,on'(page

1. A.division that is ,supposed to be end0 in'1977 by Aysically integrating

the staffs,of both offices wider one-*roof- 7 "IS:

2. HoweVer,pi,thOut Federal regulations and DOL direction the planned dmini-
strative joining of the two.ofices'and the 'slowly evolving program links might;

not have occurred.'



o"

a-

.

"Mayor Kevin H. White, through the Boston Manpower Area:Planning"
Council, 'wit). direct loos% efforts toward assisting, the poorer resi-

- dents of the MAPC:in developing education and skillsto enable them.
AC find meaningfti employment.-'ManpoWermonieg would be used with
other resources to increase the income and employability of The urban
poor, to expandemployment,oPportunites, and to create a skilled
labor force to Meet the needa.of local indi;stries. Specifically, mash \
power planning must be concerned with,the entire range of economic and

o educational issues which .affect the earnings and employability Of
Boston.arearesidents..."

The FY-1975 and 19 76 grant alpplcations used much the same:language. Such aeademiC

niceties as displacemeint effects', the nature Of the expected-gain in employability,

the amount or its duration went-unaddressed.
/ a

Specif,Lc goals have'to be gleaned from the perfortalce standards developed-

At for the 41Trent programs Lundell by the BMA. awo criteria have predominated.

One has been the maintenance of enrollment lei.teis at 90 percept, so that, slots

_would not remain empty, Stipend monies left' unspent, and peopienot helped who

could hive been. For all but -school youth, t4e seconli criterion has beeh place-
-,

. .

ment in:an unsubsidized job, ea forage above aispecified level or levels. .The.

focushas been short.term. Beinghii'ed and working one day constitutes a job .

placement. (It must eccur within 60 days after leaving a program al icounts r-
.

,

......./ 1
.

,,respective whether Vie person or the program f9und the job.) , .

1, yo

There were no publicly debated and adopted performance standards before
l
FY

1975. The first opptprtunity foradvisory council consideration of performance '
., '1

T

standards was associated with FY 197 planning. The FY, 1974 plan hail incorpora-

ted;, tandardsfin pre-CETA agency.contracts.(after BMA consultation With 'idgional
, ,

DOL staff). The standards adopted for FY 1975 were.softenea versions of the 1974

ones. The, FY11975 standards were based on a combination of actual accomplish-
- .

meht and-consiaerations of feasibility,, and permitted modification if waranted
.

.

bf poor labor market conditions. Nonetheless, the BMA wou4.d like to ti4hten
r

standards to spur program improvement. ,1 *,
. .

Reliance on job placements as a standard was-a carryover from pre-CETA. days.

The agencies lost no opportunity to' state their conviction 'that .77lashingtonv

disbursed manpower chiefly, on this, asis before CETA Worried about the future

intentions of the DOL and the Congress,,the'agencies"maintained that FY 1976
S-
pre-CETA retention 'measures based on 3-month and 6-month follow -ups were not part

' #.

of the official performance standards. Although incorporated in BMA contracts

with the agencies for internal use by BMA staff only,,Advisory Council Committees

did not use retention rates evaluating programs in FY.1:975 ot.FY /976 planning.

.

2 0
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weve, the BMA has let contrais'in 1975, 1976, and Z977 to follow.up Title,I
I

trainees, at first only termineest of skilled training programs but broa&nea
.

in the second and third years to cover most programs. In addition, careful evalu-
,

atibn'Studies have been conduCted by the BMA of the City'i last three,Summei

Ptogram' forYdo4nomically Disadvantaged Youth (SPEDYY and'another will be conduc-
\

:ted q1 its1977 one. .r.

There'haS been only aslight shift favor of other, possibly more appro-

pria e ,standards

initiative, the

was Modified

. In 1976, for example, as a result-of agency and committee

predominance,'of job placements for'out-of-school youth programme

giving more weight to ()infer desiAabie goals, such as returning

to schopl full-timelMore importantly, in FY 1977 the BMA introduced Standards

iecorpoiating retention; that is, continuity of employment. The FY 1977grant

. . application included a 90 percent.rettntion rate for 30 days' for most programs.

Borne thought. was given to including wage gains in standards, but sketchy and

dubious pre -CETJ earnings data have, ruled that idea out. The dominant agencies,

however, haveclung to the excessively slibrt run siandard of job placement at a

reasonable wage, especially for adult programs, So far performance standards have

not been used sysematically in planning, although such a use is contemplated for

the FY 1978 Plan.
1

As late as 1976, there. were insufficient data and enough

dbubts about, theit reliability to rely on attainment of performance standards to,

decide fur164Cuts. At fault was the inability of the BMA -to develop an internal.

Information system capable of providing the data needed to monitor and evaluate

4 ft

programs.

4 P Use in planning of the findings of the longitudinal follow-up surveys has,
1

r

been modest. Follow -up information has served to verify Nency data and ap-
.

parently helped the BMA staff to make recommendations for FY 1977 prograt re-
.

tottOns and to recommend FY 1977 contacts. The survey also
.

will be used in

t FY 1978 planning. However, the relat4ely small'number of completed interviews

Per program makes for absolutely,large\standard errors, 4cept fora few large

progrmns. .
. .

".....
i

,

4

. The evaluations of SPEDY have contributed to'better staff and agency under-
. 4.

standing'of the variety of 'program benefits to different youth and have enabled

operators ty, distinguish between faVorable and unfavorable sites. However, de- --
. ,

4 tails of the evaluations have not been provided to the Advisory Council or its

1. However, standards have been used by the staff as a basis for corrective

action, as well as for the preparation of recommendations to..committees about
contractor proposals.

-/
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crittee for council"members to make indeppndeht judgments: '

The BMA and Advisory Council had nci.reOrvations that Title I was for the
k.

poor, for the econOmically'disadvantaged whether unemployed,under-employed, or

not. Minority group members, especially-those with erratic work histories and

limited educations.cdntinued to be prime clientele. ,In contrast, prezCETA'MDTA

protirams could have/trained minOrity.group members who were not economically

disadvantagedeandt, of course, MDTA programs were not limitedato residents, of the

City of Boston.

The decision about which. groups amonwthe disadvantaged were to be served
I

was based ona detailed analysis of the "universe of need;," the designated

groups were much like those, receiving manpower services before CETA. There were

.a few shiftsin emphasis,,however. With CETA, Boston gave greater attention to

drug addicts, and ex-offenders,. and possibly less to in-school youth, although_
.

these modest redirections were not made immediately or simultaneously. Later

under advocacy pressures, women's interests received greater emphasis, as did

minority groups other than 1314Ok.

Structure and Role

eke CETA 23-member (as of mid-1976) advisory'council, renamed the tlayoe-s

Employment and Training Advisory Council (METAC),
1
currently has a substructure

of 13 committees (formerly called subcommkes) responsible for different

. , .

functional areas; in contrasttheMAPC had just four initially. Committee chair-

persons are METAC members, but other. committee members need not be and'often are

not. Committee members are drawn from agencies with manpower programs; and froin

other Organizations, public and private, in related fields, or are individuals

with pertinent experience or technical knowledge. The METAC and its committees

Meet monthly and more frequently during the hectic Onelbor two months prior to

the submistion of the grant application or when critical issues arise. All

meeting are op
.

to the public. Assigned to each commit1.4 is a BMA staff
.

member.

The organizations and individuals on the METAC1stilr reflect the basic

orientation of the pre-CETA MAPC. Its members were chose by BMA officials in

consultation with key agencies, to reflect their mutual philosophy of commudfty

participation and advocacy. The council was conceived as a shield, or buffer,

againstcity.officials unacquainted with, or unsympathetic,to, the nature and

/1. From the pre-CETA indePtification of MAPC

2 214. 1
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1

objectiVes Of the Manpower programs created in the 1960's to fight the war

against poverty.'.The decision to serve only the economically disadvantaged,
A 1

whiCh has been reiterated repeatedly, is a product of the proponents of this

philosophy oh the aAvisony council.

In addition to tensMETAC Standing Committees (sea Table 1.) with mixed

membership,' there also are a Membership and Rules Committee, composed only of

METAC members, and a Steering COmmittee, composed of the chairpersons of'the,

Standing Committees. Most bf the Committees do More than oversee specific

functions or prOgrams. They also are advocates for unique elements of the eco-

nomiballiditadvantaged, as for .example, the Youth AffairsCommittee, the Ethnic

Linguistics Minorities Committee, the Substance Abuse Comm%ittee or thelkomen's

Committees:, Only the Employment Service, and Job Training Committees approach.

416 strictly functional do their concerns.

The committee structure ofsthe METAC evolved as new groups and needs arose

but it evolved without explicit consideration of the appropriate membership. It

wa. d natural that groups with.a-direct interek in speCific mtpower programs
r

would become members. Since FY 1974, the number of committees has grown from

four (under MAPC) to the current thirteen/, of the expansion in the
0

number of priority gr beg served, and of their involvementn the process.

1 The increase incommittees is'a measure of the responsiveness of the BMA and METAC.

to local needs.

The compositioh or size Of the committees had never been explicitly speci--

fied. This issue had cause uneasiness for some time and came to a head when a./
proposal Submitted byan agency which was not a committee member, was rejected

in favor of a proposal of .an agency which was a voting member and which voted on

its own proposal. The.rejected agency raised the question from the floor during

a regular open METAC meeting. It is to the credit of the process that the METAC

structure permitted this criticism to be voiced, accepted it, and developed

guiddlines that reduced the influence of agencies on committees and est4shed

maximum sizes. nonetheless, METAC receptivity was in anticipationtof imiinent

changes inbPOL regulations thaat required a restructuring of committee membership.'

Fable 1 lists committee members by sector affiliation: governments business,
.,

including both profit and nonprofit, program operators, clients, techiical re-
.

1 source people, and union. The new membership rules required that n' sector
,-

tcould,comprise more,than one - third of a committee and that no agency with a CETA-

funded program.could,have more than one voting member. Furthermor

7

, members of :

1:
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TABLE - Affiliation of Members of METAC Committees, Boston
OP. 1976aL _

,

. .

- -Number
$

$

Committee

''t

,
.

Member's
(percentage)

Business"

gr.

Affiliation.

Program' Operator ' Client Technical
Resource

0

Union
.

0

.

Other.

0

4) f -Com- -

mittelly

Membellp,.

Oovrn nt

'city state Funded
by BMA

t

Not funded
by BMA

'.1.

partic-
pants

0

non- .

parti-

cipants

0,
1. Job Training' 5 9 '2* 0

.
5* 0 .

w
2. Ethnic/tinguistic

Minorities .

13
.

1 5*, 2* 0 1*. 2 0 0

3. Employment Services
. .

10 0 3 5 1
0 0. . 0 0

-
4. Youth

.

.

13 3 2
'

0
-

,

1
.

0 1 0 0

..

5. Substance Abu.se x:'10 1
. .

3* 0 5*
\

0 0

6. Older Workers 14 3 2 °L 1* 5. 0 °

.

-.2 Pi
. ,

'0 4'0
.....-

.

7. Offender's
.

.
16 2 2

.

0 - , 4 2.

.

0
.

.

.

1 0 0

.

8. -Labor Market
Advisory

,

12 1* 2 3
.

.

.

I 0 0 .

.

0 1 2* 4t-

. ,-

9. Women's
b

20 - .

.

4 1 . 0 .2 4 r 0 /
.

_ 1
-

0 1

LO. EE0b 8 1

.

1

.

2
,

, 0 .0 2 4 '0 0 0 1

a. Omit PSE, membership and rules and Steering COmmittees..

b. Women's Committee and EEO CO ttee each have one representative of a federal agency each.

*Member allocated to more than oni; category. If a committee member had more than one affiliation, 'themember was-assigned to each.
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..
agencies which submitted iroposaia could not vote on them; howeverfr they could.

o or,

participate in the disFussions. .

S

* .

The Planning Process .. - t r .4,.

4±,
At onetime the Steering Committee and the ME,TAC'hut now only the METAC

recomend the basic allocation of funds and priorities; which constitute the -

A
4

annual planning strategy. The individual committees deal with their, programs

Or interests within this framework,

4' Once an official estimate of the City's Tittle I allocation'for the .

forthcoming fiscal year becomesnown, the planning proce'Ss begins with the

preparation by a staff task force of an annual planning strategy. -The latter'.

_ is presented, alpg with, the staff's justification to the committees for their

recommendation to the-full METAC. The planning strategy distribute next year's

funds by type of program or service, such

assessment, and among broad client catego

as among specific segments, such as

be predisposed towards the existing

as institutional skill training, or

ies, such as youth or adults, as well

enders. The strategy, of course, can

rogram and agency mix.

After the METAC has4adopted an annual strategy, the staff tas ,force; guided

by criteria which the committees have helped devise, examines pro els: Submit-

tedby the agencies. Next the task force's recommendations about proposals_are

reviewed by the appropriate committees for their recommendation to the METAC.

COmmittees will.also review performance standards recommended by the staff,

.again passing them on to the METAC for its acceptance. The.METAC's recommenda-

tions4then go to the Mayor for his acceptance.. These recommendations constitute

the major components of the specific contracts negotiated between the BMA and

program operators. Here the Committees6k they choose can also play an active

rode, although they seldom have.

During the fiscal year, major contract modifications foilOw the same route.

In addition with METAC approval, new/contracts for new progrtams can beihitiated

by CoMmittees, who'recdMmend thessuance of Requests-for-ProPosals (PPP's/ along
,

with committee developed and approved criteria.

sr,

The METAC recommendation to the Mayor can be influenced by the City Council,

because it must accept any'Federal funds doming in to the City, as well astapprove

their use. The Council thus can refuse to approve the Plan, which comes, to it

from the Mayor, if the Council has its own views about specific programs or

"agencies. The Council cannot increase a program's funds but itcan delete them.

et 2 6
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Last year, for example, the Council -refUsed to approve the plan unless a_con-,
ep'

troversial program to place minorities in construction jobs was dropped.
1

"The major.iesues-"then, to which the committels have confined themselves

ha/e been the development of performance standards (done in Sprihq 1975), the "\
. .

.
review and, approval,of specific-proposals by contracting agencies, and the re-

.

view and approval of'thoge parts of they grantapplication within a committees
.

0,.
%.

. sphere of interest. Thee o 'ttees so far have received only limited informatiOn

on.an erratic basis about staff's evaluatipg and monitoring activities.' As.
. ,.

a result, committee invol
A. 0

systematierrepOrtt'to,committees snowligfthe miler of individuals s rved by-pro- -

gram, theregults, and the money expended, nor of the extent to whi h agencies
... .

have met performance standards.
2

ement here has_been slight. There has'been no regOlar^,

4111

. -This information gap is the result of the difficulties fhe BMA has had in I

establishing a Management Information System (MIS) , in ,part because of politi-

cal and organizational constraints. In addition, the groan in the number of

committees 'and'the large number of METAC'and committee members have made the

timely disseminatioh of information extoremely'difficult. Committee members

have been forced to make decisions without adequate infor9ption, bbcause of-the

late arrival of importantdocuments andlaCk of time to study them. Information

is basic to the participatory process if it is to contribUte,to the success of .

0
- decentralization and decategorization.

,

Degpite the opedness of the. advisory system, and the involvement of a large

number, of agencies and individuals in a vigorous participatory process, the
1

. _

: question'Atill needs to be'answered whether, the additional costs of each member's

time and energy and the additiona costs of administration have led to correspond-
.

ing benefits to ple'planning process,itself'and 45 the mix and quality of

'services? It,is.difficult to say whether-there has been an overall improvement

', Ln the quality and 7aectiveness Nonetheless, gains have-resulted
A

in)

1. le primZtponsor wa's able tomaintain the program by funding it out of

unspent funds froth the prior 'fiscal year.

however pelMormance standards have been uskd regularly,by the staff to.

prepare recommendations about grogram proposals submitted by agencies. These *'

. c,---ii-1", background lyses irve-never been released to the' committee's or METAC. Per-
,

,.-

w formance stand also have been used by the staff to helb.prowamp improve their

Itperformance. A notably suC4Oreful correCtive ction followed aspecial examination,

40in 1975 of skill training programs using age .records of placements and place-

ment

I
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the form of improvements in specific programs (such as skill,training follow-
.

'ing a special, staff study that led to corrective action). Moreover, members

of thethe METAC and its committee substructure accelerated development of both

the MIS and the evaluation system by constant criticisms in open meetings of

the dearth of information for sound decision-making. The BMA staff was ex-

tremely sensitive to the frequency and frankness of these comments. They proved

increasingly embarrassing.

The time add energytdevoted to participatory decision-making has not yet

led to significant changes in terms of innotrativeness or local adaptability,

the -key justifications of-CETA.' Still, the system seas able to incorporate three

rather successful youth programs (one a national demonstration project). New

agencies-represented by new. groups were the vehicles for innovation, Their

entry nationally caused conflict, because they became rivals for funds and had
.

the,potential of becoming articulate spokesmen for the same (or similar) clien'

'Moreover, the pooling of agency experience and wisdom has led to improved to -

nical and operational decisions and possibly to better. planning and policy

decisions. Beneficial ohanges in existing programs haVe occurred, but these

have not been widespread nor substant±al.

On the other hand, the intrusion of local-political considerations.in the

recommendation of specific activities anct agencies could have weakened the

system as a-source of help to disadvantage minority groups, because of a lAck of

pelitical organization and relatively few votes compared to other groups.' 4rnis

has happened just once and then temporarily.) Most f the conflict has occurred

alliong disadvantaged groups,, includingminorities, co teadinw.for a shrinking

pot of mere'._ The system potentially h$0 become more vulnerable to local pres-

sures to divert manpower 'funds to uses of dubious merit, questionable, that is,

if the criterion is one of raising the employability of the chronicallypoor.

Overall, then, there has been no deterioration in services and some gains in

their quality, with potentiai, for more.

The METAC also"wasdesigned to make as independent spntrihution as a.

'system of decks and balances to, protect the legitimate interests of different

groups and to insure an equitable distribution of CETA resources. Over the

longer run, such.a system was likely to prevent doMination by any one interest,
a

a..goal of special importance where many diverse groups neve greit needs but the

resources to meet them are scanty.

r

1. When the City Council refuse;1 to agree to.the inclusion, of a mino

hiring, program in construction in the-FY la77 plan.

a
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An open decision-makini prols probably was needed to protect politi-

cally weak and vulnerable community agencies and their economically disadvantaged

clients, as well as to prevedt the Use of programs for the political advantage

of city officials. The METAC's predecessor, the pre-CETA MAPC, was fashioned as
1111,

such a safeguard. The METAC perpetuated this ole. The METAC's openness, ac-

cessibility, and composition, including substantial agency representation,
I

were intentional. They were to minimize the chance of secret, litically domi-

-nated decisions inimical to the interests of existing communit based agenci

serving the poor. The decision to.restrict the prime spansorshio to the City,

rather than igclude the other communities covered by the MAPC, had a similar

purpose. It was feared that these,- two of which were relatively affluent, would,

object to a policy of serving onlletha. economically disadvantaged. It also

wasgueStionable whether one and possibly a second community were part of Boston's

labor market, as defined by commuting possibilities.

The deliberately nurtured openness and accessibility of the METAC was

responsible ,important way ...for the'evolution of a more cooperative rela-

tionship -tween the agencies and the BMA, after an initial yeargor,longer of

scrim y and distrust at contributed to the BMA's administrative failings.

METAC offered a forum in which serious concerns could be aired, particularly'

,by community agencies most endangered by the pending cuts in Title I allocations.

The refusal of the BMA to disproportionately reduce any-,einglb agency

and the METAC's adoption, despite the BMA's opposition, of a local "hold-

harmless" formula, also-played important roles. Butbottwere products of the

council and-its process.' TheMETAC was a visible symbol that Title I programs

belonged"to the tity's poor and their agencies. Representatives of these

agencies hadlplped design the Council and had significant roles in its decision-

making process. T4 METAC structure precluded City,Hall domination of the pro-

cess, even if it had so desired, and precluded the possib/tity of political en-

croachment upon, or even the absorptiOn of, agencies and their programs.

The fact that some decisions had to be privately negotiated does not,

vitiate this. conclusion. Such decisions came to the METAC for its approval,

and if they had not, could have been appealid to it. One weakness of the METAC,

of course, was the difficulty outside agencies had penetrating the system. Yet

they did, and probably will continue to do so.
9 a4

._ '
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BMA: Internal Organization anc1FUnctiohs
,

le comparatively low priority given by the Mayor to Title I activities

has meant a lack of serious involvement anddirection at this level. These

programs have not been a critical concern to the,Mayor for a number of pos-
\__-

sible reasons: the danger of white backlash, especially in an eleCtion year

in whichschool integration was%an important issuev.therelatively small share

that CETA Title I mongy is ofthetotal city budget; and theseriousness of

other municipal probleMS. The Mayor's office in effect has lelft.the BMA con-

siderable freedom.to develop its own policies. 'Perhaps,thainevitable conse-
. ,

. quences of establishing a new office-, the BMA has been unable to escape a

pattern of "crisis" management, and addpt a style of.deliberate long -range

planning and decision -making,guided.by explicit detailed goals. 41.

The absence froth the start of City Hall interest in Title I programs was

an asset. Left to dev9lop unimpeded'was the participatory process and its

inclusion of agencies an groups representing the disadvantaged that. assured

continuation of programs already serving them. The existence of the Council

in turn greatly reduced the likelihood of City Hall efforts to impose its

views on Title'I activities (but not, as noted below on the BMA's freedom to

hire, fire, and reward its'staff).-

Not unlike other prink spohsors, the BMA subcontracts the city's Title I

employment and training programs, making the BMA strictly an administrative

body. It also subcontracts some of its administrative functions. Mohitoring

youth programs-has been assigned to the City's Youth Activities Commission,

' and flow -up tda private. non - profit institution. Nonetheless, the responsi-
.

bilities of the BMA are vast. The employment sand training network in Boston

complex.is cOMplex. There are many diverse interest groups,.and many rivalries among

program operators and among client groups. There are also conflicts between

- the 'BMA and other public bodies. The intensity of the conflicts and rivalries

have softened considerably since the first year or more of the CETA as, agencies

recognized that they were not going to be destroyed and as they acquired a

meaningful voice in the decision-making process.

The staff of the BMA needed the managerial skills, sensitivities, and

personalities to accommodate these competing interests,'as,well as considerable

understanding of manpower programs. -Many of the original staff lacked these

critical qualifications. Staff quality and dedication were mixed. In some

cases, lifgh calibre people were obtained and remained part of the staff; :in

30
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other cases, potentially able people did'not perform satisfactorily because

of a lack of cotaitment, or left, by the time they had become experienced for

'more perm9ent employment or for advance nt. Turnover, especially in the

first two years; has been high, making t difficult to establish a we.3.),
. t '..

integrated, coordinated organization. The staff's lack of civil service status
4

hid its, toll. Furthermore', the Manpower Administration was not helped by

inheriting a staff with conflicting loyalties because a top administrator re-

'mained employed at the BMA after being'superseded.
(

4
,

Thecbackground of the'staff has remained diverse in terms of-education '

and exlierience. The two top of cials have spent many years as administrators
.

.
.

.

of manpower pro/rams, bo ising from
4
relatively low potitions in' community

action agencies that are now important contractors. .Key staff personnel hive

.an understanding of manpower programs and of local political realities, but,

lack the same grasp of administrative personnel psactices. In contrast, man*

of the other stiff have had some manpower experience, but in 1,imited spheres.

Few have had professional training in manpower or economics, and none have had

fgrmal training in personnel management and in administration, nor, in statistics

and evaluation 'techniques.

The political nature of iity employment has not let the BMA have enough

freedom to hire whom it wants on a merit basi, no has it been free to remove

staff members for poor performance. There has been, inefficiency and inaccuracy

in the work of the BMA staff who act, as liaisons between the*BMA and agencies,

and who provide crucial information to the METAC committees. It'is not always

clear whether these deficiencies are due to inadequate internal communication

otdue,to the pernrial qualifications and motivation of some of the liaisons.

Despite the political cpnstraints on BMA admirfistators, ver.time staff ef-

fectiveness has improved, exce tionally able people been hired, and on

balance the calibre of theliMA staff now probably is the same as, that of the

Regional ETA.

Bostbn was not prepared to assume its prime sponsorship until October

1974, the beginning of the second,quarter of FY 1975, During the first quarter

the DOLehad to directly fundcontractors. The BMA expended considerable ef7

fort in the 'first fiscal. year to establishing a viable-organization.despit the

existence of a planning..4E-aff for over a.year. The first yeat also was a

trial period in which the authority of the BMA and METAC was tested by the

agencies. Existing contractors, especially community agencies, were highly

I
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Suspicious og,....ZeCity"s int;.lient, anxious_about:Ats political intrusion, and

dismayed ab4ut-inevitable funding cuts under th itle,I allocation formula.

The agencies sawthiir survival threateneti. . .

. , J

A the same'time.the BMA's euthorit!, beer the agencies was seriously poi-
. '--)

-promised by the lack2o.f.a. reliable. MIS and by staffing problems. The BMA had

to lhare control over hiring decisions and'Was hurt by )the turnovet, which was

itpart a-direct consequence of the fotier constraint. Agency distrust and the
M

BMA's information hiatus.precluded a rationaltchoice of agencies and programs; .

planning was administratively impossible. Deteriorating economic,conditions sin
.11,.

the area, which 'impeded 'chanced of Meeting program goals exacerbated the prob-
.

lem-, mating agencies even more reluctant to cdoperate.in deyeloping an MI.§,

having .no firm commitment that °Leir.data would not be turned againit them:','

The fact that thegoal of they initial MIS effort seemed to be one of identify=

ing ineligible enrollees confirmed agency fears. A serious irritant was the

known hostility of a few of, the .BMA staff toward certa&igencies whose per-
&

fokmance was thought to be poor, their program data unr eliable, and their

Administrative expenses exce
, / '

Role of the Regional ETA

During the transition Period., u fortunately, the regional ETA ad to' reduce

and'reassign.its staff; it probably could not have undertaken as assertative

an adyisory role as it would have liked. To,the BMA, the regional office seemed.

less an initihtor of action thin a reactor to problems of prime'sponsors. From

the-viewpoint of prime sponsor, the regional office did not provide helpwhen

it was sought at critical jun4ions, so that problems intensified and bevme'

sources of'censure and embarrassment., In some cases, *h regional office may.

have been unable.to provide prompt, clear cut answers because of national office

indecision. However, aMA people thought there was too few regional staff as

to Boston, and too little continuity in those assigned, 'reasons enough

'for communication delays: In addition, older, experienced 'Members of the BMA.

r.

considered some of the regional office representatives assigned to Boston as

young, and without enough familiarity with local manpower oomplexities and with-

out enough decision-making authori ty to be helpful'in 79-lying political13, ''

sensitive issues. These attitudes,led,to resentment rely.ected, for example,

"N
in a conspicuous absence of BMA personnel from (or erratic attendance at)

training sessions condiic d, by the regional ofice's ManpowerTraining Institute

ik
(MTI). In, turn, this a parent indiffeAnce persuaded the regional office that

32
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theBMikdid not Want help, and contributea to a mutual questioning of motives. .

Regional office staff are'convinced that better attendance of BMA personnel

at these meetings

tive pitfalls, 'in

management system

would have enabled the BMA tc avoid a number of administra-

cludlng the failure, to establish a satisfactory financial

(FMS) . ,

The Cem PSE staff felt even more keenly about what they considered a)
,

lack of initiative 'on the pint of the regional Dort: They felt that if it had

been less passive, some'ofithe serious problems later encountered over-eligi-

bility and other alleged infractidns of regulations could have been prevented.,

0t

They bemoaned the indeciSion, delays and ek-post faFto changes in regulationi

and in-their interpretat' . It is difficult to reconcile their complaints with

the fact that the regional face earlier had criticized the dity's administra-

tion of PEP in. a formal report and was alert td' prevent- similar problems with

PSE. However, by then there probably was enough mutual suspicion regarding

motives to, hinder a constructive collaberation.

Probably more fundamental was that the help sought by the BMA was not

strictly technical or even interpretative. Caught between the needs (and early,

fears) of,its contractors, the BMA needed help in resolving conflicting politi-

cal pressures that was administritivelyimpossible for the ETA too render. 'Mdre7

over the BMA's initial perception was that the regional office's role was to

help the prime sponsor achieve its goals, ifit sought help, but otherwise not

to intefere. The City's PSE staff shared these views. But they also were

',cau ght between antithetical pressures, the expectationof a City administration

in.an election year, and Federal regulations calling for impartial access to

,publicly funded jobs.

.Contrary to the BMA's perception, from an outsider's persPedtive, the

calibre,,candor and cooperativeness of the regional DOL staff assigned to

BostonsDas been impressive. In general, these personnel have been knowledgeable,

hard-working, not insensitive to local political and organizational nuances,

objective, .but not rigid. However, they have been spread thin,,and-have found

few chances to visit agencies: They may also have been handicapped by the

inability of the BMA to quickly develop an internal information system. The

information has been available in organized form in the agencies but has re-

mained inaccessible for systematic add continuousmonitoring and evaluation by

the BMA and for the preparation of reports needed by the regional office.
1

1. A single source of most manpower funds in an area

research task of gathering data.
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In the first -year of CETA, there were two regioral liaison with the

primes sponsor. Both individuals had been assigned to Boston during the pre-

CETA period of categorical programs and had he/Fed usher in CET keftlier,:was

inexperienced or unacquainted with Boston's problems. However) by the seAnd

year there was only one liaison. By'the third year, this individual had left

and had been replaced by ,a person'with considerable experience but inanother

'area.
f

V .

Regional ETA representatives worked closely with Boston ih helping'imple-
10,

ment CETA. Short of doing the task themselves-rAt is difficult to see how they

could have done more. The'ir counsel about a variety of issues helped the 13MA

resolve its funding dilemmas. However, the regional staff,' despite technical

advice and constant urging, were unable to speed early development of two es,-

sential administrative tools., The sparse content of the quarterly reports

required by the DOL might have misled the BMA, and possibly even the regional

offices, about the priority to be given to developing these tools.'

Admittedly the regional staff we re unable to devote.as mulch time. as it

would have liked to personal contacts and on-site visits. Changes in congre8-

sional funding during tie first fiscal year required modifications frequently

enough to divert a substantial Proportion of the"time from field cork to proces-

sing paper flow. In addition, staff time had to.be-shifted from Title 14

issues to investigate charges levied against the City's' PSE program.

Nonetheless, the regional ETA was instrumental in establishing a FMS in

the BMA, in forcing development of MIS, and in the BMA's implementing of affirma-
,

tive action proceduri-s. The regional office also was critical in speeding

reform of the administration of PSE.

The BMA had to react when the DOL rated the pefformance of the Boston prime

,Sponsor as unsatisfactory in FY 19/6 because of inadequ'ate financial reporting..

An acceptable FMS was installed by a regional ETA fiscal expert on tempdzary

loan to thip BMA. Furthermore, if it had not been for constant pressure from

'the regiohal office, the development'first,of a'manual and then of an automated

MIS might have been delayed'even furt her. '(The automated system still has a

few lingering problems to solve befo.re it becomes fully operative.)' The estab-

lishment of an EEO committee of the METAC and the appointment of an STfirinative

1. Only 20 other prime sponsorl including Massachusetts Balance of State,

out of the natidn's total of 431, were rated unsatisfactory. Ten of the 21 un-

satisfactory prime sponsors were in the Oree-states of New York, New Jersey.

and Indiana, and ten were older cities, or included older cities, with slibili-

tial.urban decay. Only 6 of the 21 were not in East Coast States or Puerto

Rico, and only one was west of the Mississippi River: Differences in regional

officd application of.Federal regulations might be involved.
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action officer were the result of simultaneous pressure from both the DOlioand

the Woolen's Committee. These results, among other Ehings,.iuggest the neces-
-,

si f a` continuing federal presence.

. City manpower administrators contended that the Regional ETA failed to

provide adequate technical assistance.. It is difficult to measure adequacy,

but the,Regional DOL staff did make personal visits to the BMA,' and the regional

office also conducted one-day and two-day training sessions in a wide range of

subjedts and'at varying degrees of depth for Region I prime sponsor staff and
. ,

advisory council members., According to the Regional DOL,'the reduction_in its

personnel and the inability to reallocate staff promptly because'of.civil ser-
.

vice restrictions prompted the regional office to develop a group basis. for pro-

aviding techni!al aid throughconferences and seminars. The initial emphasis

was on monitoring and prime sponsor administration, not planning.
, There were

- ,

some inherent but temporary limitations. Few of the ETA staff had-conducted
,c o

'classes before; few had had formal classes in economics or i.n manpower. The

4 staff of, the prime' sponsors-varied widely in education,' experience and knowledge

..1 of m
.

anpower affairs. Over time, teaching experiencp has beep} acguiredeand

'methods devised to handle diverse groups with disparate - backgrounds more

effectively.

,16
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CETA FUNCTIONIN;YIN BOSTON

Boston, under the MDTA, had established-soptlisticatea agencies which

administered a wide range of categorical program. The two largest contin-

ued to be community based organizations. ABCD, the largest, is.'Bostoh's

Community Action Agency, the other is OIC. The third large on& was the

former MDTA multiskill center operated by the Boston School Department (BSA).

A fourth, Dimock Health Center, was an outgrowth of the controversy between.,

the-Black community and the multi-school center.

,

le
ABCD runs (1) a network of Neighborhood Employment Centers (NECSY Mostly

on Community Service Agency (CSA)
1
,dollars; (2) sho4 run institutional'

, a
skill courses, (3) adult work experience programs, and New Careers; (4)

basic educational classes, ESL classes, skill training, and work experience

for out-of-school youthv (5) work experience for in-school 'outh; and (6)

'for the last few years, the City's summer youth orogram.
,

.
OIC princilloally offers insttutional skill training, basic education

.

and ESL classes for adult ; one,of'its skirl training courses .is a feeder

.
for an OJT consortium. B ton's OIC continues to be ,highly regarded' locally

e '
by manpower specialists and by important business groups.. The Boston School

,

Department has beena wer until itself and the Mayor does not have direct

Arbauthority duet' it, e that the city council can reject increases in the

budget compared to last year. Dimock offers institutional ts4ning in a

variety of health occupations, with referrals to private voluntary hospitals

The ABCD (and to, some degree OIC) has political clout of uncertain

dimension, because Blacks are not a numerically large force in Boston, nor

well organized politically.' ABCD has been prone to confrontation politics,

which had been successful'in past dealings with Washington.

Changes Under CETA,

(*icier CETA, changes both major and manor, have occOrred/wIth respect to

the roles of agencies, the kinds of programs offered, and the characteristics

1. Formerly 0E0 /dollars .
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C/'
of the clientele served. 'These will be discussed in tfie/following pages.

However, the structure and priorities of Title I activities have remained

essentially the same as they were just prior to CETA. Moreover, two of

the three majore'dhanges were. not the direct result of Ctl'A. These tso

were the eventual abolition of the Skill Center and the declining role in

the first two years at least of the Massachusetts Division of Employment

Security.(MDES). These changeswere the result of either external pressures,

the consequence of forces underway prior to CETA, or both.

As noted already, senior BMA staff were responsible Sat a number of

crithl policy decisions at-an early stage in they period of administra-
.

.

tive decentralization that preceded CETA. These decisions protected the

status quo. The Manibower Administrator persuaded top city officials that

employment andltraining programs should,serve the poor, that the BMA should

subcontract all programs to other agencies, ope4ting none itself, and

these should be the existing manpower organizations and activities. Per-

.petuation of the established system was dictated by necessity and its nature.

The Cititself had no experience operating such programs, and the

BMA would haye been hard pressed to create, let alone justify, substitute

agencies. CETA had legislated protection of agencies of "demonstrated

effectiveness-.1.!, Even if it had desired, the BMA had no data with which to

challenge existing contractors on the grounds of performance.

6' Second, the existing system met senior staff preferences for a

structure of decenralized, Varied programs serving a variety of economically

disadvantage groups. Like Boston's population itself, the poor were

heterogeneous. In addition, the existing agencies and program had 4#en ex-

pressly created to help the poor. Although an adverse political reaction.

from the community might have occurred -if community based agencies hhe been

dropped, thq,criticat factors were the lack of 'realistic alternatives and

the desirable purposes and characteristics of the established, contractors.

One major change, the establishment of0.ssessment Centers, was ini-

tiated by the BMA itself. The Assessment Centers were designed to diagnose

th6 'manpower needs of clients, aneto centralize and rationalize the.refer-
.

rel process, as well as to develop links between agencies. It was also ex-
-

pected that the centralization of the assessment process would help control.

administrative costs. Fina.11y the centers wire essential to.the BMA if it

were to plan and control the intake and allocation of, clients, because

r large .part of the existing intake system (the NEC network) was ndt-Tlnanqed

by the BMA. *Had the NEC's been under the complete control of the prime
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sponsor they could have.been rationalized and made the Assessment Centers

unnecessary.

All the expectations for the Centers have not yet been met. Each of

the two major community agencies has one pr more of its own Centers, usually

in distinctively ethnic neighborhoods inhibiting racially integrated use.

These have 'tended to refer clients to the programspof the agency involved and

few clients to the others. In some instances, enrollees have been ipe-selected

by pro5rams_and then routed through the Centers. Finally, some new innovative

techniques have been installed but remain underutilized because Aisessment

Center staff have not always been taught to use them br have lacked the time

to learn. The Centers have enabled the BMA to meet its centrallgoal of

controlling applicant flow, and possibly some of its cost minimization goals

by consolidating assessment activities but not those interagency coordination

and quality diagnosis.

The second major change was the declining role of the MDES. In the mid-
.

dle 1960's, a conflict, fired by the rhetoric of those days, arose between

the emerging, aggressive ABCD, on the one hand, and the MDES and state and

local school authorities, on the other hand. The latter were the traditional

public agencies responsible for MDTA training and referral services. ABCD,

seeing itself as the spokesman for the city's disadvantaged, charged that the

MDES and the MDTA neglected those most in need of help. MDES offices and MDTA_
, .

.

training sites were inaccessible to inner city residents, MDES and MDTA per-
.

,sonnel were insensitive to the unique problems of the poor, and the Programs

maintained excessively stringent educational requirements that most disadvan-

taged applicants lacked. The MDES as a job referral agency was said to offer
.- . .

Minorities only menial, poorly paying jobs. ABCD's justificat±on for.creating

an inner-city chain of neighborhood employment centers was to'give the dis-

advantaged access on their home ground, to decent jobs and to an integrated ay.
*

ray of manpower programs.. ,
.

In retrospeot, the ketreat.of the MDES already had begun. Ile NECs in

..,1

effect had taken over responsibility for providing MDES services to, residents

of poverty areas. In practice, a large proportion of these services were

given by outstationed MDES personnel under subcontractual aeangements-between

ABCD and the MDES. The initial - acrimony between the, two agencies vs replaced

by a more cooperative,-if sometimes uneasy relationship on the operatihg level

o well before CETA.
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However, since CETA, the MDES withdrew even more frod directly serving

the disadvantaged and reverted to itsworiginal philosophy'of meeting employer

needs. The MDES continued to be responsible for making. allowance payments

to classroom program enrollees, but no longer administered OJT programs, was

relieved from disbursing payments 1 employers with OJT contracts, and no

longer had the role under the MDTA of referring applicants to progrags or for .

selecting occupations fortraining. The DES presently plays a relatively Op

small pert iy the recruitment and referral system for Title I manpower programs.
P

In addition, and probably rriore.impo4antethe outstationing of staff in ABCD
.41/

facilities steadily declined. 4 Y.

It is questionable whether the MDES really objected to'its reduced role

Its priorities had shifted. It was under pressure #iom the DOL to improve

its placement record and to reduce costs; it was under pressure from a new

State Administration to serve employers setter. finally the one training

facility for which the MDES had referral and placemtrt responsibilities was
6

closed as'a-consequence of a court order over school desegregatibn. For its

part, ABCD was not opposed to the MDES' withdrawal. Facing Cuts in both its

Community Service Agency and manpower funding, ABCD preferred to employ its

( own staff in positions it had subcontracted to the MDES.

The final major change was the effect of Federal District Court Judge

Garrity's ruling with respect to Boston School desegregation onthe Bostdn

manpower delivery system.' The Judge ruled that the-school system had to

proyide vocational training on an integrated basis for school dropouts. It

was left to the BSD and the Gity to -decide how thii was to be .done, The

decision was made (outside theregular Advisory Council process) to usethe

Skill Center as the'training facility,with the money to operate it supplied

by the Governor's special grant fbr Vocational Education ("CETA 112"). Since

,CETA funds were paying for the training,-CETA funds hat to provide stipends

as well. The use of Title I stipend money meant that` enrollees had to be

eligible for Title services, that is, in Boston the traineeslhad.to be

411

eConomicallliredisadvantaged.

The major effect of the ruling would have transferred resources that had,

been devoted primarily to adults, a substantial proportion of whom were white,

to youth whose racial composition was to be integrated. With the refusal of

'the State Division of Occupational Education to approlie the use of'the Skill

Center without a change in administration, the court vac its requirements

30
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tttat out -of- school youth bg trained. The result was that the Skill Center

operated by the BSD had been eliminated when our f1ld res#arch ended. Alter-
,. .

native use of the CETA'112 resourcei released, by the closing was arranged

tetriporarily for the rest of FY 1976'in the forirof purchase '- services from

private nonprofit, educationa3, institutions and community agencies not pre-

(

viously used.
1

The'sudden availability of the CETA 112 resources wa used 'as

an opportunity to experiment with new institutional arrangements for youth.

New Programs under CETA.

During CETA's first fiscal year three newagencies, all with programs

Serving-youth,,were added, and two existing youth programs were expanded
a

incorporating distinctive projects. In apidition, as just noted, the closing

'o£ the Skill Center in 1976, liter permitted the BMA to temporarily refer

Youth to semester length c;asses in secondary technical schooki"; such as

Wa4thworth Institute.
.

The three additions inthe firit tear were Roxbury Tracking, the World-

cef-Work (WOW), andsRent-a-Kid; the enlarged programs wet thosefor'out-of-
,

school youth and for in-school youth, bothmanaged by ABCD. The addition to,

the out -of- school programs were entitled YAC-EDCO. YAC is the 'City's Youth
*

Actitities Commission, and EDCO is Educative Collaborative, an altexinative

education project funded by private foundations and by the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare (HEW)-. EDCO combined, Work experience with fillbal*edu-

cation leading to a high school diploma, which was not available from ABCD's

out-of-school
.

program. YAC, which was instrumen 1 in initiating this change,'

"A
.

. and which arranged for the initial work sites'i city deiartments, saw EDCO
. N,

as a source of help for potential or actual school drop-outs ,and juvenile
_2... .. .

delinquents.

The addition to the in-school program wast Health Careers project jA

a prestigious private non-pT6fit tea hing hospital. The.proiect sought to

Ilie

s

provide long-run career oriented wor xperience%nd.eddcatipn to in-school
A

youth, instead of shorter-run, and largely, income maintenance jobs. Health'
4

Careers was to serve the same students until they graduated 140E school. Iti
-

1. CETA 112 resources will be used to help operate a' training center
being established by the City's EcOnomic Development and Industrial Com!

mission (EDIC) on land formerly*part of the naval facilities closed dawn

in 1974. The City hopes to deveiop.a marine industrial parthere. The

training itself will be conducted by the educational institutions now

providing purchase-of-services. "
40.
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'goals we to attract youngsters into the medical professiona'. The direct

of the,program needed additional money. H tried to establish a r
S.

'ship with ABCD, the in-school program-manager,nand pressed the issue. with
&

the METAC after being rebuffed by that agency, It was the,NETAC process,

Shatz led to the incorporation in the in-school.program-of the

Health Careers proje0), Along with WOW, it was amo.0 ng,the more imaginative

. of the programs added under the CETA and one o4kits more successful ones.
l'

BostonrWas part of a national Title III pilot project in-itsfinal

year of funding. Its Lbcal sponsor, the Boys Clubof Boston, saw,the,METAC

as'a l.ast hope. W
,

'was well-managed,-and had demonstrated a,wiplingness to
0

innovate despite. Asks involved: It was providits practical worl&-of:.

work orientation and. effective job development to disadvantaged high school .

students. who participated wthout stipends. iIt.later received 'METAC funds
, ,.

w

to extend this program to inishIspeaking youth,' the only prograri.hela.a

this group in this Kay.) f

#10.-

Roxbury Tracking was recec-vingqiew Enforcement Assistance Administration

(LEAA) and State Division df Youth Services (DYS) money to help rehabilitate /

juvenile delinquents in a community a ironment:- The program wanted to add
-

work expetience to Its counseling and r ucation services.
y ,

.

Rent-a-Kid %s A 'coalition of separate non7protAneighborhood projects

.-. 'referring younger teenagers (thirteen and older) tip odd jdbs tn their

.

f

1,,neighborhoods.. Originally, servicesiereavailable irrespective of family

snincome, Funds were ought to pap job-developers and to.pr,Ovide city-7-----'
de Mbnduplicative job development and coordination, , ahe program initially

1,0

sid
A

had notcdtll.
.

agencies as s olio teiebecame older so that they then gld more easily

possibility of'developing links with Other manpower
.

. : . ,

enter an older teenagelabor market offering seeadier work.

41 It sOould Be %tressed that all but one of these changes occurred during

the firpt fiscal.year'of. cEpi. The YACTEDCO and Health CareerOwprojects'
... . .

were channeled' through an agency already part of the Boston employment and ,
4 .

-.

trainin system; WOW, :id and Rokb:Ury,Trhcking Mere new 4it. 'They
- .

. .

were financed' eilyby.unspent 1974-summlar.wpdi money that would have been

d lost; by the prime ponsor if alternative lAeg Cield not be quickly sound. '.
4,

ilf-
.0

'.

I. With the loss of its first director and .later his replIcement,'the

status of this Pro4ram ha becothe clouded. 41".
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a
'Mkost of these new programs had two other features in cdMmon. They joined the

system bringing along,nonCETA money, thus magnifying the resources of the

' Prime Sponsor. Moreover,' their entry came about because of their peksistence

and over the opposition ofstUbornly reluctant CETA-funded agencies. .

Still, these five'additionak'programs,accounted for only a small share'

.of the Prime SgionsOr'sTiLe I funds. Foi example, in 1975, Rent-a-Kid

received $60,000; WOW, $23,652; and Rbxbury Tracking, $30460., Thee-amount
, tl

-of money allocated to Hearth Careers and 'AC -EDCO is not available, since

Ue figures are included in ABCD's-in-school and out-of-sciipd1 budgets, but

their combined funding obably was lesi than $1,00,000. 'In contrasts Boston's

Title I allocati for a last three quarters of FY,1975 was $',593,646

cor.e4a1:ed to Titre I furls. allocated to youth programS joyer $1,.000,000), these

five additions /ere sM1L1.1 (even without the Summer youth program). .

Ther? were othevmodest changes in eiisting,progrAms as'well. The

combined ,imPact,of'these AinorC.h4ngeM and viogiahmentioned major ones,

was greater diversity with respect to the g; t1 erved, the suppliers of.

services and the nature' of th4se,serviceS. The shift, slight as it seerns, was

from coMmunity and public' agencies'ogfering manpower services to private and

,public agendied,offering social services as distinct from labor market services.

There also was some increase in the proportion of Shorter programs, resulting
'

from. the eliminatide'of the Boston Skill Center.(pt0tere programs were open- r,

ended). However, closing permitted an expansion of the,number and variety.
b.

41of suppliers.,of se 14s, as a result of,,subcentractini training to private
f '' \

non-profit schools neyer'befoce part of Boston's marippwli;system. The
*

. length of these Courles reversed any shift to shorter programs.th*lact
. .

. .
'occurred.,

.
. . , , .. .

. . *
,

,-

,.:

UPunt11_,FY 1 06 the'trnd was toward shortejliwork-orientation Yrograms
,.-.

0
,, . ,

and job placement services. The proportion.of skill training-to recruitment

and assesmment,declAned. However, FY /977 planning abruptly reversed the

shift fro jgpOlacemel ,-as well as recruitment and'asseSsment, back to
.

9

programs.
. q

, Of all the chAnges mentioned abOve, it appears tha crtAntially the most
. 4.

i

h il,

far FeaChing were those flowihg from Judge Garrity's i tial:school integra-,
. .

tion .decision to serve school dropouts. The later vad ing of this require-
,

4 ,

merit* meant i.hAt
,the

BMA was:free ibredesign'andoreorie t its vocational .,
training, long controlled by `the BSD' However,.abandon&nt of the Skill

CenteraTho meant,the loss of"competefnt instructors, 'long experienced with
f .

.,.
f . ,

disadvantaged enrJilees, and the loss of one facility in a'r;Ciallj'neutral,
. , . _ .

.

'er 3.3 4
4.
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location and another flglity with'a high proportion of white enrollees.

Client Characteristics

Title-I enrollees were arawn frod a much different population than PEP'

and PSE enrollees. The forMer were much youn,L33"; less educated, .and much

mife likely to ,be femallaLand minorities: All were ecohomically disadvant-

aged. During the last 9 months of FY 1975, 45.1 percent of
4

enrollees were 21 or younger; slighilopver 50 percent were.

percent had not finished high school, and nearly two-thirds

the Title I

females, 54.1

(65.1 percent),

were minorities, nearly.15percent of all enrollees were Spanish speaking.

See Table 1 and 2.

In contrast, most of the PEP and PSE enrollees were over 21_years of

age (70.0 percept in PEP and 89.2 percent in,PSE)*, were males (75.8 percent

and 72. _percent, respective-1W] and had a high school education or better

'(73.2 percent and 81.7 percent, respectively). Almosji three- quarters in'PSE

were white, but only somewhat over half of those in PEP. PEP and-PA included

relative .far fewer of the or compared to the'1 0 percent in CETA Title I.

The typical PEP and PSE,odie was ciomparatively we 1-educated Ate male ,

above.the poverty line, although Pkp did have a sub

ientation. of young people, minorities and the poor than PSE. Probably the

most,glaring omision in. Title I, REP and PSE were older workers, 45 and
4 ,

1

over.

tially larger repre-

'These demographic.differenoel in enrollee characteristics in part

reflect the distinctly separate referral routes used by Title I

on the one hand and- PEP and PSE'cn the other. TitleI programs

througethe NEC-Assessement.Center network; PEP and PSE through

411101:,
-- office in City Ha 11.f

If!Teie examine preCETA data, comparing MDTP enroll4Pes with CEP enrollees,

we(also find that ther'two served a different client population. The MDTA
,

programs

recruited

the "CETA"

participants were more like those inPSE than in CETA Title I programs.

' _
Combining MDTA-CEP enrollee characteristics thus would mask significant

. .differences in the kinds of people served. A greater percentage of CEP

clients we fema le, and CEP served,a, much younger group than did the MDTA.

an the MDTA, 28.0 percent of the enrollees'were Black, compared to 56.0

percopft-in CEP. Nea.rly 90.0 percent of the' CEP enrollees were ,minorities

whileonly about twofifthi of'the MDTA enrollees were.

. 4
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All CEP enrollees were classified as disadvantaged,
1
compated to 79.6

percent of the MDTAvlietele. No educatiOnal data were available for the

MDTA Programs,tso such a compairison is not possible. HOweveir, over 60 percent

of the CEP clients had less hanipl'high school education. In general, MDTA

trainers were predominantly white Males of prime'working age.

A comparison of the demographic characteristics of clients served before,

and after CETA showSi 'ficant changes, even when MDTA and CEP data are-
.

combined. A higher pr rtion of CETAiTitle I enrollees were younger

(45.1 percent were 21 and under compared. to 38.2 pet-Cent before CETA).

Somewhat mere whiteS, relatively, are being served by CETA; in addition, the
ift

traditional minority groups, the Blacks and- Spanish speaking, have been dis-

placed to some extent by newer minorities, such as Orientals. The Spanish

speaking suffered a 20 percent decline, and the Blacks, a 23.5 percent.

Still, both'before and after CETA, sAtantial proportions of Blacks and .

Hispanics were or have been nrolled. MDTkenrollees are qmitted froth the pre-

CETA educational distri4tion (these figures were unavailable), but Boston

Skill Center enrollees are included in the post-CETA distrib%r4On: However,

there probably has been some shift in favor-of the better educated. DiscuOlkon

with staff members and agency representatives., as'well, as viewssvoiced at

4
committee meetings lead to-this conclusion':

The demographic characteristictOt WiN participants Shifted in the, same

direction, but even more so. Since 1973,a larger proPortion-of Whites.have

been served (about half in 1973 compar to almost two-thirdsoin 19/5); the

percentage of Blacks andSpanish-speak .teclined.,..04R?educational level

of WIN participants also seems to hay in ased.
2

%

Despite earlier plans torColoordinate WI with °tile: manpower prograMs,
, I

: : j' M --'
success so far has been minim401 Although a.,:iaison exists between WIN and

the BMA, attempts to establish,an integrated system have'faced many obstacles.

Each potential, partner had little to' gain, and each wanted an unequal exdhange.
. ,

WIN wanted free institutional, training for

j

.ts clienta'that would cost the BMA

1. CEP was designed to serve only the disadvantaged. Under CEP the term

disadvantaged' was appliedtto poor peoplewho also tad characteristics consider-

ed to4be laktpr'market h2N4iCips such as being a mincirity group Member or a

school dropHOut. "

2. _Data obtained from the Mats. Division of Emploxment Seqi4r4y.'

3. A new effort began'in FY 1977, hoiwever, withIquip BMA, ADES and

Department clooblic Welfarevcoliabvating in I. jdYht CETA/WIN demonstra-

tion project-fOi'16-18 yeartold high school d4opoutit,t1teiving AFDC benefits.
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Table'l - Percentage Distribution of Clients of PEP, PSE and CF TA Title I Programs,
by Personal Characteristics, Boston Various-Years, 1971 --1975a

Characteristic PEP CETA
Tktles II and VI CETA Titl I

Sex

75.8

24.2
72.4

27.5

1.yercent Absolute

51.1
4$.9

c.

32 76

3131

mut
Female

100.0

.

99.9 100.0 640 7

18 or lest 12.9 0.1 18.1 . 1161
I 17.1 10.7 27.0 1725

22-44 61.2 73.2 4 47.2 3022
45-54 5.5 8.3 6.5 419
55-64 2.9 .9 1.2 78
63 & over 1.8 0.0 2

100.0 100.0 -100.0 640 7

Education

'8th and under 6.7' 3.6; 11.0 709
9-11' ('20.1 14.7' 43.1 2758 ,

H.S. grad. 41.T 46.7 34.5 2213
Post K.S. 31.5 35.0 11.4 727

100.0 100.0 100.4' 6407

Rocs
c

White 54.9 72.1 34.9 2236
Black 34.2 24.2 36.7 &- 2354
Other 6.4 3.6 14.9 956

ethnicity

95.5b 99.9 86.5 5546

Hispanic 8.5 3.5 14.9 955

Economic Status

Disadvantaged 50-.6 37.6 100.0 6407
.

a
The data for PEP enrollees were cufnulated over a much longer

period, than the data for Title I and PSE enrollees. However, the
characteristics of- PEP clients showed little change over time. The
specific time -periods covered Are:

b_
Nt\. uisc

and

PEP Section 5:
.Section 6:

PSE Title II:

Title, VI:

September 1971
November 1971
September. 1974
January 1975

- No ember 1975
- Juiy 1974 ,

- July 1975
-.July 1975

ancy in total in original' data.

c
PEP and CETA Title I -figures by race excludes the Hispanic, but
racial figures include 75 Hispanic who were diStributed

41Pcategories without explanation. -
te.

VI

racial

38 \
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Table 2 - Percentage :Distribution of CEP and MDTA Clients, by Personal

Characteristics, B4ston", 1972.6- 1973a

.

Charactegistic CEP1
. ,

RDTA c
CEP and MDTA
"Combined

CETA
TITLE ITITLE

Sex

.

I

'

,

,

347.

52.7....-...,.._ ...

.

.

"'60.3
39.7

51,5

48 .5 ---\

!

-

,

51.1
48.9

Male I

Female

r

Age

100.0

14.3
25.7
57.0

3.2

1.0

0.0

100.0

9.0

25.4
55.0
8.6

1.8

0.0

- 100.0

,

12.6

25.4
56.4'

4.9

.3
L0 01.-

100.0

.

18.1
. 27.0
47.2

6.5

1,.2

0.0

18 or les
19-21
22-44
45-54 ' , ("(
55-64 '`,

65 & over
.

Education

101.2e

/, -------.
13.5
43.8
36.2

2.4

99.8e'

.

NA
NA
NA
NA

59.7
28.0 .

3.3 ,

100.0

I

18.5 f

.43.8

36.2
-2.4

100.0

?

'
X1:1
43.1
34.5

11.4

8th & under,

9-11
H. S. grad
Post H.S.

Raced'

100.9e

.

11.8
5'6.0

8.7

100.9e

27.3
47.0

`6.7

100.1

.1

34.9

3§.7
1 14'.9

White

Black

ether

.

Ethnicity

76.5
.

22.9e

100.0

91.0

9 :0 :0

79.6

81.0 '

18:4e

93.4

1 86.51
1

`14.9'

'100.0

.

.Hispanic

Economic Status
Disadvantaged

a

eCEP
and MDNA odata include only people entering classroom training4

programs ; excluded are those referred directly to jobs
or to programs other than classroom.

b V,-
Cumulative data for October 1; 1972 to May 30, 197

c
Cumulative data for F

i/Exelucles Hisganics

e
Discrepancy in' original data; absolute totals for each characteristic
were not always the sane'.

:
-fCEP clients only.

.goetober 1, 1974-June 30, 197"5. Includes all enrollees regardless of program or
service received.,
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A

stipend money at a time that Its contracted agencies had a surplus of eligible

applicants. In turn, the ayount of supportive services WIN could supply was

limited. Idtegratiop of two different institutionalized intake systems might

have posed additional problems. that would have exacerbated relationships with

the community agencies.

Given the pressing issues deluging the BMA iid the limited number of

able staff, WIN-CETA integration received a lOw riority. Greater integration

with WIN might reach more of the severly disadvantaged poor, and. also might

augment'limited manpower resources, even if the 'gains were less than each side

desired. For example, all those eligible for WIN would be eligible forCETA
4

programs. If the BMA had jurisdiction over WIN, greater use of family services
'v

with preventive potential mAllip be possible; a higher proportion of female

cliefits probably would result. In additiop, duplication of effort in intakie,

and job development might be reduced.

Problems of Finds 1
1

,Despite the above-mentioned changes in kinds - of clients,' the dominant

manpower agencies before CETA' continued to be the dominant agencies after CETA;

and the programs remained much thesame with 'the exceptions already discussed.

Although CETA Title r allocations were automatically shrinking each year, the

.Bostion prime sponsor was able to postpone reductions in overall operating

levels through FY 1976 (and through FY 1977 as well, it later turned out).

A "hold harmless" formula'had been adopted by the METAC over objections

of the BMA staff. This formula ntained the operating levels of the estab4-
-

dished agencies. The reousrces to hon5r this came from lag funds, as well as

the BMA's success in tapping other CETA' sources.

Boston tered its prime sponsorship with a surplus whose existence may

have been suspected by senior staff but whose s antial size was not7-13eciuse

of the basence of a coordinated internal fiscal Sys em. Individual agencies

had difficulty detemining'their own budget positions at specific points in

time. In turn, the BMA, had still to develop, let alone complement, a system
0

of financial accountability. As a result each year Boston underestifted

the money it had available and hence did not fully allocate it. This financial

cushion did more than prevent serious operating cuts; it also allowed the

introduction of new agencies and programs, thus giving the BMA a chance to

experiment with new methods tprovide special programs for unique groups
AmP
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among the econothoically

Only by the/end of

was
4
not until a Special

disadvantaged.
1

1977 did the lag cushion beCome exhausted, but it

study was'made in 1976 by an ETA official that the '

precise dimerisions and sources of_the\surplus were realized. This information

was not shared with METAC members.
%

A variety of sourts apparently contributed to the surplus (about $1,500,

000) which was chiefly in the form of unexpended stipends. For example, during

the first fiscal year aqA.tge part came from underspending in pre -CETA

gorical contacts. The DOL had let co4ractors spend these funds until October

1974. In some cases;the source and amount was clear: lagging oz. contracts,

a realloo-lition of unspent regional funds in FY 1975, the, willingness of the

City to divert unspent Title II funds tofTitle I programs or a special CETA

112 allocation. The BMA was hard pressed to refute agency unsubstantiated

claims that "more money" was "really available.

Not to reassign lag money once discovered, was viewed as a cardinal sin.

It was unthinkable not touse fund when thete were solomany poor people needing

help, and in particular whevpokesmen for special groups were actually seeking

it. There also was the danger of-forteiting unspent money.

At the end of the first year'the newness of the decision - making process,

the limited time availabi.e, and the fact that the agencies did not have ac-.

ceptable projects,' legit the staff so anxious to find alternative uses for un-

spent money that they informally solicited them. With allocation costs each

year, and the reduction in lag.money overtime, the hold-harmless formula adopted

by the METAC could no longer be maintained.

Besides the continuing cuts and the reduction in lag money, other factors

seemed t8'preclude continuing at 1976 operating levels in the next fiscal year.

Theseother factors, included Judge Garrity's decision, which in effect took

the stipend money from the BMA's direct control and allocated it to'youth;
2

the increase in the minimum wage; and the necessity for work exzerience programs

to pay this minimum, and other benefits,.including unemployment insurance Over

ti not only did the total amounts allocated to the pride sponsor deciease, but

4 ,

1. In particular, ex-offenders and drug addicts, older workers, women,

and Orientals. Each group was well represented on the METAC by alert and

articulate spokespeople. In short, the METAC was being responsive to local groups.

2. The order seemed to require serving more individuals than before and

hence would have meant an increase in stipend outlays unless payments per enrol-

lee could be cut. A
/

11
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the proportion required for income maintenance rather than operatio1s, increased.

In additionto his, real costs were rising with inflation.

With the FY 1977 budget, it appeared that reductions in 1976 operating le-

vels coulen0 Egerbe postponed, at 'least, on the basis of information then

available. Tao' basic decisions were made by the staff

METAC. First, the proportion of the allocation to be

was based upon the BMA's estimate of the group's Share

prime sponsor's jurisdiction. However, only t'wirbroad

and ratified by the
I

weived by client groups

*hf unemployment in the

groups were lased, adults

and youth. Further divisions among significant segments in the universe of need

were to be the respOnsibility of the committees of the ,METAC. These significant

segments were those established in prior plans.

The second decision, according to the staff, was to, cut recruitment and

direct j ob placement services the most, in order to maintain progtams'as much

as possible. The reasoning was that applications had always vastly exceeded

program slots; to. maintl'in'the former at the expense of the latter would make

no sense. In addition, the large established agencies wanted to discontinue

the small' programs that were added to"the system when lag mOnly was more plenti-

ful. The result was the eliiinatio Roxbury,Tracking and Rent-*A-Kid, two

youth programs both of which were let restored when additional' funds were

found. However, even with the elimination of these.two programs,,overa;1,4

probably more youth would have been served since the Federal court decision.,
(-

still in force, had redirected the utilization of the CETA 112 reS91.1r_ces from

adtklts to youth.

A comparison of the 1976 operating levels with the first budget approVed

by the METAC for FY 1977 does not fully sustain the staff explanation and

public justification of their recommended reductions. In addition, two signi-

ficant changes occurred which made a major portion of the*approved cuts, as

well as the unavoidable emphasis on youth, unnecessart. Each of these aspects

will be discussed in turn-
0

The, prime sponsor was faced with the following stark reality: with an

operating level of $9,7:8,342; it had a DOL allocation of $7,100,00pine

X5200,000
\

oo in lag money from FY 1976., This meant a pending imbalance of.

$2,428,342. However, the BMA:was able to persuade city officials to use Title

II funds for two Title I adult rk.experience programs which i,,t was. argued were

most like Title II programs. These two programs were New Careers and Adult Work

Experience (AWE). This money offset $1,025,912 of x.he imbalance, leaving a

pending deficit of $1,428,342. Table 3 compares the actual 1976 allocation
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with the 1977 budget.

The $1,428,342 deficit was met in two ways, by direct program cuts and

--by a revised estimate of'allowance expenditures. Allowances had been estimated

by multiplying 52 WEeks-by_$70 (the average weekly stipend) by the number of

slots. The total was then reduced by iID-plorcent,attrition-factor. After re-
.

evaluation,-it was discovered that the average adult job training--aIlowance

was $58 a week; this figure was substituted for the $70. Then 'an attrition

factor of 5 petcent was applied instead of 10 percent. _The result was a 406

$221,347 savings; it made up for what the program cuts hadnot achiev

In determining which programs were_Aribe1/4 cut, the committees were given

a Hobson's choice by the METAC and its steering committee; the committees

co ld not change the total amount of one\y the prograas in their jurisdiction'

co receive; all the committee could do was determine how the cuts would be

allocated. If tne committees could not decide on their own recommmendation,

the staff recommendation automatically was the approved one sent to the TAc!
-

The Youth CoMmittee refused to make specific cuts, because the staff had not

provided it 'with performance data on which to base a decision. In this case,

the staff's recommendation to eliminate two small progrard5 went to the METAC,

which approved it. The staff also had recommended reductions in ABCD's two

youth.programs.

The ESL Committee also fcund it difficult to makd a decision without

performance data. They rejected the staff recommendation which was to eliminate

one program. Unlike the Youth Committee, the ESL Committee did make a recom-

mendation. The assigned cut was distributed proportionally on the basis of the

19,76 budgets. In just one other case did a committee refuse the staff recom-

mendation. The Job Training Committee rejected the recommendation to defund

a pre-vocitional course conducted by the Dimock Healt4 Center, a community-
,

based agency. Instead it was recommended that a recently funded LPN grogram

run by Boston City Hospital be cut. The'City (not CETA) had financed t

program for a number of years and in 1976 had requested that the METAC f ance

it instead. Thd METAC had agreed, and the program had been modified to en oll

lelly economically disadvintaged applicants, who had'not yet been enrolled The

Committee's recommended cut was upheld by the METAC.
1 Essentially, the Commit-'

te;ipad vipted in favor of an existing agency in the manpower system rather than

an outsider, particularly sincelkt had not enrolled any trainees referred to it -

1. The cut was restored when lag money was discovered that permitted the

LPN program to be fully funded without reducing a program within the Commit--

tee's jurisdiction.
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Table 3 Comparison of-FY-Q.976 and FY 1977 Budget Allocations, CETA Title I
Progsams, Boston

Program or Service

I. Zmployment and Assessment Centers
-----.4,, EmploymecLCenters__

FY 1976

$ 373,333
329,997
241,950
42,000

217,000

50,000

FY 1977

$ 322,535
267,702
100,000

42,000

195,300
50,000

Change
Absolute Percentage

-50,798
-62,295

-141,950
, 0

-21,700

0

-13.6
-18.9
-58.7

0.0
710.0
0.0

$1,254,280 $ 977,537 -276,743 -22.1
^.41,66

1,323,107 1,265,429 -57,678 -2.4
1,159,704 1,159,704 0 0.0

2,482,811 2,425,133 , -57,678 -2.4.

356,405 302,101 - 54,304- -15.2
576,576 504,947 - 71,629 -12.4
932,981 807,048 -125,933 -13.5

1,679,512 1,567,530 -111,982 -6.7

'1,736,280 1,664,651 -71,629 -4.1

3,415,792 2,232,181 -183,611 -5.4

615,888 615,888 0 0.0

749,804 364,804 -385,000 -51.4

377,247 377,247 0 0.0

648,665 648,665 0 0.0

1,025,912 1,025,912 0 0.0

170,000 170,000 0 0.0

49,662 -49,662 0 0.0

60,000 0 -60,000 -100.0

109,662 -49,602 -60,000 =54.7

493,070 1 --

40,000 0 :424e -100.0

533,070 n.a. n.a.

.....b. Assessment tars
c. MDES Subcontratcta
d. Substance AbuSeb
C. xfvClib

f. Older Worker's R1Xcementb

II. Classroom Training
a. Skill Tr4ining'(incl'. ABE)

1. Operations
2. Stipends

Subtotal

- b. English-as-a Second Language
1. Operations
2. Stipends ..:

.

r
Subtotal

c. Total Training
1. Operations
2. Stipends

I:f. Governor's Special Vocational
Education Grant

IV. OJT

V. Work Eferience
a. Adult Work Experience
b. New Careers

VI. Offender Servicesc

VII. Youth Prqgrams
a. Job Referral andPlacement

1. toys Club (WOW)

2. Rent-A-Kid

Subtotal

b. Work Eperience
1. ABCD in-schoo4,'
2. Rokbury Tracking

Subtotal
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Table 3 Continuation -
Change.

FY 1976 FY 1977 Absolute Percentage

c. Youth Development Center 874,552 n.a. n.a.

(out-of-school youth) ,

d. ABCD Youth Central (Administra- 60,440
d

n.a. n.a.

tion)

ar

w

ABCD SubtOtal. "(b , c d) 1,428,062 1,189,961* -238,101 -16.7
1/4

, * 1

I.

VIII. Administration
a. BMA
b. DES Allowance Administra-

-tion _

c. Women' s Project e ...-

d. ABCD Adult Central
e. Northeastern University

1,577,724 1,239,623
I

-3382).01 T21.4,

400,000 400,000

280,030 280,030
50,000 0

102,911. 102,911

Follow -upf 56,000 30,000

TOTAL 888,941 812,941

TOTAL FUNDS $9,664,341 $8,472,886

..

0 , 0.0

0 0.0

-50,000 -100.0

-26,000, .

-76,000 .9

.T1,191,455 -12.3u

1r

a ABCD Subcookract to :ODES. t

Specialized recruithent services for by specific programs for specific

groups. Substance Abuse refers to an OIC 'program that recruits and serves drug

addicts. The Third World Clearing House (TWCH) recruits and trains minorities for

the construction industry. Older worker Placement refers to an ABCD recruitment

and referral service, for older workers

c Deer Island Assessment Center <

d The allocation to ABCD for these two youth programs and fox ABCD Youth Central

Administration was given as a block grant; ABCD was to divide the money

among each of these three youth functions. Thp division was not disclosed.

However, the total youth, allodation to ABCD .M. included in ABCD Youth

Subtotal and the total for youth.
t.

e Funis' allocate4 by the 2E'TAC to develop a training program for manpower

ageEc.i,s to ensure !nondiscriminatory recruitment, referral and hiring.
glik

...
. ,

f Survey of Program Terminees to -de termine their post program employment and

labor market status.
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by the system.

410

The staff's.recommendations to other committees were accepted. In one

area, gm, enough information was available to-make a well-educated decision.

At best, only half the money allocated to OJT had been contracted out possibly
/

because of poor labor market conditions, but,also because of programinadegua

cies. This coupled with the impression thAt OJT administrators were overpaid

led to a greater than 50 percent cut. 1rhe recommendations regarding the NEC

-budget_ cuts were accepted because a substantial part of the cut could be made

at the expense of thp MDES, which was not overly anxious to serve hard to place

;applicants.'

Three sectors bore the bulk. of the reductions:, OJT (32.3 percent), yobth

(28.4 percent), and the NEC's and Assessment Centers (23.2 percent). Overall,

program redu'ctions amOunted to 12.3 percent from 1976; but the OJT cut was

51.4 percent of its 1976 operating level; t
0

he youth cut,'21.4 percent; and the

Employment and A'ssessment cut; 22.1 percent. Ian contrast, classroom training

Suffered a loss of just 2.4 percent, and ESL, 11.5 percent. _

. .

Most of the youth cuts'came from ABCD, even with the elimination of two

of the'smaller prog . One youth program, Boy's Club WOW, was not cut at all,

)!Irprobably with justi ation, because of its performanC, and-staff capability:

The 4duction in classroom training does not include the resources that
/

had been allocated to the Boston Skill Center land which were, at that tiiild,

still under the control of the court. Up until thenp this money had been used
1

for adultS; with its mandatory reallocation,to youth, a far greater cut would

have been incurred by adults than youth. Cuts proportional to the share-of

VIunempl rent borne by adults and youth would not have been achieved. Youths

would have received more total resources, while the reduction in adult skill

training would have been that much greater.

- The preference the BMA gave to programs rather than recruitment and

assessment was only-partially fulfilled, because of the sharp Outs in OJT,

and because of the cuts in youth programs. On the other hand, the.BMA was

correct if it meant that it was preserving formal classroom training in the two

major comknity agencies. In the youth sector, which covered all pgrams,

therevas no way to reduce except to cut them. It is only by excluding the

Skill Cen-ter 'that youth and adult reductions conformed to their respective

proportions of the "universe of unemployment." Inclusion of the Skill Center

,would have shown an increase in the youth share of BMA funds.

53
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/

However, soon,after the 1977 budget was approved, significant developments
,

. occurred which

he youth tuts

"CETA 112"

Balance

grams ghat had

4111,..

negated the need for most of the reductions. A large part of.

ind all the ESL cuts were restored by a Windfall or $41,1650001

stipend money that.the state had discovefed could naf be spent

of State'before the end of FY 1976. Both of the twO youth pro-r

been dropped were fully restored; as were close to half of the-

cuts i ABCD's two youth programs. These restorations did not go through the

entire -ATAC process; the decision was made by the Steering Committee before

going to!the METAC. The restoration of these funds suggests that nearly'all

of the operational cuts will be from OJT and recruitment and aSsessmerit.#

Another important event which occurred after the Blidget was voted was

the vacating4g that part of the Courts Unified Plan requiring the training

ctschool dropouts. Despite this reversal, the Skill Center was no reopened.

Its closing had resulted from the State Department of Education's refusal to

allow "CETA 112" lunds to be used by theiBoston School DepartMent in the Skill

Center if administrative changes were not made. They were not made. With the

elimination of the Skill Center came the elimination from the manbower system

ao.

of a program and agency that had long irritated otiver major agencies. The

Center's internal operations had been - studied repeatedly. In some Lases,

results were highly critical, especially the lack of systematic'records and

orderly admiriisteation. In other-cases, the training and its results were

shown to be valuable. Relations between the Skill Center and other major agen-
-

cies had been marked by mutual distrust and a lack of coordination and collabora-

tion. On balance, the performance of this agency probably was at least on a

par with that of the other agencies, but the price paid by the system was ex-

cessive.

ta.

Budget Comparisons

The total planned budget or accrued expenditures vastly.exaggerate the

amount of, direct investment in trainees fhat logically might 4e expected to

increase,an individual's employability or improve labor. market knowledge. Fo'r4
. .

example, the accrued expenditures for the last nine months, of FY 75 (October 1974-

June 1975) were:
1

1. Data obtained from Boston Prime Spbnsor Quarterly Progress Reports,
covering period October 1974 to July 1975.
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I

a
Administratioqk

:Classroom, Training ,

.AeOuitment, ASsessften
A

and Counseling)

-Ailvance
Wagts and Fringe Benefit's
Work EXperience and 6T)

Total

a
Includes DES allowance

b
Includes ESL.

4

'(This total of accrued e

is
$1,495,201:,

297;709,

952,33a
868;549

---- 948,846

.$5,262:638

Administration.

\.

.

g is below the $6,073,829 of planned expendi-

tures.) Direct human capital investment expenditures vilwd taken to be all of .

w
0. classroom trtining, -xeciuitment, assessment, and counseling services,

anal'one half of the wages and fringe IpeneVtts of work experience programs and

OJT. 'These direct,invettment items totaled 0;424,465, just 46.1, percent of

the total accrued f $5,26238. AdministratiNie costs came toexpenditures
.

284.14iierCent, and income maintenance payment (allowances plus'one4lalf wails

and frrhoOP benefits) accounted for 25.5 Pe'roent. Wages. and fringe benes -
C :-

have a dual furi#ion in,our_analysis. Al.tia,oUlp part of wages is a proxy for

OJT .or work experiAncl, the entire wage item is income maintenance. However,

)if we incluged.allIO the wagWas.income maintenance, then our total expendi-,

turfs would exceed ctual expenditures. Hence wel,.uriderstated'the income
.

main

a per enrollee

, 4 ,

Clattroom Trainihg:

pecruitmeh, Assessment
and Couns4ing Services

v. e Trainir .

. .

-, 1 '4

//-

human capital invistment
I
was

mr,

as follows:

$148.64 '

453.01';

Total. $601.73 .

OJT ind Work)Exierience:
.Recruitment, Assessment
and Counseling Services .148.64

. 1T. No;-.

.

r
because 'they

: 4
OJT, asd

1
Irk' Experience

ti

It.
b

4 ' d i i

1

de4 are stipends and c mphiabien income maintenance outlays

-iepresent the de lOpment,Off,skills.
.,- . .. ,

It,

451'515

- 26B.19'

Total .$418.83

4
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Recruitment, Assessment and

Counseling
a

$148.64

.1a' -
Only for'those whb received .services other thip : Illi . 0 1

those. provided by'an NEC and/or an Assessment collier' ft( / A
. ...a .

.

Note that the clabsroom %raining, OJT and Work Experiencefiguretei'inoude..the
1,

per enrollee $148.64 .attributable to recruitment, assessment and coonseling;
.

-because 'all enrollees have to go through these processes. As indicateC
Air ....

actual 'fining or job experience expetditures come tq Much less; for class-

, Aoom tipining the' average is $453.09 per person, and f'or' work experience 'and

OJT, it is $268.19 per, 0.rson. For all enrollees the averagelhuman capital

expenditure was $278.41. i/Of cotrte, these figures assume that enrollees.
,_.,

never. missed a class and hence c:rerseate the a9tual value of the training Or

-job experience. , .
/ ,

,

Let
,
us assume that the average enrollee will be working or only another

,e , %
.

25 y'ears. A 10 'percenlIrate of retAirp on \direct investment in skill of
')

$378.41 would mean a verymodest annual increase in earnings of $41.69, or

on 2,000 hours pex year basis, 2 cents an hog.
P. If employed y,ust half a year,

10.41inta per hour is a 10 percent return. brifOle higi(est investment of $601.73,
.

the increase in annuallearnings would be $66,9 ,or 3 cents an hour if employed'

2000 holo: If'w4..discounted over a 35-year period, the annual gain from the
.

at,

.

'average investment of: $38.411 would be $3943 2000' hoUrs. On the $601.73
e a .

jevestment, the annual retureover 35 years wOUldpe'10.02, or a oximatey

10#7//cents per hour. There is little reasoniitotexpect substanti:U i sme gains
-

' .

.-

th such minimal investments/ allowed -b _the Federal Manpower-budget.,.
. i

, 0.

,

C

'a

;

'1

N

.

, ',, . /

1. A cos benefit analysis woUldInclude stipe,rds on the grounds they

constitute a h man capital investment. The view-taken above is that they do

not 'represent services that ,Specifically aid an individual's emplOility.
)

.. .,

.

is

',

.
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IV,

PUBLIC SERVICE 'EMPLOYMENT

Title I:prog ams, and'Title II and VI have different purposes. These

differences, coupled With the existence of a Pre-CIA petdecessor to PSE,-*

led to the tndepenaen't implementation of Title I, and of "Titles II and VT,

Administrative ,Structure

As stated previously, the PSE administration.is distractive and, separate.

There were'np meaningful operational links been PSE anik'Title I programs
.

originally, althouqh,now Title piogr&ms make referraif to Title II

"and VI openings. Persistent pressures,byme ers of the METAC, particularly

, those representing.women and minority grotts, and by.the regional DOL,

J tually persTadidTitle II and.VI administrators to report to the advisory

council. This dmanittrative mechanism, gradudily formalized over a period,

'of, time, was ab ±osinfluence the mix'of enrollees hired to vacated

slOts as.the P program continued. The PSE committed also might have

influ ced the deCision to allocate additional-PSE monies to non-profit

pr,ivate agencies. W?we'ver, establishment of the PSE committe(was the first

and only successful attempt to create a link }between, Title I and'PSE'other

' than an iifforiltal toordination between4th6administrators of the Boston

Manpower Administration and the CETA oefice.
1

51n early attempt to establish 'forma ties.between Title I.
and P %E collApseg. Accotping:to the administratOrs of psi ey approached

the agencidawhorlin therNEC'i'for referrals.' The con cts f be cause

)

the NEC's word not receive official, credit 'for referra s and placements/ -

Since the City insisted that ell applications be filled at4City Halal. on the

grounds $.hat the City, not ,the agencies, would be held responsible ¶or viofa-
...

tion's. of eligibility. The NEC's did not marshal' a stream of applicants, -'

)0°
. ,

because the NEC's were extremely skeptical thitdisadvAntaged,minorities

would be'enrolld and did not want to'discredit.themselves.

Despite early attempts by ABCp and OIC'to delib\l.op links, PS ,adthini

'
, . 1

1. In addition: a fottarir selection of all applicants for referral was
..)..

4,1'

, introduced to enSure Smpapliality. ,

., ....., . ..,

* '
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tors had not foresee4ite .need to.do so well in advance of hiring.' The City

apparently did not anticipate aTegetition of its experience under REP, When -'
, .

pressure to fill slots quidkly ad.-led it:), a hectic hiring 'ace that precluded
, , 7

a careful screening of applicants. - J

rt
, ,,,--N.,

Eligibility.criteria for Title II and VI permit a wide latitude in the

A selectiOn of applicafitsionde the minimum-standards of residency, and either

unemployment
1

or' underemployment are met.' thera.ka little- in the, Federal

regulations to indicate that filer Title should treat any differently groupq.

.identified as,"significant segments" or individdals identified as economically

.
disalvantaghe.regulations of both tielea,re. ire "Special.fonsideratftn"

ofr

... . .,, 11

0 ,

for the "mos.t1Severely disadvantaged" with
4
res.. t to their length of 4

..- .

work as well as to ree t1%'----2. unemployment and their litkelihood.of finding ,._i,..'er

groupi, namely, "Vietthan" veterans, welfare reCipien'ts and eXil\a4ower
, .

.

trainees. Both titles.ake enjoined to treat "significant ,segments equitably".
_.., ,

The only explicit differdhce in eligibilitycliteria is the preferential

considerative'in Title V'i for three groups not mentioned in Title II requie-

m.< tions. Two of the thrde r4resent those with lengthy periods of unemployment.
1 ' i

These are persons who'have exhausted their unemployment benefits, or have been
,,

unemployed for at least 15 weeks. The third groUp, those ineligible.fdt

unemployment benefit, could include many who are considered disadvantaged

employed or have held odd jobs.
p .*

However, the purposes of -title II programs-cited in the Act itself are
r . ,

Pi
those designed to enhanee employability eandopromotability, or

.

to..Prepare

enrolleap for expanding.occupatio ns;_Title'II is a transitional'step to .

0
unsubsidiaed,"regular" jobs. In contrast, Title VI'S objective is counter-

. .
cyclical.

. . /. 4 !
A

.The BMA and the METAC viewed Titld IV-activities as akin to employment

N
aAd training services and appropriate for-those with labor market handicapi.

) .

Title VI was vied here, as elsewhere, as an employment prograefor thajob*-- N,
AO

less, some of whom might also have labor market disabilities. This distinc-
. - 1

tion was supported by the ETA Regional Office.

1. A minimum of 30 days unemployment-apply in both cases, except in
areas of "excessively high" unemployment in Title VI, when the minimum becomeS\
15 days. In addition, of course, Title II, but not Title VI, allocations
went only to areas ofl.substantial unemployment.
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Title II Goals /

- .

. In-Bostdn, Title V had two primary goals. The first was hel Lthe
-

,

unemployed and 'underemployed "by providing
...

income through CTA sal e s", as
..

4/*-well as proViding OJT, sp4cial training, and "permanent pl'acatent aisistance -

through counseling". The second goal was td "address at least a significant

part of the large agenda of public service, needs which challenge the City of
. -

Boston". Eligibility requirements were minimal: the applicant had to reside

in an-area of, "substantial" unehplOyment, and eithii be underemployed or

un mployepd for at, least 30 days. No other priorities were established by. the

Federal govdrnmeni, such as r4ce4\educational level or economic status. These
4;

, .

were left to thediscretion of-the particular locale.

Following Federal g1. delines, Boston directed its 1975, Title II

uy

effort towards specific groups that were "most4isadvantaged", as measured by
. -

their length of unemployment and their prospects of finding work. Listed

'below are thesd elected groups'

the City comMitte

&.

Group

4

their,
4

i

of P employment t3 whichaE

1

Pjercentage Shares of PSE Employment
-------*

Teel

10.01
.,

7.0

4).5.0

,

66.7

25.0

.1 ..,,

-
Actual
--,----

'

..

Welire recipients
. 40Secial veterans

FOaer,Manpower enrollees

lead of households

Women ,%

.18.01'

6.7

14.5

64.0

'28.6

Limited English -speakinga.bility 1.5
.

0.7

Youth 15.0 11.9

PoveitY 38.0 40.8

, BlAck 20.0 25.0

Other minority 2.0 -09 2.3

Spanish-speaking '. 4.0 4.1
-.

NeaiLy all these goals Were reached or nearly reached. The. 3or excep-

tion was, youths. These goals had inherentlimitations. The percen ges allo-

cated to each g;oup were based on its share.of the unemployed, as given in,

the 1970 Census of Population; they were not based on, the 'group's unemployment

rate, nor on some
*

measure of the duration of;unemployment, A group's

49.
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unemployment rate, or its averegd lengthipf unemployment, would have been more

.
consistent with the City's bbjebtive Of assisting thothe having the most

trouble finding'work'and as a result experiencing spells ,of joblessness.

e
Theddecision to Je a group's share of total unemployment. was influenced by

the cdmpiosition.of the City's Population. The result was: that a nejprity of

jobs-went to adult white males°, a group with the merVembe4s needing jobs but

not necessarilgthaving the severest labor market problems.

The City' emphasis ongroupswith largestAnumbers was neither right

nor wrong,.since CETA permits considerable latitude here. The Cityls strategy,

however, was likely ,Po include a relatively high proportion of the job ready

and work experienced. This approach mighf have enabled the City to better ).

satisfy its short run hiring needs, but as a:result,_migh(thave bypassed the '

more difficult problem of making the less employable.more loyable.'

"So
Iiiic ruitment for the prerCETA PEP program. began in Boston in September '

1971., Like PSE,'there were two separate component4. One of-these, Section

can be. interpreted as directed at cyclical unemployment;, it was to prgvide

transitional employment in, public service jobs when the national unemployment -

A . 1

rate averaged 4.5 percent for thiee consecutive monthS. The crther.componeht,'
1

Section 6, can be interpreted as directed at more serious, 'longer run
.-

unemPloyment. was intended for areas with unempl'oyme'nt-averaging 6 per(ent

or more foA three' consecutive months.

4 PEP also had eligibility requirements and priorities. To be eligible an

individual had to be unemployed'at least two',Weeks. Or/e third of the first

.'

JO
'

years'enrollees were to be Vietnam.ear 'veterans. Pribrit:i also was to be .

--igiven to the young and elderly, to figrants andtseasonal workers,
.

to those

wit1, limited English eking ability', to-low-income.persons. The spirit andpe
i

language of the Baer envy

and to

with 1

p .1

Employment Act clearly indicate the intent to employ
er '

nently raise the

r-market barriers.

as intended largely fpr poor

holding decent jobs. 411

, 0.'
employability of low- income -''persons cOhfroned..

boston's.PEP administrators viewed the piogfam-,
A

4

persons with substantial probleMs finding and

Title VI Goals S
As noted, the eligibility criteria of Title VI differ" from 'those of

Title II by including three additional priority grOupd, two'of whom consist

of the long -term unemployed.' Within the context of these three.categories.

.
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priority was to be given to Vietnam veteran's, the economically disadvantaged, '°

ark former

g ?oups for

over)1!ad,..c

manpOwer trainees*. The City chose the following four target.

its 504 Title VI jobs:
1 minorities,wownielderly workers .(55 and

onstruction workers. Minorities were to. receive 36-percent of the

, slots. In addition; separate goals were set for 298 "physical rehabilitation"

'(cor capital improyement) jobs inciuded,in ond total, and for the remaining 206

non -rehab (or "special projects ") jobs.* The physical rehabilitation jobs were

reserved for construction workers, but 30 percent of theSe hires 1140 'to be

Minorities, and 10 percent women. In contrast, half of all the non-rehab

slots were to b filled by women and 20 petent by elderly workers.2 Assuming

504 total

on rehab

tions, 151. were to have been filled by minorities, .80 6f -these

133 by females, 30 on rehab; and 41 by elderly workers, all on

inon=rehal? work. .These goals were not independently decided by the City;the

regional ,010t was involved..

Client Characteristics

`As of mid -March 1975, after close to 80 percent of the positions of the

Title 1.1 slots had been fil ;.the City's goals fiad not been realized.
,

Minoritips were 26.1ipercen (not 30.0 percent) of the 399 hires, and older

workers 16%8 ,percent (not 20 percent) of the 155 non-rehab.i.hires. Women had.

the largest`defitit; they were 23.3 percent, not30,0 Percent of all'hires.

4 . The stumbling bloCk for both minorities and women were'the rehab jobs; goalsikk

for minorities and women had been exceeded on thAlon-rehab positions. In

contrast; .women and 'minorities together fi-11111 only one-quarter-of the rehab'

slots; the graVapplication had promised them 30 percent and 10 percent,

respectively.
3 There might be a reasonable excuse for missing the goal for

-#\

1. The City initially received $5,464,379 in ,Title VI funds- There is

some confusion about the actual number of positions to be created. The listing

of jobs in the City's Title VI Grant Application totalled 524, but a specie/

report presented to a Committee' of the METAC in Ma;ch 1975,by the CE TA -II

office used total of 504. The figures In our paragraph are based on material

in this report and on its 504. total.

2. These goals wec taXen from the Ci.ty's Title VI Grant. Application. .

Another METAC report restated' the goals for the physical rehabilitation jobs

to be 30 percent minorities and women, not 30 percent minorities and 10

percent women in the application.

'3. Our calculations indicate pliat 'Amen probably had 9 of the rehab; and

minorities 51; compared to the.24.arld 73 needed.

41.
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women, but not for minorities., 'There conceivably might not have'beeh women

'living in the'city who': were both construction workers and unemployed. It is

' Oar
inconceivable, however, that there were ewer than the 73 resident minority

construction workers who were unemployed., Insistence by-the METAC's Women's

Committee led the City'sltiTA-II administration to promise that the 105 stil

empty slOts be used to compensate for,the d ficit intfemale and nonwhitd hires.

Of the 105 open slots, 54 were rehab an 51,non-rehab. Sincethe goals
%.041.44,

for non-mthab jobs had been overacht eved, it was in the construction area that

the women and nonwhites had to be placed. Union initiativeoftd been an impor-

tant reason for allocating a substantial number of PSE slots to Rh?sical

improvement. The unions were motivated by high unemployment among their,

members. Under these cA.cumstances, for the City to hire-ndnunion construe'
4

4:on workers would have been difficult. It was not, possible lb determine

whether the City goals. actually were met, because the demographic charac-

teristics of those,hired to fill these remaining slots 4tre not available.

A similar comparison of goals and achievements for Title and for the

tk #
PEP program was impossible beca e of the unavailability of aggr gated

data.
.

A comparison ofdthe characteristics of those hired under-PEP-and under.

.Titles II and VI shows a shift from the more to the less 4isadvantaged, froi'e

an effort to imprwe the long run status of those,with.serious labor market

problems to the more limited effort of temporarily employing the,employable,

and inferentially, at wage and salary levels that minimize income,losS or

deprivation. 8\fierences in the timing and.duratiolipf these three programs,

and in the availability of data, preclude perfect comparability; but in the

case,of the programs, the number of enrolees is Suff*iently 1,;irge, aniothe

number of unfilled slots sufficiently small, to .rule o all but,the'minor"

distortions. (See Tab-1) .

During the 9-month period,tOctober 1974 to July 197'5, there were 1502

pdisons enrolled in Title II. Of this total, 71.4 .pAcent were Maleso 61.2

percent were 22-44 years old, and 71.4 percent were white. Over 35 pertent

had,more thana'high school education. In short, Title II enrollees were

fairly well educated white males of prime working age.

This trend in hiring, as well as PSE concentration on placing the better.

educated in unsubsidized jobs, was criticized by ABCD early in 1975 as a

misdirectionof effort when the poorly educated and disadvantaged were having

52
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Table 1. Percentage Distribution of Enrollees in the Public Employment Piogram
.' (PEP) and in the Public Service Employment (PSE) Program by

Personal Characteristics, Boston, Various Periods, 1971 -75

4
...._.

'Characteristics PEPa
.

_ 4 PS .

Total Section 5 Section Total

,

Title II Title VI
Number of Enrollees 1741 948 2017 1502 515

Sex
Male 75.8 76.4 75.1 72.5 71.4 . 7515

IIPsmale 24.2 23.6 24.9 27.5 28.6 24.5

Total 0100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 1000 100.0

2 w

18 and under 12.9 6.3
.

20.A, 0.1 0.2 . 0.0

19-21., 17.1 17.3 16.191. 10.7 11;7. . 7.6

22-44 . 61.2 67.41 53.8 73.2 ' 71.2 70.3
45-54 I 5.5 6.0 4.9 8.3 441 .8 12.8
55-64 2.9 , 2.5 3.4 5.9 4.9 8.7
65 and over 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.8 2.2 0.6

Total 100.0 100.0 '100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Education '
.

.

8 years or less 6.7 4.2 9.7 3.6 3.3 4.5

9-11 years 20.1 16.5 241g 14%7 .; 14.3 15.7

id, years

over 12 years
41.,
31.5

43.7

35.6
39.1
26.7

46.7
35.0

47.1
35.3

45.6

, 34.2

Total 100.0 100.0 .100.0 100.0
e

100.0 . 100.0

Race
White .' 54.9 A 56.2 '53.3 72.2 71.4 74'.2

Black . 34.2 32.9 35.7 24.2 25.0% 22.1

Other
L

6.4 8.0 . 4.1 3.6 S.6 . ; 3.7

7-. Total 95.5 '00.c- 93.1c 100.0 100.0 ' 100.0 .

Ethnicity .

.

)Rispanic / 8.'5 8.0 9.0 3.7 4.1 2.5

Income Status A

'Economically Disadvantaged 50.6 49.5 52.2 37.6 40.8 28.5

a
Section 5 data are for 50 morphs, September 1971 to November 1975;
Sects 6, for 45 months, November 1971 to JUly 1975.

b
Title data re for the nine months beginning October 1974; Title VIA
for th six mouths beginning January 1975;

cDoes not add to 100 .0 percent because of omissions in the, data from orig inal

source's.
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i

s ' difficulty finding ;work.' Morbover, they,- not the 'better educ'ated, needed

the supportive services Title II could offer. At 'the \ik eginning of the first

quarter of "1975 PSE administrators reported that-they were giving priority to

enrollees with marketable skills and experiegte in making-unsub4dized place-

ments; in other words, they were placing the most employable first. The

purpose was to,make more slots thailable for the unskilled and poorly educated,

4
and then to. concentrate on placing them.

The rapid increase in enrollees with over l2, years of school may not have

been the joint product of the crash hiring during the-winter4quarter, and the

likelihood that the better educated was better informed about and,more alert

to opportunities than the poorly educated. The imporlfnce of peTsonal contacts

. and of supervidors' preferences for individuals With specific skills cannot

. \-\be ignore,d, however:,

The data do not support the reasons.presehted by PSE administrators for

their emphasis on the better edU6ated. yey few (just 64) placeme?ts had

'b'eeh ,made by July'1975. AOreover, a disproportionately smaller number of

those with more than 12 years of education were placed than were represented

among all Title II enrollees by then.

By mid-1975, a total of 515'persons had been enrolled under Title vT71

Of these 515, 75 per ent were males, 74:2percent were white,, and 34.2

percent had more than .high school education. Only 28.5 percent wereecono-

mically disadvantaged. The only important difference between Title II and

Title VI clien N. was the percentage of,economically disadvantaged; 40.8

percent of the former fell,in this incomcategary. Like Title II, then,

Title,VI also was dominated*by better educated' white males. -Although such

individuals might constitute a large share of the unemployed their unemploy-

ment rate was not the highest,, and their job prospects not the most dispel.

(See Table 1). 1

Of the 1743 PEP enrollees, large majosities (about three-quarters) were

les and had at least,a high school education; but close to half were either

nonwhites or Spanish- speaking, and a substantial proportion were no older

an 21, a ugh nearly two -thi&ds were in the primary age group 22-44.

There we important lifferenceg among Section 5 and Section 6 enrollees in-
:

age education. Section 6 included nearly three Mmes the number, ptopor-

:tionitely, of those 18 'and younger, and well over half as many more without

high school education. Section 6 also included Propo;tionately more nonwhites

5464



and Hispanics, but the differences were not large.- The data indicate that in

Boston, Section 6 indeed,was interpreted as a program for those with excep
.

tional labor market problems.

Similarly, compared to PSE, PEP was more a program for the poor and

1poose with employment problems. PEP enrollees, while mostly males like PSB-

enrollees, were more likely than the latter to be nonwhite (40.6 percent vs.

27.8 percent) and Spanish-speaking (8.5 percent vs. .7 percent), less well

educated (26.8 percent vs. 18.3 percent with under ears of school), and

_economically disadvantaged (50.6 percent-vs. 37.6 percent). PEP enrollees

110

. also included relativelylmore young people.

Title I/ had terminated a total-of 228 individuals, or just 15.2 percent
I

of itsenrollees, by July 1975. Only a minority Of terminees (28.1 percent)

found unsubsidized jobs; over half (55.6 percent) terminated for nonpositive

reasons; the remainder, (16.2 percent) Were for other'positive reasons. Only

72 enroilees,,or 14.0 percent of thetotal, had been terminated from Title VI

b July 1975. Only a fifth of the 72 terminees found jobs; Ayer three-quarters

had Left for non-positive reasons. Overall, by mid-1975 PSE still had to

fill its role of finding its enrolleeseregUlar jobs. Out of 2017 PSE enrol-

lees, 300. had been terminated, and 79 of these had entered unsubsidized

employment. (See Table 2).

Although a higher proportion of PEP terminees were place jobs, (28.3

percent as compared to 3.9 percent), the proportion was still small; more-
%

over, the PEP data cover a substantially longer pihriod. Although only 79

PSE job placements are involved, those placed tended to include a dispro-

portionately smallnuMber with more than 12 years of education compared to
o

all enrollees. As already Ibted, there was no evidence to corroborate,the

intention of PSE administrators to accelerate the placement of ,those with more

than high school educations in order to accommodate lesser Itcated indivi-

duals with 1,abor4market problem$. (See TabliO3).

In-addition to placing a 'relatively ,high number of enrollees with less

education than the average anrollees,4)SE also placed a relativelyhigh

number of Blacks and female§, well above their respective share' of enroll-

"
ments. For in§tance, females were 38.0 peicent of those placed inlinsubsi-

.

OW

dized jobs but only 27.5 percent of enrollments; Blacks were 0.4 percent of

those placed but 24.2 percent of enrollments. On balande, the less, not the,

more employable, seetTled to have been placed first. PSE administrators

6,5
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Table 2.- Percentage Distribution of Terminees of -the Public Serxice
Employment (PSE) Program, by Personal Characteristics,
Boston, 19.74-75a

ima

.

acteristics

. .

.

.

. Total.
,

.

Title II
.

Title- VI

Number of Terminations - 300 228 72

Sex
Male 67.7 ..., 63.0 83.3

Female io 32.3 37.3 16.7

Total 10 0 .0 100.0 100 .0

.

,

, ...M
18 and under 0 0.0 '0 4

19 -21 45 17.6 8.3

22-44 188 66.1 58.3

45-54 .

,

.

38 10.4 20.8 .

55-64 18 5.0 9.7

65 and over 4 0.9 2.8

a
Total

.
29 3 100 .0 100 .0

.

Education
.

.

8 years of less 6.3 6:1 , 6 .9

111
9-11 years 18.3 19 .3 15.3

12 Years 49.3.. 49.6 48.6

Over 12 years 26.0 25.0 ,.° 29.2

''- ..-- Total 100.0 100 .0 100 .0

BAce
. \ ,

White ill '59.8 56.3 70.8

Black 35,.5 37.6 29.2

Other 4 . 7 6.1 0.0

. Total
4

100.d : 100.0

. .

Ethnicity ,
. .

Hispanit . 3.3 4A 2.7
.

Income Status
Economically A,

Disadvantaged 57.5 75,9 S0.0
I

aTitle II data are for the nine months beginning October 1974; Title VI,

fog' the six months beginning January 1975.
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Table 1. ' Percentage Distribution of Termishees Placed on' Un6inded Jobs under
the Public Employment Program (PEP) and the Public Service EmPloy7
ment Program, by Personal, Characteristics, Boston, Various Periods,

1971-75

Ch4racteristios PEP
a

PSEb
Number Percent

.

Number , Perceet__
.

Total
.

, --

.' 493 ,-..

.r.

1.60.0 .
..

79. -100.0/

.

, Sex .

.

.

360

133
, 73.0

,27.0

.

49

. 30

62.0
-33*0

.

'Male 4*
Female -

.

tigt

18 and under
19-21
22-44
45-54
55-64
65 and' over

Total

.

493

n.a.

n. a.

n ta.

.a.

n.a.
n.a.

100 .0

.

--
--

--

--

--

.

79

.

9

54

It'

6

0

v

.

100 .0

.

11.4 .

68.4
12.7
7.6

0.0

o

.

'Education
Total

-

.

.

n.a.

n.a.
n.a..

n.a.

--

--

--
--

7\s--..

6

18

39

16

100.0

7.6
22.8
49.4
20.3

.

8 years or less
9,-11 years
12 year
Over 12 years

lice

.

.

Total

287
154

35

-_,,

58.0

31.2,

° 7.0

79

,

49

24
3

100.0

62.0
30:4
3.8

Mite
Black
Other .

. .

Ethnicity

Total
.

476c

33

96.2c

6 . 7

,

.

76o

,

2

96.2c

-.

2, 5

1

Hispanic
1.1.

InCome States

.

2(6 43.8
1

60

'

76.0 .
Disadvantaged

aSection 5 data are for 50 months, from September 1971 to Ntvekber 1975 Section 6,
for 45 months, from November 1971. July 1975.

b A

Title II data are for the nine months, October 1974 -July 1975; Title VI, for the
slit months, January 1975 --July 1975:

,

oboes
not .add to total or to 100.0 percent

,
, because of omissions in original, data

1
..

.source.
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apparently devoted, special efforts to finding jobs for the disadvantaged.

For example, only a small proportion of the Title. II'enrollees who were placed

found their-own, jobs. In contrast, nearly all the Title VI enrollees had.

However, one cannot discount the desire of city departments to retain the

'better edutated wiiih advanced skills and experience: Nor can one ignore the

possibility of im licit discrimination, which might have prompted minorities

and women V a pt other jobs if available.
5

In contrast to PSE, the charactlristics viol PEP enrollees4aced in ,

unsubsidized jobs corresponded more closely to the characteristics of all hi:,

enrollees. Even so, Blacks, the Spanish-speaking and the aGonomically diiad-

vahtaged tended to be somewhat underrepresented because PSE was relatively

new and only 3.9 percent of its encollees had been placed at the time our, 4;446,

data were gathered. Nonetheless, females, Blacks, the young,1,19-21), the

old (45 and over), the poorly educated, and the poor tendedto be overrepre-

sented among thoie placed. In short, males, prime-age workers, whites and
"-

the better educated tended to remain PSE enrollees.

0

Allocations and Expenditures

In both absolute and'relatim4 terms, the resources devoted to public

servicejobs absorbed a higher share of Boston manpower funds under CETA

FN.
than before. Under CETA, Title I programs in the City have received, over

a

4time, less money .(and been able to provide
commensurately fewer services) .

than their pre-CETA counterparts. Even if the total amount of manpowalk

monies Zin real terms) given to Boston had not shrunk, the growth of public

service employment Woulrhave meant a drop in the imporeance of programs

designedlto raise the emplGiyability ofthose with more serious labor market

handicaps.'

The amount of money deVoted to public employment in. Boston roughly

doubled under CETA. Boston PEP received $11,769,582 for 971 slots enrolling

1743 persons over a 50 month period. .Boston .PSE received-$23,498,221 for
.

1890 slots, and had enrolled 3982 in 15 months. (Actual expenditures came

to only $15,255,645 by then):,

Annualizing the expenditures of PEP and PSE permits us tO compare the
r

costs per' slot-year arid per participant-year of both these programs. PSE

spent much more money on both than PEP. Accdrding to data in'Table 4; PEP's

annualized cost per slot was $3690; its cost per enrollee, $2056. PSE's
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Table 4. ,Allocetiths and Exppipitures for PEP .and TACE, Boston,' '
various periods 1974-1975

1111
-

. ii Ni.
V

N. ,

.

Total Funds
Allocated

Total ,
Expenditures

Number of
"Slots 4

Total
Enrollees

V"

Annualized
Expendituresal

-
PEP

Section. 5
1*(38 months)'

Section 6
(32-manths)

-'

.-.

( .
.

-
17,514,545:

4,255,037 .

- V
J

.
oii.

-$6,295,7 75

-.....,

*2,586,
580'

39.1

4

948

795

II-

.

, ''
.

$1,988,139

'11,594,720'

.::$3,582,859
.0- r

$7;531,921
i4

5,840,744

Total _c
PSE - .

'title II,
.a, 145 months)
Title VI

., (12 maths) 1'

.

$11,769,582
. .

.
z..

"
$9,023,689

.'
14,4.74,532

$10,548,361
,

.

..$9,414,901''
1'" 5,840,74t.

971

.
pj
,I/

1743
-

2453

15I9

.."

-

;'- 'Total-

I'. iki ...,

-.

.

$23,491.3,221.

. ,

g$15,255,645
....

.

1890 3982

..,

ii

.

$13,372,465

.

NEP annualized expenditure ,per lot: $3,582,83§/971 = $3690; annualized
expenditure per enrollee:A ,582,859/1743= $2`056

.

r

PSE annualized expenditure per Blot: .$13,372,665/1890 =.$70_76;oexpendituxe per enrollee:_ $13,31,665/3982 = $3258. .

. bSeparare slot le/ris fir Title II and VI unavailable.

cPSE data cover more months in thid tabli10 in table 1,
. -

because of differepoes in *the ayailibiliti of di rent kindsdf
,

-data. 4
(

.
.

.
t-

. 0

Of

IN
4)
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were $7076 and-PO.258, respec rely.

Average hourly earnih cr PSE /seemed tp be above thoSvunder.PEP..
.

the average for Title tI was $4.28 end for
1

st, PEP averagedejAht $2.81 per hour.

d

As calculated by City' officials,

Title VI, $4.44. In, co

However, there were nee a. 'ount ilidividual,enrollees received

froth both programs Yse of differences in the lengths of thle-enrolled.

Ilecon iling the annual earnings generated by, these;

figures and

difficult Wi

ose generated,,by the expenditures data just

out knowing the

and,PSE officials. Using the

hourly wage

resented was

turnover and 'vacancy rate anticipated by PEP

ly earningsabove and assuming a full-time,

job of 182Q hours a year,2 PE enrollees would have earned $5114 a year;
.

. Title ft enrollees $7790; and Title-VI enrollees, $8081. (For comparison's ,'

saRe, the official 1975 poverty income figure for a family of four was $5050,

that for the year 1972 was $4000, for 1973 an avahge of $4250, and for 1974,
.

Tee average for .the years 1972-1974 was $4263). As a percentage of

the r event poVerty,figure, the PEP annual earni s smounted*to:just about

pne-third motele PSE, from over ,two - thirds to ree-g0

i
ters more.'

According to these calculations, PSE enroll s might ha been enjoying a

higher standard of i,ving tOa Title 1 of llees and, comparatively speaking,

earlier PEP enrollees.'
.J

In contra to these annual, earnings figure's under PSE, the overall PSE

. _ ,,,

,
annual outlay per slot was only $7076., of which nonwage were apRroxi-,

Mately 20 percent. .Discounting the $7076 by this 2b pergent_gilieS.an esti-
.--

II%mated' ua; earnings figure of $5600 well below iii6 calculated aboVe .tor

Title IT* rollees and evenfurther-bplow,that cal' culated fOr the T itle VI

enrollees. The $5600 is not mufhabove the'1975 poverty leve1'income but

below the annual earnings based on the $4.28 and the $4.. e.44'wk kited abov
C

'

A.V.MIlke difference, also hold for PEP.. 'Using the annual co ,per slot for,,

,-
- . ,

.

f .PEP and discounting nonwage costs yield's a figure of $4700 com red to the
.

$5620-derived from the $2.8f PEP average Wage. Thee difference

eo

seem tdbe
,

due to the face that-the average wage 4gures provide y the Ci y were
,

.. /.. .

unweighted by employment. Substanital differences in earnings existed among

- .
.

1. The P6 average covers a period of appcoximately'A 'year's, whill4the

,PSE average covers approximately 112 years. In'real.terms *le lifeerences

weuld be smaller.
-

0 2. A city work week of hpursmultiplied by 52 weeks.

11,

6010
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A /

PSE enrollees depending on the job held. The wage di stribution ofiPEp enrol-

. lees probably was less dispe rsed. 4-

s.,)

0 eat

,..... PSDFOiDS and .Wage Rates
t .

. "---

White collar jobs, includiri pars - professional, accounted tor half the
/

s /..
, ,

-PSE slots, and approximately one -third were blue collar jobs. Service jobs '

.A accounted.fpithe remaining 18.3 percent. (See Table 5).

psing a. skill -level grouping, unskilled blue collar and servicejobst

constituted a'third Of the slots; skilled blue collar jobs, just under' 10
1

pe4bent; clerical, lt,6 percent; and higher level white collar, alMost one-

. fifth:
4

1 , -

Compared to the composition of unemployment in the slity, the allocation

4
stb

of slots disproportionately tailored professional; technicil and managerial.

workers, as well is service workers. Compared to their share of city unemptqy

ment, a disproportionately low amount went to clerical and blue collar workers;

but,upskilled manual workers received their Laie..Higher-level white collar,

Tosi,ions accounted for a'disporportionatelt .large number of slots compared

.tolthe,bccupational mix of the unemployed in the City of Boston: Fot
4-

example., bide collar 'IwOrkers- were 50 ,pe rcentor more of the insured unemployed

ak/this time but had only a third. of the slots.1.

t Az comparison of the distribution of unemployment by City neighborhoOd'

with.the allAcition of slo to residents of thesahe neighborhoods suggests

that tEetneighborboods'her est hit by unemployment were underrepresentedin

the 'distribution of PSE jobs.

Table.6 classifies Boston's PSE.slots by iuNgions. These functions
4

snalild reveal the actual priorities guiding_theCityien its, use of Title II
. ,

and Title VL fjinds.' WiN1 broad eligibility criteita and Dbt pressure to fill
0

slots 4tickly, human and Venal needs did not receive the lirgest share.
A *

Among such pessing city needs ap education, ditalth, crime prevention,

including juvenile delinquency, and the rehabilitation of low income hotsintg,

only tIne, juvenile delinquency, received a substantial percentage-Lot PSE slots

(11.8 percent). Well over 40 percentof the sots went to tde'maintenance
.

of ,public,Itsui/ditgs other than housing, or to parks and recreation. Some of
f 1

* ,

1. City of B oston Manpower Administration, Comprehensive Manpower,*.
-Plan Fiscal Year 1977, Boston* zkuguit 176, pp. .75'177. ,

-
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Table 5. octupationfl Distribution of PSE Slots, Boston,
Vaiiaus' Months, October' 1974 - 'July 1975a

:
tive 93 . ,i'. 4.8

Supervisory 51 - 2.7 '."
Clericalwand inspectors 256 , ... 13.6
Paraprofessional ; * 331 17..5 I

. Subtotal 947 : 37r. 'ie.

4tite do114r Absialute, Percentage
lirOfessional and Teehnical 216 . 11.4
Managerial and Adminis Craw

Blue tllar- Ili
t .

. .
Skilled,,, , , 186..- . 9.8
Cpnstruction , 121 . 6.4:
Other - 65 * 3;4

Seitiskilled -N -1 33 1.7
Unskilled ..

.1 377 , X0.0 :

`.a Service -..,
1Unskilled . 237

Other 4 .. 4.09 . 5%8-.
Sub total 346 - la-3

V- Total 1889 WO .04 A

7.SUbtOt 596 31.8
.41$

12.5

,

aTitle II data cover the nine month period Ocher 1974=July 1975P
Title VI data cover the six month period January 1975-July 1975.

,/

la

-
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9.

1.4

. ..
.

Vable 6. Distribution of,PSE Slots by Functional Areas, Boston, 1974-75 t
,

..

. ,

I
.

.
FunctiOnal Areas ' Nunez' Perdent0 1r _ ----x-.- ..

i

I. .Administrative Departbents 157 t 8.3
. N.

II: Maintenance of'Physical
r Plant and Respurces

(a) Parks & Recreation h -:279 .10.7
, (b) Public Facilities . .4'232 f2.3

r-- (c). ;'ublic Works 172 9.1
`e, (d,) Public *using

(e) Real'Property
(f)' Other , 0

Subtote,1
,/

III.III. Protective Services (Police, Fire, Penal)
, .

IV. Social and Human Services

}(a) VC ,,

i

. .

(b) Schools d Librar,:r
--

cc) Housing ervices.'
1.). FieSat171- and. Hospitals /

a. (e) 'Other
4 . r

' Subtotal

J'

4

4 qk-.-'
V. .?..csions2.001(31centeftn.,,a1,. oelemratin)

- ,

Tot.11,
.

9

'owe

144,

fp

.1

73

63

223' 11.8
77 . 4.0
69 . 3,6
47

. 2:5
158

-
8.4

574
4. 30.4

1
.. 77 4.1
116 , 6.1.
15 '0.8

,-

ak, : " 47.i

188 10.0

4.2
1890 100.0

V S.



these prforities can be attributed to the poSsible lack of eligible clients

with the requisitehtiman ee.rce skills or experience. Some might be attri-
4 it 6
buteill to the, desire to beautify the city in anticipation of Bicentennial

tourism, a source of income and employment. One can infer that priori y was

O 4
not given tolitkle more critical needs;' such as education/. healtn and crime

prevention. °

. 1

PSE - DcV., Relations , ,

In late 1975, serious criticism and che.5ges were publicly leveled at

`Boston for its administration of the;.PSE Program. °By the fall of 1975 the

regiohalDOL had become h. y concerned that hiring waurring much too

*-slowly.
4;1

Then, during the w nter, Bostoh's "underground press ", echoed

promptly by the conventional pressPublicized allegations about theineligi-
1 ,

bility of enrollees and the biased nature of the selection- process. `This wa s
.

.

the first publiC disclo*Su±e that a prO40.em eximted
f

: The newepaper stories

enrolled
1*--..,

clamed that n eonresidents of#the City had been nrolled and that political

favoritism-and nepotism had determined referrals andhiring.
,k,

An extensive investigation by the RDOL foil ed, At the same time, the

General Accounting OffiCe (GAO) continued an inv stig4ion begun earlier,
ir .

-

giving its findings t'a--.the Deidartment of Justice. These were neVer made
.

4,

public. However, the regionaPDOL-released a summary of its,findings which,

did not vindicate the City administiation. Ficording 4o, the RDOL, the admipi-

strative lapses ran the entire gamut '6f possibilities, from improper:political/

activities tg,enrollee-ineligibility and lack of maintenance oreffa.rt. It

. 7 was difficult from.this one repOrt,todetermine the pervasiveness of the
,

infractions,'-but this'and other documents'saggasted that they had not been '

isolated instances. Probably favoritism, both- political and personal, was the'. ,

most common infraction, although it would bdifficult to say what proportion,

of PSE enrolleesllees was involved. '
.

..

The ,itt4gularitieS had a number of causes- Some may have been beyond die
...

,
,

City's ctintok, but not all; the PEP/PSE office apparently lackedothe authority

,to prevehtlthem. There were two distinct prObIems: the nixingdelay and the
,' II - .

alleged malidministletion. The'two needed to tse considered together because.
.

City adnaniitrators argued that the first was ,responsible for the second( and

k A, V.
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1

4

that failure of the regional D6L to prwide timely funding triformationNad

seriously con'trib'uted to boPh.
1

Since these aspects were interrelated, they
.

will be;disacubsed together. 4 .
t .

The office responsible for administering'PEP had the responsibility,
: N-

initially:at least, for, administering PSE. It.remained independent* of the

METAC.and, in practice, of the BMA as well., The EEA prograA had operated

successfully in many ways, abut not without criticism by the, regional DOL
f. ' it

contained in a special staff report to the City. At the heart of this report

id... was the quesition pf political. favdritism and slow hiring. However, aside from

. .

. . - these c'r'iticisms the EEA program had functioned successfuleand the EEA

alMinli.strators continued almig much the same successful operational lines.

From their viewpoin't, when PEP first.appeared, the were not in a position to

develop deqnita job slot§, i fissuredin.specific departments until the City was fissured
... ,

of .the exact ,amount -of PSE funds it would
i
receive. Despite advance estimates

IP
f ding .1e the regional DOL, the PEP/PSE administrators did not \

develop rogram thet would have 'committed \tselves

partmenti.

In the spring and summer of 1974 the PEP/PSE staff seemed to be in a

state of limbo. There was no explicit.guidance from top City officials. This
,

'inattentiOrYwas attributed in part to the preoccupation of the Mayor's office

with.the forthcoming' desegregation of the public schools, which was to begin
.

s in' the fall, ,as well as to preoccupation with the forthcoming mayorial electioh.
I

,'

in November. Although the amount of PSE money allocated to the City was a'

smal proport;on of the' total City budget, in absolute terms it was not small.
I

It been alleged that certain offic4alp recogniZed the poi.itical potential

.of PSE. For*exaMplee at-the lower levels of the City administration PSE
,- .

enrollees- were,.1used, or asked.to ,volunteer.,,, for duties that had.1two fold
fr Ir

pullbse, that of surveying citizens needs and that of reminding them that the.

'Mayor was the personAconCerneCT with their neap.

The delay.Ln.hiring 'can be explaihed only pattly by trie intention bf the

Prok/BSEadministrators to have a-selection and hiring process that would give

enough time*to carefully Matching applicant qualifications with slot

.

require-

.4.

. . ..

should1." .The Ci.t.y also ,o1 imed that the DOL should have anticipated problems

. and' did not provide'" ar, prompt interpWation of regulations. The case

. seemed more that the.,Cillyrdid not,like.the interpretations given or had not
, .

.
taken them ifd other adiiCe to heart.

,'

.
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joents. The goal Was to satisfy department chiefs, as well as to make the best

use of the new pee and toe treat:them considerately. There also was a

deliberate intent not to hire large numbeie quickly only to have to terminate

therif'early:

Other reasons were suggested far the delayed planning and hence the

delayed hiring. The City administration had neglected earlier, perhaps inad-

ortenily, to ask for City Council acceptance of the PgP allocation and was

timorous about the Council's response'when asked to accept the PSE ftnds,

especially if Council members had patronage questions in mind. The constant

pressure for swift action by .the regional DOL did not help the PEP/PSE staff

to establish an orderly, line procedure acceptable to administrators who were

supplying slots: ,tor was the PEP/PSE staff of sufficient size. to handle a

.^ crash hiring program; a slower, more deliberate procedure had been envisaged:

Additional staff had not been hired, even when funds were available to do so.

The need:to suddenly interview and refer a much larger number of applicants

forced *p PEP/PSE office to hastily borrow people from other departments.

Thlig conditions were not optimum'for ensuring enrollee eligibility and

impartial selction, especially 'when some.of those helping were politicall)

active individuals.

.
The AP/PSE administrators were limited in their ability to impose selec-

tion standards on departments without the firm backing of high City officials.'

They also occupied an ambiguous position with respect to the City's personnel

office, .;whose:clearance was required when hiring personnel. This office had-

;

the reputatiCn of making patronage decisioni. Given their uncertain position

Viand authority vi -a-vis regular line departments, arid' the City personnel

office, the PEP/PSE administrators could not easily refIse an appliCant who met
. .

the eligibility'requireiMpts but had.been pre-selected by adepartment or had

been.referred by a private source, nor could they readily countermand a

decision by the politically oriented personnel office. On the other hand,

they also *ere
,
unable to obtain the uninterrupted attention of City' officials,

because of more pressing mUhicipal problems. In addition, the ability of PEP/

adminkttrators to conduct an .orderly skil-represented selection process

was not Helped by the heavy influx of applicaAts resulting from tila publicity

in the press that the regional DOL had encouraged to spur hiring..

It was inevitable that City personnel in departments with PSE slots would
. S

have advance knowledge'of them and would inform their friends and relatives.
pe
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The public pronouncements might have indirectl reinforced this..informal,

dissemination .of job information. Those least Tikely to be attracted by the

newspapers were the disadvantaged and minorities. THJV Tight be less likely'
. .

to read'the papers than others Aar conclude that they did not have the same

Chance as others. to be hired. But not to publicize the jobs would have

ensured that these groups would have been automatically barred. Probably the

pest approach would have been.to actively recruit from community organizations

and reserve a certain number of slots for such referral's. /

*

''. As previously observed, priority might have been given by the City .to

the provision of public services most likely to influence electiond,. 'Ilhe
111,

informal dissemination of job information and the emphasis on such public

services probably meant that departments preferred enrollees who were capable

and/or whe\werevolitical-assets. Consequently, it is questionable whether

the disadvantaged could have received priority unless special provisions were

made. EEA and PSE had the unstated dual goals of hiring the disadvantaged

and of providing needed public.ervioes. EEA had given iriority to the first

goal, and Boston had satisfied it. Title VI, of course, had no requirement -

\
.

that the poor
P

be hired. On the other hand, all Title II and Title VI enrollees
w

T
could have en drawn from the poor. In Boston, all were not. Why they were

not could be attributed to the factors discussed above and to the more permis-

sive nature of CETA compared to EEA in terms of appropriate enrollees..

At the same time, those departments that were most responsive to hiring

either the poor or the disadvantaged believed their missions to be Vital and

so sensitive that they wanted tS exercise extreme care in selection. Some

resorted to preselection ox hired iRdependently'in order to ensure quality;

they were apt to creel the disadvantaged, if they hired them at all.

In addition to the referral and hiring problems that beset the program,

here remained two potentially oonflicting goals: (1) employ a Substantial

proportion of the long-term unemployed and the disadvantaged, or at least

those with poor labor Market prospects, and (2) provide important municipal

services. These two objectives were Ego be achieved in a loose labor market

in which experienced, competent workers would be available,, and in a labor

market in wIliO44the salaries of City ,jobs were on the high side of the, local

wle structure. Acceptance by City departments of Title II isadvantaged

enrollees had been eased by favorable EEA experience,%but not always by depart-
.

ments that did not provide direct hunrf services. Traditiohal city departments

1
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1

,ipreferred appiicents*k.th the appropriate work experience and educational

credentials. Despite substantial monies assigned in the'budget, for training,

few clients either receiVed adequate on-the-job tralning to acquire marketable

skills, or willingly took advantage of the opportunity available to acquire

them formally.

Finally, a problem thAt arose PEP and continued in was the reluc-

'tae

job was likely to offer a higher salary and less arduous work than was

ie of enrollees to voluntarily_ leave the program for another Sob. Their

likely in the private sector. The EP/PSE staff also realized from its EEA
4

experience that the City lacked close ties with business and lacked enough -

job developript expertiie .0 place enrollees. Because of this, the United

Automobile Workers Union (UAW) was subcontracted to handle placements. The

UAW had barge' ing contracts in area Metal working establishments that were
419

sseeking individuals to fill machine tool operator-set-up man vacancies.
1

Some of the placement problems faced by PSE could be attributed to the reluC-

a
tance of private employers to hire individuals accustomed to a higher wage

s ,

and a steady, less demanding job. Employers also were inclined, reportedly,

to assume that the productivity of City workers was lower than that of their

counterparts in private industry.

The DES was not used, because it was doubted that it could provide the

same amount and kind of counseling that the PEP/PSE staff in conjunction with

-the UAW oula provide. More importantly, it was doubted that DES had the

same kind f 'personal relations with employers, and of course it lacked the

on-the-job support and leverage of the UAW.

The failure to develop referral links in advance, as discuksed previously,

contributed to crash hiring. It is difficult to understand why City admini-

strators had failed to plan in advance, after experiencing, similar federal

hiring pressures under PEP. Once crash, hiring began, neither the City nor

commilinity agencies could have been expected to have been adequately prepared

if their preparatioAs.had begun that late;

rhea DOI. had alert the City before that summer that a considerable

amount of money would 1A,coming, even though the exact amount was not known.

Without specific dollar allocations and specific slot levels PEP/PSE
4

1. 'Despite loose labor market _conditions, the machine trades have h

supply "ihortaits".

7 8:
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administrators seemed to feel that it would be difficult to negotiate for

definite numbers of positions with department heads. In their view, the

COngressional budgetary process did not lake it easy for the City to prepare .

VP ,j in advance. Still, the process did, not preclude advance planning; in fact,

having had one experience with the unpredictability of Federal budgeting it' ®

would have been prudent to have anticipated a repetition and begin planning

early.

The infractions seemed to stem from the la of reasonable safeguards ...

to assure impartiality in referral and hiring or enrollee eligibility. The

results could have teen anticipated, namely, hiring tainted by favoritism,

whether political or peilonal; enrollees unqualified in terms of residency,

length of employment, Or labor force status, and less than a desirable distri-'

bufion of enrollees in terms-ep41..City neighborhoods or ethnicity and sex.

During the winter, when hiring accelerated, the original PEP/PSE staff apps-

rently was not in control. Itines of authority were murky. Individuals

closely'associated with City political activities were in strategic positions

in the selection and referral process. In some cases, agenties within the

Mayor's offices ether preselected enrollees or hired them independently of

the PEP/PSE office., One cannot easily escape the conclusion that the C ty

waited until challenged before installing the administrative procedure

required. In the interim, it allowed the natural course of events to ccur,

which meant hiring by a variev of traditional, informal. routes- at are part

of the political process. If from the start, it had been clear that PSE fell

within the control of the METAC, it is possible that the potentfial publicity

might have led 'to different results.

Once crash hiring began there was little that could be dpne to prevent

thtfconsequences or to determine easily w0a or what was responsible for

admini trative failings. However, crash hiring could have been anticipated

and appro iate planelhade. , .

Obvious y, mutual distrust between the DOL and city administrators 'that

ensued did not help solve the problems that did arise in. the implementation

of Title II and Title VI in their first year. In_fact, the regional DOL

found the City uncooperative, even ob/tructive, during the *met's investi-

gation of the alleged maladministration.

PSE Fund Allocations

When the exact allocations finally came, the regional DOL insisted that:"
79
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"...aril.

the money be spent quickly, threatening t,nat.funds not spent by the end of

FY 1975 would be lost. In the three months from July to October 1974, the

City received both its FY 1974,Title II monies, amounting to 3.2 million

dollars and its FY 1975 Title II monies, amounting to 3.7 million dollafs,,a

total of 6.9 million. This money was'supposed to have been exhausted by the

end of June 1975. At the same time Title VI money was,available, although

the City, already flooded with Title II PSE funds, did. not submit a grant

modification for the final 8.8 million dollars of its Title VI money until

December of 1975. The City thought that Title VI funds, amounting to 14:5

million dollars, had to be spent in 13 nths, starting January 1975, Fiscal

1

year 1974 to 1976 PSE allocatio

FY 1974

piesented below'

Title II

0

Title VI

Base $,238,200

Discretionary 996,403
3,234,603)

FY 1975

Base $2,382,085

,Discretionary 1,330,900 4..

Total 3,712,985

FY 1976
Base $1,155,403 $12,164,.349

Discretionary 920,698 1,910,193

Total 2,016,101
T- 14,674,532

Total 1974 -76 \ $9,023,689 $14,474,532

Total PSE,Funds: $23,498,221

The City had wanted to avoid-crash hiring and the rapid.-enrollthent of-

large numbers of peoplt who would have to be laiN1 of in less than a year'

'because Of the rapid-expenditures Pf funds,. Understandably, the,Citi was s

afraid that it would have to make large scale kayoffs shortly before an AL-.

tion. Irrespective of the election,_ hiring large numbersfor a short time is

not necessar ly a wise practice.

I
'Fortunly, by pie/s/ pring of 1975, the DOk recommended that hiring stop

lbecause,of the likelihpid of cuts in PSE funding in the neXt fiscal year.

Indeed,' FY 194/Boston received Title II fundq of 2.1.4illion dollars,

1.7 millioiless than the prior fiscal year). However, there were 14.5 million

4
0

Tit,
S 0
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Title VI dortEie,to be spent between January 1976 and. February 1977. There

was, in essencea greatdeal of Cionf 'On regarding future fun

.
That there existed kgreat deal oaf friction between the regional DOL and

1

PEP/PSE administratfts was evident. The RDOL's inability to provide precise'

dollar figUres in advance and its position on hiring created fuspicion about

motives. The City adminidtiation_became corfinced6tliat the RDOL intentionally
*

was trying to embarrass it to prove the failure of decentralization.7he City

10-

waS.partioularly Offtnded that a potentially damaging hiring paiterdshould

have been require'd during a local election year. 4te neutrality of the Federal -

government was doubted.

By the fall of. 1974, there had been a large number. of TitlekII hires;

theltidAdle,:dif Novembtr .1975, all of t1 three` fiscal years of Title II

monies -had been spent. By December,1975 most of the enrollees had been trans-
, ,

ferred tp Title VI, since so little of this money hid been used. At the tim e
.

the City -haa approximately 20,000 municipal employees; the 1300 PSE enrollees,

hired within a period of a few mohths represented 7.5 percent,of the existing

municipal staff. The,rate of absorption, if we assume that'this hiring had

all occurred in a three-month period, would. have amounted to over 25 percent on

an annual basis. 'So rapid an expansion would have create&difficulties even

-with the best' of planning.,
- 6

J

New Developments in,PSE ,

.
.

-

It was not until later,that functional areas outside of the city govern-
.

ment.were considered. When additional Title Ilmwey'was 'receiveato be Spent

-,.in a six -month period in FY 1976, CETA-II administrators decided to allocate...
the additional slots to non-profit agencies. Ptposal requests were distri--

e .

(
w . .

buted'and selec'Eed by an'e1abol-Ate procedurd to Achieve objectivity.' The
%

1

regional DOL refused _to release the m6n4y to.the City until A was assured' ,

, . r t .46
. A" that the selection of enrollees would be free,of allAhe earlier charges of

nepotism, patronage',` and ineligibility 'that 'had tarnished PSE in- 1975. At
. .

1

efiret the-regiotral DOL recommended that an-agency other than the City be

solely- responsible for-recruitmentotreferrel, and'enrollment. pegOtiatidns

between regional office and the City left_the selection and referral processs,

in the hands of the City, but followingprocedurei ttiat insured impartiality.

. Why did thd City decide ta.allocate slots
.

tp.private agencies? First,.
. .

there had been constant pres re frqm members of-.METAC and piivate noniprOit..

t-' . :81.
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agencies for slots. Second, the prograth length was short and hence costly in

terms of initial processing and training, and third, the City was finding it

difficult to digest PSE enrollees and then toplace them in unsubsidized jobs:

Finally, placements in private-agencies meant that more people could, hired
=AD

because their wages were lower than therCity's for comparable work.

Postscript

It is always difi to deCide when to call a halt tb'field work when

< 0- studying a continually changing set of institutions. Since the official end

of our fact gathering Espring 1976); certain deyelopments have occurred that

may be harbingers of the future ,and not passing fads. At a minimum, these

developments reprdsent a searching for-different, more effective approaches.

They are cited without trying to seriously-assess-their significance or draw

conclusions. They probably should be secn.as heavy straws in a strong_wind.

FiscalYear 1976-77 saw plans to establish a new vocational educational

facility in a rehabilitated, building i e former Boston Naval Shipyard

.
Annex intended to be convellfd to an industrial park. The facilityilto be

maintiintd by a quasi-independInt City agency, with the coases Subcontra e4

to private nonprofit technical school*tnd, aNing other <things, train workera

for 'plants-attractei'to the park. In a racially neutralsztine and aCcessiblo, .

by public transportat±ort to low income white neig4borhoods close to Boston's

downtown section', the Annex prbbably will become the"major training' resource

for poor whites of Sduth.Boston, Charlestown, and the North End.
et

Thep were centrifugal developments as w91. All yduth prograis funded

by CETA, incruding the summer pAgram, will be supervised and monitored for

'-the BMA-by a spepial unit in the City's Youth Activities Commission: Nell,

CETA money will underwrite a"One-year certified LPN program administered by

Boston City Hospital (BCH) and formerly financed entirely by the' City. This

program, in existence,for many years,. has achieved national recognition. With-

CETA funding, the BCH-LPN prbgram will be enrolling poor clients and its
a

student body will include relatively more minorities.

The feminist thrust Joegmh by the METAC's Women's Committee continued;

i n FY 1976-77, in the form of a one-year contract to the City's YWCA tp
0

a training program to prepare low income and minority females, for

"nontraditional" occupations, that'is, a dominated skilled trades and

craftsmen' jobs. The YWCA, it will be oted, had been a serioUf contend

4 2.
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V

the priA year' for a unique experiment to eArcate SMA staff, contractor staff,.
and METAC members about equal job opportunlipi.e for women.and other minorities.

,

If.any changetil in policy has occurred, it has not been so much in terms of

on run planning or .14 rau.strategy,'1 but more in terms of political

cont%ol; tria., is, the City direction seemS to be to fill more of the staff

positio4s with Clef employees., to control programs more direOtly,'and poisibly

.,provide services itself. Theree seemsIQ Inclination to increase the role

oT the traditional communitypased'agenciet'-' This hds.beeriaccompanied by the

appointment of, minority members with community reputations to high positions
,s>

in the Cqy.administration and gilding them responsibility for employment and

,training.affairs. The new appointees are persons whose Careers, began withsd. -1P, .
0s .0 ., , ,

community agenciesollwho have had extensive experience-with manpower and,
' i't .

equal employment matters.''The evidence seems to suggest that the City .

.-..'administration is beginning to assume, some,of the manpowir authority of
.

community agencies.,
!

.

.

. ,

tit. 0 .-\\,,,

1. Although short run 41anning by.the BMA appears installed.
. .

) .

I . .

1
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a
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SUMMARY ANp,OONCLUSIONS
e

',CETA had bees' in existence for slightly osier three years wh p our field.

work.'ended; however in practice the new law became fully opeiational only ih

the 12 to" 18 months prior to, the end of our researall. Time was.' needed'bx,the,

, .

mime sponsor. to establishta4functioning employment andlitraining administration.

.Time had to elapse to allow any local changes to become effective. One can

.qUestion the merits of judging the eff&cacy:Of CETA after the brief exposure

. of a. year or a year and a half. ItA.s the long term consequences of an
. %

1

ivol',±ng system.that should be the object of study. Eighteen months may be

too short a time to expect any significant changes in a complex.mankowfr

system, let alone changes leading to clear=cut identifiable results, What can -

la disco4ered in such a short period is the direction of change.
* , . ,

Other caveats should be haled. During most of the time that CETA was'ih :

%

.

....- t

operiatift in Balaton,. jiab9r market,conditions were loose. Unemployment Was.°
P.

..

either rising -or high. despite t increase in employment (1971-1975). The

1
.

cyclical downtown in 1974 was
.

sup imposed upon long run structural change@

that 'were not especially benign for manpower programs. The City's economy

increasingly offered two 'nds of jobs, those at the
a
top of the occupationa,1

, .

.%,

'structure that reggiied hig levels of education and sophisticatld skills,

andthose at the bottool, in lOw level service work. The number of-blue collar

jobs.waS falling. The,growth in clerical 'jobs provided opportunities that

were at least semi-skilleld, but-even here there were' limitations because of
.

the lack.of growth gains in
AP the gov-ernment sector. There also was'a net

population loss accompanied by a relative increase in the humber of minority

persons. In view of these,economic cbnsideritions and time limitations, one
,.. -

Could anticipate only peripheral changes and'only hints-of future potential-,

and' trends 4
'

Were the CETA goals dece ation,and'decategorization realized in
.

w ... Sost bon?'-Did CETA le pr6giams that tter reflected local priorities?

.
'Did.-it lead to more tifecthve, better -coo, dinated activities? Did it open the ..

.
..

d4cision making p'roce'ss to- local groups involved -in, or recipients of,
,

the

'service ¢f

4

'these programs?

4 0
..- 4 i
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Special Features of the Boston. Manpower System

When CETA came, into being,qhe City of Boston alreadhad a diversified,

--well-rooted structure of manpower agencies and programs, created under the E OA

and MDTA, and later the EEA. There were three prominent manpower agencies,

two with strong ties to the community. Ome of these was ABCD, a CAP agency

responsible for the City's CEP as well as other manpower programs. The other'
4

community, agency, CIew:was more than °a lbcal institution; it Was an estaliliShed-

link in' a respected natiinal (Irganization

In addition to-these two community agencies the e'also existed a flou-

rishing, bla perhaps Controversial,IMDTA multi-ski center operated by the

quasi-independent school department. Finally,"--thePEP program, in operation
-

since Fall 1971twas administered independently by the City government. Link

between italid the -other programs did not develop, despite pressure.from,p1;te

DOL.

4 The imposition of 'a CETA prime sponsor'on this flourishing system of
0

formidable agencies was not particularly welcomed by them.. Rather, it was

viewed with considerable Mivivings, suspicion, and,injured pride by community

:groups: They say.the 'prime sponsorahip as offering the City government an

opportunity for a takeover and, if this occurred, a placement of agency

leaders by those with political loyalties to City Hall. Superimposed ion this

scene, was the anticipation, because of the Title I allocation formual'*of a
V 4

stek d3cline in funding that Would discourage innovation and would lead to

the opposition_otTIew programs and agencies 's The circumstances were not ideal
w.

for launching-a new manpower system Ihattsougitt 'tor encourage flexibility' and

interagency 'csoperation.. If the funding prgspects had been the reverse,

thsps a much -different story would have ,unfolded. Given the'bleak money

prospects, most of the energies_Cif agency administrators WerediT*ed to
at!,

maintaining their existing level of operations. rAgenciek concentrated atten

tion on getting their share og the funds; and this diverted administrators

-41tfrort. other goals

To some extent t e manpower network in Boston was a seesegregated

particularly for adults. Oneof the k

is a grassroots mihprity organization

other key agency, ABCD, was overall mul

staff, but had a number of training and

ne ,

y manpower agencies, OIC, was and spill

n a nonwhite area of the city; the-.

i- racial,- in terms 44f cliefitt and

cruiting sites.in.racially homoge-

.neous 'neighborhoods. One of the two facilities &f the multi -skill center had

. p

ti
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a high proportion of white tiainees'and was in a white working-class neighbor-

hoodv.the other site was multi-racial. Most of the pre7CETA.recrulting and

placeirent structur wigs operated by ABd1) and a'majorpart financed byOE0. and

after CET by CSA. he bulk of this part 9C5he manpower systei, remained

outside the jurisd the prime sponscir? howelrer like total' manpower

funding:, CSA fun also was declining.

Much of ane direction was let to the.BM.fi.

to 'develop and articulAe. 'There was noobVious position or policy role

defined at the MA's level, although there were signs of a more active

mayoral role ,ate'

This mutual as4vit as. both an advantage and disddvantage to the BMA.

Although the BMA h Consider 1 latitude, it did not know the extent to

which pit could depend on higher level support if an existing agency became'
, 2

uncooperative; The impression is that the Mayor's office took a hands-off

policy provided there were no politically embarrassing Conflicts. The

exception *as control of.PSE; this remained within thelCity Administration.

The ManpoWer Administrator of Titl I p grams also had a self-imposed

tion, the Advisory Council,.w.hbse ro he had encouraged and helped develop,

in accord with CETA injunctions, and whose influence grew over time.
,

-Initially, determination of priority groups and the acceptanc e of programs

and agencies were his to propose in cooperation, with his st4f; circumscribed,

of cOurse, by, the strength'of the established institutions. In reality, given
.

the presumptions Of CETA and the envisagedrole of 'the Advisor4,7 Council, he had

little room for maneuver with'reipectto client groups and types Hof programs.

As noted, earlier,' council'business preempted the time of agencyieminis4rators,
. ..',

.. -

.

.

. .

_

and innovation, took second 'place to the problems of funding.

itt /
. . , - A

k....L8
c, . i so

. . ..

Summary-of cE,TA Title I. .

. .

if',
Wo,

.

One result of cg TA was the continui ev lopmin 4'

i

t of the.participatory '-.

.

prOcess p
s#
employihent and.training decision making, in the Advisory-

'.

Council, This Council has flourished in Bo ton because of
.

active encourage-

"rent by tte regionarETA an the BMA, because of the availability of-CO,cerned

and interlsted individuals, ild because of the presence of organized cli
.

,

groups and agencies. The Advisory Council, because of its open pa tic atory
o.

: PrOCess, attracted agencies Illi were suffering"funding revers s and allOwe
_ .

them to have fa tole in the planning proces`S. Theactivelarticipation wes no

.

86,I
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dotibt encouraged by the willingness of the Manpower Administrator to actept
. .

its decisions. The Mayor, whose political position did /jot depend on the .

.

sUppoitcof these particular /marginal groups,let their recommendations stand.

r ,Holemver, the 'influence of the Gounciirefletted more than offr, ial encourage-

\
went and its consequences. The;ouncil also filled, to s gree, gap

left by the early administrative weaknesses of the BMA that prevented effective

planning. -

0 A serious deficiendy in both pre -CET and post-CETA days was the lack of

systematic, coordinated shOrtrun planning and the absence ef Tong run planning.

.Planning was done, bu- t only on an, erratic, 'splOtty, short run b4sis. Some of
. -

of this could be attributed to, the fadt'that after CETA was implemented,

o

e**

funding remained on an-annual hasis'which precluded ter' is planning'for longer

than one year. In addition, the hold-harmlest formula '[ifled any initiative,
A

to be innovative kld put a"premi)am on maintaining the status quo.

Some of this lack of planning could alto be attributed to the administra-
.

'tive diiarray within Ice BMA-itself. Its key ficials had to devote so much

,"of-their attention to internal matters and the d velopment of information

systems that little timd- was left for planning. oreover,"withoUt reliable

and. current information, planning could not have been seriously undertaken.

4

f

However' the lack of information extendedbeyond'the City. Readily usable and
, A

adequate labor market data were either sclrce, dated or both. Coordinated

manpower planning is not inherent in local

the fdilkront'of the thinking of munici

overnment. It certainly is not in

ficials or federal adminittrators

either. Administrative matters and sho run budgeting permeate the manpower

-system, beginning;at the national level. There thus remains a serious 'obstacle

to effective, detailed planning beyond the control of the local ,manpower system,

namely, the Uncertainty'about exact funding becadVof tlia Congressional
. ,

bu getary process and because of CETA't discretionaty funds. Establishing lorl.L
, . ,- ,

ran e-goal wtuld 'undoubtedly Make,long range ganning more featible.
A

In 19.76, in preparati8n foe the FY. 19/7 Plaw more thorough and more .,

rational hortrun. planning on a realistic basis appeared probably motivated by
. .

the realization that a reduction i44\ the lever of operations coUld no longer be

postponed. Resources wereallocatetto basic priority groupAp..kn.pAportion to

their share? of the universe of need. Both the BMA staff and the committees of

melAc were p Acipants 'in the decision making process that determined where

the cuts wer to be made -However, this was shortrun planning, whose main

14.
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°

,
AP .

consideration was devising.a viable budget, and it certainly was not long
,

edge plan4inq .

The intervention of a' Federal spurt in the.manpower,system probably
, .

''

,

resulted in the most drastic .change: 'The conrtruled,gin effect, that the' ..
.. .1. /-

resources that were being used pringillOkly for adults in th1 former MDTA multi- '111".' .

,

, skill trainindkcenter be.transferred to high. school' as
par1/t,of.the

. . ' .-
,

court's school desegregatj,on plan.' he.operational costs Ad been financed by' 1

d

CETA 112 funds, while prime sponsor funds were to provide. the stipends. The

effect Of this intervention was.tWOfold. First, a substantial proportion of

' the resources.were removed from the direCt control of the METAC mpg the pi,
.

weresponsor, and second, funds ere diverted f p adulti to youth.'

In addition tolthee major changes, th proVrap and administrative roles

4of the DES also have declined. The'program diminution began. before gETA but

was accelerated by it. The.decline df DES' administrative role was primarily
4 ".

. 4 At
.,

a result of cETA. Furthermore, the development, of tne Assessment Centers can I

.

be dixectl.y attributed to CETA.,,

CETA was also associated with' other devel

here because they.havealvady been ditcuss'ed

controlled job pi.acetent program to employ.

substituted for an industry a4ministered area-wide trainingj)rogram in.that

industry. (2) A substantial, reduction of OJT was' made, and this money and

lag money was, diverted to placemedt activities for special groups (i.e., older

workers; substance abusers lkid exx-offenderk ana (3) lag monei, also finand.

Or

ments,owhych are only itemized ,

detail. (1) A minority

ra,tie in construction was

an experimental °gram devised to institutionalize equal 'employment oppor-

tunities for omen employees of th* BMA and its*ContractOrs;and their enrollees. .

.liCwevef,.CBTA created few, if'any, incentives foreagencies to-cooperate;
,,, .- *op ., ' ) ,

in providkng services. CEp. alSo accepted the bontinuance of parochialism.

For.example, 44mplicitin'CETA is thelbefinition of the labor market as the £ 4

political jurisdictiln:af the prime, sponsor.. This 0i0 mirrored in the METAC's

)1
,
unwillingness to contract with agenciesoutside 'tie prime sponsor's jurisdk-

.

,

"tion..'6E4A also alloWed,lif the 'prime sponsor so desiredvcreaming,ofthe /

...!J:

disadvantaged, because of the leeway given prime-Sponsors to. determine program
. : --.'

objeCtives and income eligibility. CETA probably has'l to an 'iacrease in,

,adm nistratsve costs relative ,to operationed. costs becaus 'of an increase in 7-

the number of adminigtrative units and agenciet,and the subsequent loOs cp5
. . . , , . .$,, '- , .

* economies (f scale :and specialzalilion:

I
Seg
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Finally,after much initial-delay and many administ1ative obstacles the

BMA created &management infoNatiOn system,,s&on to be automated, thaIis

furnishing the program data essential for, planning. The Bttgi' also initiated an

independent follow-up survey whose intent was tOtassest he fonger run effect
, :-

of different programs fOr different clientele. Previously,. follow -4 had been
r .

lost. agency responsibil4.1.-y whose validity was always suspebt and villich was not

,-, ,

used, to rationally allocate resourees_or to-do'longituoinal analysis taking

into account local labor conditions and program 'characteristics.
*

Boston took advanCage. of the abi/itx providedoby CETA to take a dOmpre,-

4

hensive look at'the local universe of need and to choose,local priority groups'

. ,

that included those,least Iiikely to succeed,inthe laboi'market; namely, the

unskilled, the poorly educated, the Chronically unemployed, minorities,. and
or

various other groups with employment probleMs. Toits credit, the lost=

prime sponsor, despite the creaming possibilities. opened by CET*, chase to .

.
serve in its Title I program the economic y disadyanta4ed, and group's

- discriminated against in the labor market or otherwise pqtrly served)cly it.,

This was a continuation of Apopre-CETA focus. ,

CETA also Makes possible coordination of clients'aril-serVices, the preven-

tion of duplication of'effort/en4,the promotion of agency and programrspeciali.°

nation based on prior experience with differentgroups. in this*area,-Botton

has not been, able- to exploit the potential of thk. 'NotdIteably greater'inter-
.

agency coordination has not developed. Assessment CenterSwere establisped .

A
. . .

t ontrol the flow 'of enrollees from init4a1 intake points (te NECS) to

programs, in Orddi totvaid excessive holding, maximize enrollments, add
--,

,

. . ,.
. ,

improve the match between clients and services. It 4 not-bhvious that

matching has iZiProved much compared to pre7CETA days,'when CEP was the main ".
.

,
, .

4V t -
1

I.

coordinating.-meth ism but limited ,to ABCD and its, tioolthitractors. In theory,

the Assessment,C ters can assign enrollees to the most suitable program irre-
e.

r

s.spective of agency. In .practice each agency has, piObably pltced priorit 'On ,

. .., . , .

..- .filling_its own Slott with applicants,it 'prefers.

If duplication of_effortmeans Uhuse0 slots becaise two or tore.piograns

.,
proVide the same servitet fora'limited clientele, such

e
a luxury has nat.

. A
k.

:eXisted_in poston. If uplication means that combining two or more sUdi. .%

. o

Ire

programs'wOuld *educe costs,.then CETA has led to some retrogression. Greater

speciariiation hai occurred tome extent but acOomAanied by sOri lois in` .0:',.
. .

(

.

efficiencies of scale., In an'case,,gainA and'losses associated with ess.or .1 "

4.

&9

.go
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more duplication or with less or more specialization appears Ito be small.

°Finally the extraordinary diffictflti'es.th cAating and directing an effec-

tive manpower staff free of political'consideration may be academic to'decen -

tralization.

One last conclusion, based on,ou4plimited Bositon.experience, is that

cities with mixed racial, socio-economic groups, local political decisions may

not favor the poor. The poor still may ,not be in the mainstreams of the local '

politiCel'proCess. Consequent1S, akinq panpower policy a function of that

priorities based on 'need other. than the needsprocess quite -possibly leads to

of the disadvantaged. In Bosto

supported by EQA, have be "r. . proponents of ,the, poor and of minorities in

manpower decisions, 'and have bin a key factor in maintaining the openness of

; strong Lommunity agencies Created or

the process. Programs and clients have riot Changed significant4yin,Comparison

with the pry -C period.

Summary of PSE

The Personal ch
.

enrollees were muc

racteristics and economic status ,o# P.SE and of Title I

different. Title e-1 enrollees were youneand, less- educated,

' and much more ely to be 'ethnic minorities`' or femaieS:- All were pOOZTin
4

contrast.to orlly a minority of 'PSE enrollees.

Contrary to the intent of Title II, there were only slight diaerences-

to distanguish Title II from Title VI clients. ,Ohly Some.ofthiS-homogeneity

wak die to the large scale Aiitching)of enrollees between Titles as different
.

funds became available or had to be aPent. The objective was to avoid early

termination. As onepipogresses from Title I to,Title,II and then to "Title VI,
7 or

enrollees were4mose like to be 'mars, better educated,'white and in higher
4

income groups. 'As the economic climite worsened the direction' of manpower -

efforts shiftdd from helping the poor and.minorities t4 maintaining, the income

ot those in'the mainstrdamof the labor forte.

Little, if any, formal training Occuvred Under PSE.- The clients per gamed'
.

important but not necessari

administratibri15 pridrities
A

of the clients. the transit

for enrollees. :leveZtheles

services and shad innovative

became responsible for PSE. .Title I programs werp rarely coordinated.wlip PSE,

ly.vital*services, and the work reflected the city

. The scope of the work vas, limited by the skills

tonal .nature of thelObs, and departmental, vying .

5, certain Pa activities involve&critiollhuman
.

features. The tlETAC planning. roceduresn.ver
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although PSE money did- inance cqtain Title I work experience programs.

Finally,
,

public and then official criticism of hil4ng irregularities and-delays

forced a change in AinT procedure, as well as improvements in the assignment

ltof enrollees. The main impact of the METAC was to focus attention on the !

,limited partieipation in PSE of women and minorities, and to inddte corrective ,

action, although by then too late to permit major reform.

Responsibility for some of the hiring problem4have to be shared by.the\
,. . ..

e city. and the 'federal government., Both trite city and the regional office were
. ,

the victims of pressures and limited information over which they had no control.
.

_...

As a result the regional office could not provide adequate help. Furthermore,

at a critical time, for unclear reasons, the ciT.y piled to provide explicit
''

direction or give firm support to the PEP/PSE administration:
b 4

It i) Wficult to say whether the main effeCt of PSE bias to provide
a

%I .

municipal services or to provide income, to the unemployed: This does not mean

these two goals _are inconsistent. However, it can be said that the confl4ct

between making the unskilled and the poor more employable and the provision of
/

. . , tio.*

vital public services efficiently was not solved. w. , . .

Were-!:./or'chwhi;e municipal services provided that probably would not have
- . a

ben withoru't PSE money2 --Unquaatl-onably-yes. As,a result there was probably

a net addition of jobs, chiefly' in the first fiscal year.

If the purpose of Titles II andiVI was to provide, "in.-the shortrun;

transitional employment, 'leading to permanent unsubsidized jobs, PSE probably.

failed for various reasons. Labor market condition remained poor. The city

was trying to reduce its employment, enrollees most in need' of formal training

did not rece2,4e'it, and the city had few linksto private industry 5or effec-
. -4..

tiVe placement. PSE was ah income maintenance program that contained an effec-

tive work element, .but there is no ,evidence on whether the employability of

cl ts, once terminated, has improved. Perhaps Titles 'II and VI hlad no other
. l

i pu se to provide counter-cyclical public service employment..
s

ft. /

Attainment of Decategorizatiton and Decentralization
OP

Were the main goals of CETA rea isQ& in Boston? Decentralization was

achieved, as shoWn by the growth in the influence ofthe METAC. This was.

partly intentional and partly unintentional. -The unintentioned part was due

to the -weakness of 'th'e BMPcstaff and its initial failure to create effective
44

information and control systems. However MrrTAC's ability to initiate planning

8'2
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or to provide meaningful monitoring and evaluation has been limited. The

planning function probably'will remain underdeveloped because of Structural

reasons. The monitoring and evaluation responsibilities can develop with

proper staff support. The METAC is still a bOdy that primarily reacts to ,

*'staff recommendations b4cause the staff controls theflow of information.

Decategoriration,'however, had little impact, if by decategbrization is

meant the creatidn of new programs for .different kinds of clients. To some

Ire, this is to the credit of the BMA. The City's preTCETA,program,

especially the community one, had served the.poor and minorities.,-CETA Title
/\

I programs continued this focus, not by Federal government mandate but- by

voluntary action of the city.

Few fundamental changes were made NIprogtams or agencies, and one of
-

these changes was imposed from outside the system by the Federal Judiciary,

seeking to desegregate the "local school system. The lack of program. innova-

tion or acceptance of newcomers was due to the cut in Title I funding, to the

important role of agendies on the METAC, and to the maturing,of the-vital

manpower agencies created in the 1960'S. These manpoWerlgencies never had af< , . t,
,

realistic choice of investing heavily in relatively enrollees or meagerly
, 1

in many. They began in the latter direction; the expanding
.

labor markets of
. .

,the sedend half of the 1960's probably allowed this (or concealed its eakness).

C. CETA's budget cuts, however, Came in the deteriorating labor markets I the l' .

.
/

'197Q's when more not fewer people n100ed help. .

CETA did open the system to new agencies and prOgramg butrtiqe effec was

limited in terms of their size, services, #clients. The rsdUrces a o-

cated to the newcomers were a small pdrtio the total* allocation, and Moot

of the programs were not unique ix concept or esi'gn. The decision making

1-'
! .

/ process became more open but.the,prime actors o initiators were the agencies

A

. and the BMA, not the clients or the METAC. Nevertheless the METAC did force

the city to keep the METAC-informed about PSE operations and to modify them

to some exteht.

Tecategorization was not relevant for,PSE, which tended, in Boston to

remain for political reasons independent of Title I Netiyities and its'

decrsion Making siodedur9e. PSE, a heavily funded i'lasbi created program,

shifted the emphasig of the manpower activities both ih to esources

and services. Local pr2me sponsors could have used Title II y for,Title

.I.activities. This occurred in Boston but.only in a limited way, when PSE. ,

*
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money fUnded new careers and adult work experience to help compensate-for,the

drop itl Title I funding. PSE did not serve the same population group as Title
. .-

i't

I. Title I's clients continued to b those with serious labor market disad--

vantages; Titles II and VI helped th se with either fewer or nond of these

Wdicaps.

The interchange views that METAC haS ficiiitated probably has produced

better dcisions than would have occurred in its absence. However, the value'

of ,these decisions is difficult to assess if one tries to see item translated
mr

into better and more coordinated programs. 'It Cannot be said,unegl'Avocally.,

that the immense amount of time and energy devoted tin the METAC process has
AV

lid to programs that are strikingly different or, superior to.those existing

before CETA. The amount of resources devoted to administrative-activities

probably is' higher, even if the pre-CETA organization of the RDOL is considered.

CETA directly and indirectly has meant more resources, tangible andliptangible,

spent on other than .direct resources to clients. It is not easy to show

commensurate gains/ in improved:services or better administefed programs.

It is possible that the regional office of the ETA, with tlie same num4er

4F

ofapeople and the. same money spent, would have done as well as, if not'better

than,' the BMA duringothe same period. There are three main reasons for thii'

suggested possibility. First, the Regiondl ETA was an established, func-

tioning organization with experienced-personnel. Second, in geheral

regional' staff -dialing with Btston seemed better educated,anoPmore qualified

than the prime sponsor's staff. And third/ the ETA did not.face',,the 'same

-local political-constraints in making decisions,, particularly those invoive4

with staffing.

I

The regional office would -,have had to e4twith thesame interagency

rivalries and the same reluttance T progr 1..etators_to suply information.

However, because of technical skills

could have more quickly established w

financial management systems.

or

lone, :tile regionaLsoffice st ff probably '

, .)
ikabae management information nd

J
2 - tt
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_RECOZ2IENDATIONS,

5

The following recommendations are based-Upon our observations, in Botio

alone. The recommendations are arranged id'three categories. The first are

general in nature, the second are recommendations related to, specific kinds

of,programs, and the third to specific activities that cut across programsc

It. may be noted that some recommendations involve changes in legislation, some

involvdPchanges ox considerations for the prime sponsor, and Others involve

changes09r considerations BiOr the, Regional Of fide of ETA.

40

General

(1, If severe manpower problems are concentrated in older central cities.,

a dis,ribution formula-that reduces their manpower funds is not conducive. to

inn ative, coordinated programs that better serve poor people.
,41

The distribution formula should be based primarily on a prime sponsor's

propoetionite share of all poor persons i6 to 64 years oeage. Programs are

.

not for those out of the labor forcey and inclusion of those persons 65 and-

.

over would likely fall Uburbs' oVer central cities. The current distributia-

. formula dOits not refer to poor persory 16 and' over but to low income adults;

moreover, their weight -in the:formula is a.meager 12.5 percent., A weight of

at least 50% Co an area's share of the Poor would be more apprOpriate. No

weight should be given to the prioryear's allocation except as a minimum

guarantee to each area. The lower age of.16 recognizes the high proportion

of young people in the poor popul tion, and the necessity of preventi1g their

.
becoming members of a -chronica y'Underprivilegedalienated group. The remainder

of the distribution formula can be based on deviations of an area's uneAployment

rate from `the average ,for the nation. '.

i p
.

It.i4ill be nOtedthat_this formula ignores the-incidence"of poverty in an

area. To take account of this factor, an area should be guDanteed a minimum
,

.

allocation per poor pete6n 16 and over. The exact amount should be,based upon

the.prior year's allocatin per poor person 16 and over in the country as a .

whole.

.
.

Our-ormula and-existing ones made no copcession to changes in the price

. t .

'level. To.be consistent yt4n a basic guarantee per person or area, all money .-

allocations should be adjusted to a real basis.

94
0
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(2) If increased employability, self-SufficienCy and self=retpect is
r

directly dependent on the resources invested in people, the amount, available

"per enrollee has been parsimionious. Moreover, a substantial portiOn of man-
0-11.

power fundS are not.human capital investment, but stipends, or work experience

wages, which are income maintenance transfers. This vita/ distinction is 1g-

nored in reporting manpower allocations. The real cost of training.s,hould omit

stipends, in order to isolate the amounts invested',in services that enhance'em,-

ployability.

OJT'wages, as well as work experience wages, incorporate both investments
AW

and income maintenance. The exact division between the two might be delineated

' by assuming that only payments above some fraction cif the minimum_wage coniti--

tute direct investment. The fraction might be one that derives an amount equal

.*
to the per capitl,poterty -level income. The income maintenance ,portion Of.ETA

funds might more appropriately come froM the HEW budget.

(3) The amount of money spent per enrollee for classroom training alone,

excluding stipends Was approximat4ly $450. This represents a negligible

proportion of the total amount that would have been spent on anindividull's- -

education if he had completed high school. It is unreasonable to expect this

small manpower inAstment to compensate for the faillire of the educa4onal

system in Boston and in other areas from.Which persons migrated (4.,.Puerto

Rico).- If the educational system'were mane accountable by having to finance

its share of manpower costs, a powerful incentive mightexist to prevent the

problems the manpower system must solve:.

v

(4) The success of the strategy oft Ishor preparation to acbieVe entry,

level job, readiness still has to be.validipted especially for males. dn'published,.
-

data fOr Boston suggests that this strateagy may have had limited,success.fot
4

'females, especially minority females, becaule it to.some deg se ut)graded their'

occupational statugiand possibly raised their'anritial earnings. However, their

new earnings averaged not much more than $50/4 a,year abOve the Official l 6.

poverty level of $5500 for a,fouriamber family. Nonetheless, the 1i t d

investmenieer perpon could hardly lead tp a much better gain.

() When the labor market is loose and jobs scarce, programs should be'

lengthened and training intensified becauSerfrom,society's viewpoint, the

opportunity costa.are negligib le. Manpower funding and budgeting, however,.

does not respond q uickly to econpmic conditiohs. A dLstributio,n.fo,rmula taking

into account deviations in excessiveunempiloymen.p wbuld be unsuitable because

95
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an area's primary allocation (see point (1) ve) would be based on unemploy-

ment as of a given time period in the past. The allocation to take account k-

, ,

. .

of risilrunehployment would have to be based on, more current changes in unem-._
t,

pldymell amdjdpuld have to be in addition to the primary- amount. As unemploymedt'
. .

falls additional funds would be halted so that additional
.

enro,11mentsland/or
,

. 1

the lengthening of programs would 'stop. It would ba;programmatiCally unsouid
4 - . .-

to reduce funds. .n order to shorten pAdgrams or terminate enrollees prematurely.,

..
. .-

& except where legitimate. job plaCements were made prior to an individual's '44

.2.-
. _ .

completing a program. .

A

^The additional funding should go'to Title I or II programs: pf cdiarsa
.

Title VI made additional, funds available as unemplopent rose, mot to manpoWer

raining.progranst to PSE, which in Bostonedidnot serve the same clientele--

Title I programs. If Title II programs were required to enroll only poor

people, additional Title II funds would go to those most needing help.

.v.,(6). one-year contracts encourage shortruro goals and shortrun'tacties,

net longrun planning and longrun strategy. They also encourage shortrun programs

thit are likely to lead to placements in the secondary labor market or place-
.

ments in jobs with few promotionopporglunitiest A big step in the directi.. of

longer range planning would be to fund agencies and/or programs longer than 12
,

moths. This could be done on a selective experitentd1 basis lo statt- Such.

grams shouldebe open-ended to-omit adjustmento changing labor market

(7) .The advantages of decategorfkation and decentralization might be
.

achieved, by various, prime sponsorship concepts or models. For example, the,

regional ETA could serve as a prime sponsor for a cohesive labor market area

and have a representative iVisory% council.- The-ETA,would be esponsible for

.,
A .

both title.I and PSE program The ETA'staff would be-,less lnerable to
4.'

local political pressures. It also is more likely toidclude grofessiionals I' .

with a longer !iin dedicatiOn. to manpO$eraffairs thari the more tranAtory.4 City
I

,personnel. SoMe administrative economies of pcale also would be achieved.

.4 There would be a morwcextensive labor market area foi coordinate,job creation

N and job placement.. A regional or sub4egional approach would minimize many, of

the political and institutional considerations that handicap a gore-ratio
0,

. -admirtion'of Title I programs. ,
'\ 4

.s.

# A'
..

Funding would continue". to be allocated to existing prim9.AponsoriOreas:,"
.. 4- .

, f -_.

r,
Council members would be 'drawil-lrom agencies, institutions, and k6VI

#
,

%A.
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governments in 'proportion to the funds given to each prime sponsor. The

current regulations about the distributibn of members and their voting rights
0,

could continue.

' A Federal prime ,sponsorship is not the only alternative; Another forms

of decentralization would be local ETAs independent of local. authorities.,

Such' ETAS could be ii6de-led afterindePendeftt transit or turnpike authorities,

but without their own 'source of fuilds. An advisory council could serve in the

place of a Board of Trustees'.

(8) DOL approval of annual Title f plans should include, as a criterion,
,

evidence of long-run planningTA review of long-run industry and occupational

trends and an explanation of how k)rograms reflect these should be required.

Furthermore, an explicit ex hibit of the rational selection of alternative

;programs based on.past performance andcosts Should be presented in order to

justify why one program is preferred to another.

(9) Assuming that the Current pattern of prime sponsorship remains, prime
,

soonsors should have the authority to determine, within standards established

' by the Federal government, the qualificationS of the contractor's staff in order

to in order to insure plAp program admini;strators have appropriate technical

and.managerial skills. Where existing staff lack such qualifications, resources

should be provided to correct this deficiency with mandatory training and educa--

tion*, and with An-the-job guidance. The MTI of the regional office has helped

remove such gaps, In addition, however, regular courses at the post -high school

level are needed in such topics as budgeting, pefsonnel administration,.

counseling,ylabor market and human resource economics, and job development.
, --

In turn, the Federal government should set guidelines for the qualifications,

of the staff of prime sponsors. ,There is a twofold objective here. The first
4

,is.the hiring of the individuals with'the necessary technical skills or experiences.

The other is to prevent purely.political hires. The guidelines might include a

formal preparation in manpower programs and planning a sulstantial record of

,accomplishment as a manpower adpanistrator.

(10) The 8penness of the CETA advisory council in-Boston has made the BMA,_

the target for groups frus trated by the failure or inability of appropriate

Federal, state and municipal bodies to-help meet justifiable demands- of these

grOups for equal opportunities in employment. In erect, the BMA has had to be

much more thkn an agency respohpible for planning and overseeing the adAinistra.1,

.tion of employment andtraining programs. It alsoThas been asked to spearhead

c4anges in social policy not hecess4rily-endorsed by institutions whose

9 .
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cooperation is vital for successful placement. .Eletermlining the effectiveness

of the Bolton CETAlhas td take this special responsibility into account.

"(11) The participatory process requires very, strong and sustained admin4-

Strati-i'm support to be effective. For the advisory councili to provide meaning-
.

ful inpyt it should have its own independent staff. Furthermore, if the staff

is.to be completely independent, it needs to be separately funded.

(12) Evaluation ,systems of different prime sponsprs should have enough

common features for an adequate comparison. For example, definition of such ,

things as types of terMinations, particiPints,land retention should be corn-
.

paraWei. Exp4dit measures used to determine success and weight given by all

prime sponsors to these measures should be made available. In addition, all

evaluation systems.must take'into account job quality as well as education('

placement, and not simply job placement. Regular, systematic communication

between prime sponsors ontechnicai information and experience should be

created.

Specific Kinds Af Programs-
.

(13) As a result of CETA, sone df the slots in the in-school youth program

achieved a continuity and an integration bett!ieen work experiende and educa ion

that had been lacking previously. T3'be meaningful, both thZ regular and

summer youth programs should provide a cumulative experience for youth, so that

the same individuals move prog5esSively from one work experience to another.

This preferably should be oomlained.with schOoling so that the youths benefit

prom a career orientated program.

'Enrollees of the in- school youth program'shotild remain in it during

the summer. In-school positions should be developed with the idea that they

would be available when school closes. The large summer program probably

cannot be dropped. iidWever, its administration would be improved if 'prime

sponsors,and agencies could depend do the same'or similar spending levels

each year, with a change occurring gradually, say by annual increments (or

decrements) of 10 or 15 percent.

(14) The out-of-school youthtrogram should have multiple goals. It

should be a substitute for school, so that a youth is ready to enter the

labor market or continue his education at "graduate" age. It should also im-

part vocational skills and work discipline. The multiple goal approach is

desirable, provided that it'iSrealized that the same goal. is'not suitable

for all enrollees and fdrthermore that the means are available to match enrollee

9I
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needs with specific goals. Irrespective of the specific goal, a youth should

remain in the program until he reaches the age Ot which young people normally

enter'the full-time labor farce.- The measure of success should not be the

placement rate alone but the proportion kept until this "graduation': age and
4

then job placed'or enrolled in school (or another suitable program).

(1) The priority of the multiple goals of PSE,should be specified either

by the Fedeal government or by the prime sponsor. The kinds of individuals

to be heieed depend on the program objectives. The program can be designed

to improve employtility,provide jobs' (that is, maintain income) and/or

provide' important public services'at a reasonable cost. Through our'Bostoh

experience, we have found that these_ objectives are not all mutuallycompatible,

and 'furthermore specific program cot enents would not be the same in all cases

This queltionable valde of PSE as currently constituted, is just one more

example from,a program that has conflicting goals. Title VI probably should

not be part of CETA. /Title VI is an .employment program for those without serious

labor 'market problems, other than the, high rate of unemployment in -an area.

However, there is a place for Title II in CETA, provided Title II serves only

its economically disadvantaged and has specific links with Title I progivs.
e

If these links can not be established theh all Title II funds.should be made 1

available for Title z programs.

(16) OJT should be confined to the primary labor,market and should be

closely supervised by tie prime sponsor. One way, to distinguish Between a

primary and a secondary employer would be the average wage paid by the establish-

ment relative to the average wage in the area. Other criteria would be the quit

rate and layoff rate of the employer relative to the comparable Orea rotas, and

the turnover rate on the particular job or the, occupation funded *y OJT. The

training format should be similar to that of apprenticeship programs; that is,

follow an explicit schedule of job tasks to,be aught a.t. work. rime so sor

representatives snbuld visit the plant periodically to ensure adherence to this

schedule.

(17) One way of increasing flexibility and versatility of programs to ad-

: .justIto longrun labor market conditions is td use the purchase of services

contract to a greater degiee. This shodld only be used in areas that have

established edudational and training institutions that are not dependent on

manpower monies. Furthermore, considerable care has to be taken that'suon

contractors have demonstrated an ability to effectively train disadvantaged

and minority enrollees. The most effective way to insure utilization of this

I 9 9
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alternative Would be to require that a certain percent of Title I monies Oe

spent on purchase of,serviCes contract of this-sort.

(18) In general, toomuch,emphasis has been given to formal'classes and

too little to OJT in the primary sector supported by.sophisticated job

development. In addition, the formal classes have been confined to a relatively

few conventional areas, repeating those taught by vocational high schools.
. t

Specific Activities

(19) A vital part of the manpower system is job development. The concept

of job development needs to be closely examined in Order to understand better

the nature of job development and what determines its effectiveness. At a mini-

mum, the job developer must be someone with close liAks to a few industrial and '

occupational sectors. Job developers should know the type of skills and quali-

fications specifidfemployers want. Jol) developers should be able to communicate

'these specific needs back to programs,.so that they can prepare enrollees in a

manner that realistically improves their chances of being hired and retained.

Jolydevelopment.and industrial and occupational projections are related.

Given the state of the economic art projections at best can only. identify

growing industries and occupations. Which particular establishments are ex-
411P

panding and which offer th6 best longrun employment opportunities within these
40'

growing sectors'requires intelligent job. developmInt. State ManpowerService.

Councils should sponsor studie.of area economic trends. Thrt:actual studies

might be done by, the State Employment Servides, or a State Economic Council

(in Massachusetts this would be the Office of Economic Affairs), or local

universities.

(20) Incentives, are needed to encourage inter-agency and program coopera-

tion. At present; progys receive no immediate credit for transferring a

'berson.. Nor is there mych of a longrun benefit to transferring an enrollee.

-unless 'a posiiive termination results. Incentives afso are needed for programs

to accept transfers. Program coordination probably requires tiat an agency

receive special credit for achieving it.

(21) The failure to develop appropriate indentivet-for inter-agency coopera-
.

tion can be illustrated by the dual4system'of adult education in Boston. The

public school system teaches English to adults from-other countries and cultures.

Manpower programs hawle'ESL courses doing the same thing. Admittedly the goals

are digferent.' In the first case, the goal is acculturation, in the second,'

employment. 1 0 0
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Two separate questionsan'still be asked. First, should two ihdependent

systems teach English.to non-English speaking adults? The second question is,

should not educational funds be used for English classes and ETA funds only

for stipends when no training or work experience is involved?

It appears that many of the burdens undertaken by ETA programs reflect

failures of existing institutions; i.e., pubic schools mental health services,

etc. The justification for ETA programs is that new institutions will not make

the same lij.stakgs with the same clientele as the ones that served them poorly

before. Nevertheless, shduld not educational or comparable monies finance

the new ETA institutions where they are repeating the same services. The

conclus,ion would seem to be that Federal efforts snould concentrate on

preventing problems by providing special financial and technical help to schools
sor

and otner sodi.al institutions in low income are with serious social'and eco-

nomic.problers. Such an approach. might hopefully help to halt the vicious cycle.

of self-perpetuating poverty., #

"(22) Extra credit should be given for placing those with exceptional

labor market handicaps. This Would be a disincentive for 'creaming. The handi-

caps to be considered should be the following: educational level, minority

status, `age , physical handicaps; emotional problers, and language and cultural

barriers. The social priorities of prime sponsors would be reflected in the

weight given these handicaps. The selection of candidates would be more open

and more objective.

I
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